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SOLAR WIND AND ITS INTER-
ACTION WITH THE MAGNETO-
SPHERE: MEASURED PARAMETERS

Rainer Schwenn

Max-Planck-Institut fur A eronomie,
34)1 Katlenburg-Lindau 3, FRG

ABSTRACT

The earth's magnetosphere absorbs only a minor fraction (s 10 3 ) of the incident
solar wind energy. Variations of the solar wind can often cause lively reactions
in the earth's close environment. However, the physical mechanisms involved are
not yet understood. It appears now that the combined action of the solar wind
momentum flux, the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field as well as its
fluctuations might play the dominant role. The behaviour of these parameters is
governed in some characteristic way by the solar wind stream structure which re-
flects the condition of the solar corona and its magnetic field topology. Tran-
sients in the sun's atmosphere associated with solar activity cause reactions in

the interplanetary medium which also show some typical, though very different,
signatures. Taking into account the interdependence of the solar wind parameters
in context with the underlying solar phenomena, we may be able to pinpoint the
mechanism which controls the action of the solar wind on the magnetosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The possible coLrelations between certain phenomena on the earth, e.g. geomagnetic
activity and aurorae, and processes on the sun have long attracted the attention
of scientists. However, even today we are still far from knowing all the links of
the long chain of reactions through which energy other than radiation is carried
from the sun's atmosphere onto the earth. These ideas have originally been stimu-
lated by the early finding of recurrencies in geomagnetic disturbances following
the rhythm of the sun's 27 day rotation. (For a historical review and further re-
ferences, see Wilcox [1], Burlaga and Lepping [2]).

Today we know that the main agent in this chain is the solar wind. In 1932
Bartels [3] had already argued that geomagnetic disturbances might be caused by
stationary, though isolated, particle streams ejected from the rotating sun. These
stationary sources, which he called M-regions, were thought to be associated more
or less with active regions on the sun. Although the solar wind was finally found
to be a continuous flow of ionized gas, Bartels' idea was partly confirmed in that
the solar wind is highly structured and geomagnetic effects are well correlated
with stationary corotating fast streams imbedded in slower plasma (Snyder et al
[4]. Even the M-region concept could be verified when the solar sources of those

RIEC iD= Pj MLaM- FIU
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streams were finally identified: Noci [5] and Krieger et al [6] were the first to

argue that regions of diminished brightness at X ray and EUV wavelengths (so-
called coronal holes) in the solar corona are the sources of high-speed solar
wind streams. Neupert and Pizzo [7] found a direct correlation between coronal
holes and recurrent geomagnetic disturbances (For more information see Zirker
[8]). The Skylab era finished a longlasting controversary (see Neupert and Pizzo
[7]) whether the M-regions are tied to active regions or not: Coronal holes are
features typical of the quiet sun, not of the active sun. This is the reason for
the well-known fact that recurrent geomagnetic disturbances are found mainly du-
ring times around the minima in the solar activity cycles (Sheeley et al (9]
[10]). However, even more dramatic geomagnetic effects are caused by active re-
gions on the sun. The major magnetic storms especially can often be uniquely asso-

ciated with solar flares. These sporadic events are typical features of the active
sun, in contrast to the recurrent events which are products of the quiet sun. The
occurrence rate of these sporadic events is of course directly correlated to so-
lar activity.

The different sources for geomagnetic activity have unfortunately not always been
properly separated. Much of the statistical work done in the past for finding

correlations between solar, interplanetary and terrestrial phenomena suffers from
the lack of appreciation for this basic difference. It is not the purpose of this
paper to review and re-evaluate all those studies. We intend rather to describe
our present understanding of the structured and variable solar wind and the pro-
cesses going on in it. We try to put all those parameters which were suspected or
known to be somehow related to geomagnetic activity but were regarded in a more or
less isolated fashion into the right context. This way, a bit of new light might
be shed on old findings which will then be quoted here without too much regard of
their proper historical order.

The earth's magnetosphere absorbs only aTinr fraction (10- 3 to 10- 2 ) of the so-
lar wind kinetic energy flux ( I erg cm s at 1 AU). The power inputlinto the

magnetosphere with an effective radius of 10 R is of the order of 10 W. This
amount appears neiligible as compared to the light energy absorbed by the earth's
troposphere (- "O W). There is increasing evidence, though, that the energy
absorbed from the solar wind mainly due to its high variability might be able to

at least trigger certain mechanisms in the magnetosphere, the ionosphere and even
the troposphere (see, e.g. the textbook by Hargreaves [11]). In the first place,
the absorbed solar wind energy goes into the magnetospheric and ionospheric cur-
rent systems, the production of high energy particles in the radiation belt, and

the production of auroral particles (Perreault and Akasofu [121). Changes in the
energy input may cause dramatic reactions of these energy consumers by triggering

the emptying of other energy reservoirs, e.g. magnetic energy stored in the mag-
netotail resulting in geomagnetic storms. These phenomena will not be further dis-
cussed in this paper. They are mentioned only in order to illustrate that it is
the structures and variations in the solar wind which are of basic importance in
any solar terrestrial relations.

THE SUN AND THE SOLAR WIND IN TERMS OF THE "BALLERINA" MODEL

The appearance of the solar wind is most adequately described in terms of the

"ballerina" model first proposed by Alfvin (for a review see [13]). It is now
well established by the aid of several recent findings. Figure 1 is a schematic
drawing of the inner heliosphere right before the last solar activity minimum in
1976. The sun's poles are covered by large coronal holes. They are areas of open
magnetic field lines, the northern hole being of positive (outward directed)
polarity, the southern being negative (inward directed). Some tongue-like exten-
sions of the coronal holes reach well into the equatorial regions and give the
sun the appearance of a tilted magnetic dipole (Schulz [14]). The sun's equato-
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Fig. I The "ballerina" model of the heliosphere as proposed by
Alfvin [13]. For explanations see text.

rial region is governed by activity centers (e.g. sunspots) and their loop-like
and mainly closed magnetic structures. What looks like the skirt of a spinning
ballerina is the warped separatrix between positive and negative solar magnetic
field lines dragged out into interplanetary space by the radially outflowing con-
ductive solar wind plasma. It is in fact a substantial sheet of azimuthally flow-
ing electric current required for the polarity change of the magnetic field. The
sheet is "attached" to the corona on top of closed magnetic structures at the

transition between closed and open flux tubes, i.e. generally in the middle of
the equatorial "belt" of activity. Any observer north of this current sheet is in
a positive magnetic sector, south of it in a negative sector. When the current
sheet is swept over the observer he calls this a sector boundary crossing. The
size and number of magnetic sectors is closely related to the underlying coronal
structure. Around solar minimum the folds in the current sheet do not reach to
high latitudes. This is why Pioneer 11, coming to 16* northern heliographic lati-
tude in 1976, spent more than 90 % of the time in positive sectors (Smith et al
[15]). The orientation of the solar dipole changes from one solar minimum to the
next resulting in a 22 year magnetic solar cycle.

High speed streams

The coronal holes are now known to be the sources of high speed solar wind streams
(see Zirker [81). This explains why high speed streams are always completely en-
closed in regions of only one magnetic polarity. Measurements of the solar wind
speed at high latitudes using the interplanetary scintillation (IPS) technique in-
dicate that the average speeds are much higher here (Coles and Rickett (161). This
is expected from the existence of the large polar coronal holes. The maximum speed

was found to be correlated with the size of the coronal holes (Nolte et al [17]).

However, there is not yet any consistent explanation on how a steady flow of solar
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wind can ever achieve speeds often exceeding 700 kms - . Theoretical studies show
some evidence that the degree of divergence of the open field lines plays a major
role (Kopp and Holzer [18], Holzer (19]). Furthermore, there is evidence for the
importance of wave action for solar wind acceleration (Hollweg [20]) which is not
yet fully understood. Observations from the solar probes Helios 1 and 2
approaching the sun as close as 0.29 AU revealed that the often drastic speed

differences between rt-particles and protons (exceeding 200 kms at 0.29 AU) are
closely related to the occurrence of Alfvinic fluctuations and their intensities
(Marsch et al [21]). Some unexpected features in the particles' velocity distri-
bution functions also show the basic importance of wave-particle interactions
(Feldman et al [22], Marsch et al [23]). Generally, the fast solar wind can be
characterized by some typical parameters which hardly ever show structural chan-
ges within one stream or much difference from one stream to the next (Feldman et
al [24]). This reflects the above mentioned fact that the fast streams are ex-
pressions of the quiet sun.

Slow solar wind

The slow solar wind has been taken by many authors as representative of the quiet,
ambient, and structureless solar wind needed as a reference for comparisons with
theoretical models (see, e.g., Hundhausen [25]). However, Feldman et al [24] con-
cluded that "it is reasonable to suggest that t e structureless ambient state of
the solar wind may be found at high (;--750 kms ) flow speeds rather than at low
ones". In fact, the slow solar wind is not at all "quiet", since it emerges from
those regions in the corona which are situated over the activity centers with all
their complicated and highly variable magnetic topologies. The coronal phenomena
going on here and the outflow of the slow solar wind from these often loop-like
and mainly closed magnetic structures are still far from understood.

Stream-stream interactions

The Helios measurements showed that the longitudinal transitions between plasma
streams of different speed are generally much more abrupt closer to the sun than
at 1 AU. This led to the impression of a "mesa-like" stream structure (Rosenbauer
et al [26] [27]). Comparison of simultaneous Helios 1, Helios 2 and IMP measure-
ments revealed that the latitudinal stream boundaries are also very thin (Schwenn
et al [28]). It now appears as if slow and fast streams might represent two states
of the solar wind resulting from different acceleration mechanisms.

The hypothetical streamlines of the plasma flowing radially away from the rotating
sun are wound up to Archimedian spirals in interplanetary space. Since the spiral
angle (.s450 at I AU) depends on the flow speed, the streams of different speed
coming from contiguous sources in the corona start interacting with each other.
In the boundary layer between a slow stream and a fast stream coming from behind,
the plasma will be compressed. This can lead to high values of density, momentum
and energy fluxes within these interaction regions. The density gradients give
rise to longitudinal and latitudinal motions of the compressed plasma, i.e. de-
flections of the streams (Pizzo [29] [30]). As soon as the local sound speed (at
the fast magnetosonic mode) at which these density signals can propagate, is less
than the corotation speed of the structure, a shock front along the high density
region will form, or even a shock pair on both sides on the density ridge. Such
corotating shocks were first observed beyond I AU (Smith and Wolfe [31]); recent-
ly the Helios probes found a few cases inside I AU, as close as 0.6 AU from the
sun (Burlaga et al [32], Schwenn et al [33]).

Relation of streams and magnetic structure and some terrestrial implications

Figure 1 shows that an observer in the plane of the ecliptic will see alternately
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slow and fast streams coming by; their relative number depends directly on the
underlying coronal structure, mainly on the occurrence of equatorial coronal
holes. From Figure I it can be seen that close to the sun the equatorial current
sheet forming the magnetic sector boundary can be quite far away from the com-
pression region of the following fast stream, since there is no direct physical
dependence between the two. It is only due to the stream interaction processes
mentioned above that at 1 AU the sector boundary is found in many cases right in
front of the stream interface, preceding it by only 1 1/2 hours to 1 1/2 days
(Gosling et al (341). We emphasize the basic difference between the magnetic sec-
tor structure and the solar wind stream structure. This difference is important
for any trial of solar terrestrial correlations. Many studies have been published
where terrestrial effects were correlated with sector boundary crossings (e.g.
Hirshberg and Colburn [35], Shapiro [36], Wilcox et al [37]) inferring the poten-
tial significance of interactions between the interplanetary and the earth's mag-
netic field. On the other hand, from correlations with the solar wind stream
structure (e.g. Sawyer and Haurwitz [38]) one might rather conclude that the ac-
tion of kinematic effects due to momentum and energy fluxes onto the magnetosphere
plays the leading role. Regardless of these different aspects, there is no doubt

about the key role of the magnetic field in solar-terrestrial relations.

The importance of the interplanetary electric field - - (V x B) (V is the solar
wind speed vector, B the interplanetary magnetic field vector) for geomagnetic ac-
tivity has been well known since the pioneering work of Alfvin [391 [13]. Dungey
[40] pointed out the possibility of reconnections between interplanetary magnetic
field lines if they have a southward directed component B , with a northward di-
rected geomagnetic field line. Many observations starting with Fairfield and
Cahill [41] demonstrated the significance of B for the occurrence of geomagnetic
activity. The quality of such correlations coufd significantly be improved by re-
placing B by the quantity v.B which is the east-west (dawn-dusk) component of
the interplanetary electric field (e.g. Rostoker and F4Ithammar [42], Alfven and
Falthammar [43]).

In addition, geomagnetic variability was found to be associated with fluctuations
of B (e.g. Dessler and Fejer [44], Ballif et al [45], Garrett et al [46]). However,
the interdependence of all these quantities due to their common physical basis,
which is the expansion of the structured solar wind, has rarely been regarded.

Transients

The most dramatic geomagnetic disturbances are always associated with big solar
flares (Chao and Lepping [47]). Part of the flares' action starts as fast as a
few minutes later. Especially after very strong flares, the emitted UV and XUV
radiation as well as the ejected energetic particles will impinge in the iono-
sphere and change its electrical conductivity, thus modifying the ionospheric
current systems. Another part is due to the interplanetary shock wave which is

driven by the flare ejecta (for a review see Dryer [48]) and which does not arrive
at the earth until one to four days later. The sudden density and speed increase
at a shock front may cause a jump in the solar wind pressure on the magnetosphere
by more than one order of magnitude. In addition, the magnetic topology will be
drastically changed, in a way that depends mainly on the type of the flare, on
the position of the flare site relative to the earth, and on the ambient solar
wind structure. It often happens that passage of the shock front is followed some
hours later by a tangential discontinuity, which separates the hot, shocked,
ambient plasma from the flare ejecta which act like a piston. This driver gas can
often be discerned by its increased helium content (Bame et al [49], Hirshberg

et al (501), and frequently also exhibits unusually low proton and electron tem-
peratures (Gosling et al [511, Montgomery et al [521). This has been interpreted
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as being due to topologically closed magnetic structures (like magnetic bottles)
which eventually close off and then drift as isolated loops in the post shock
flow (Gold [53], Bame et al [54]), see Figure 2. The temperature depression is ex-
plained as resulting from the inhibition of theral conduction due to magnetic
cut off, and, in addition, from a greater than r divergence of the flare ejecta.
It is clear that any observer during the transition through such a magnetic bottle
or "magnetic cloud" (Burlaga and Klein [55]) will see dramatic changes both in the
field magnitude and direction.

HEATED & COMPRESS[
SHOC WAE AMBIENT PLASMA

TANGENTIAL NSP KE SHELL

DISCONTINUIT Y

Fig. 2 A possible geometry

of flare-expelled plasma
LUMPY OSTRIHI)TIUN driving an interplanetary

F PLASMA shock wave. In this exten-
sion of the model of Hund-
hausen [25] the interpla-
netary field lines threa-
ding the shock and compres-

sed ambient plasma haveLtOWEST STAGE T-DEPRESSION

,NCLOSEOMANETICBUBBLE been omitted for clarity;
possible magnetic bubble

HELUM ENRICHED PLASMA EXTENDING and bottle configurations
BEYOND LOWEST STAGE T-DEPRESSON in flare-expelled gas are

shown.
(from Bame et al [54)).
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Normally less spectacular than flares and their effects are the coronal mass ejec-

tions pushed outwards by eruptive prominences (Gosling et al [56], Hildner et al
[57]). Gosling et al [58] conclude that these ejections can be re-identified in
the solar wind as "non compressive density enhancements". They are all found im-
bedded in ilow solar wind structures and are characterized by densities greater
than 15 cm , unusually low proton and electron temperatures, and often by unusual
reversals of the magnetic field. Evidence has recently been found that in very
rare cases eruptive prominences may themselves eject material, also enclosed in
magnetic bottles, and fast enough to act as a piston and drive a shock wave
(Schwenn et al [59]). In these cases the existence of singly ionized helium within
the piston is suggestive of its chromospheric origin. This is mentioned here in
order to indicate that there might well be geomagnetic phenomena which can be
associated with neither flare action nor high speed streams. Their sources should
rather be sought by means of other types of solar observations, such as H -

spectroheliograms or radio wave measurements.

MEASURED PARAMETERS

In order to illustrate all the main features of the solar wind behaviour as ex-
tensively discussed above, we selected measurements covering one complete solar
rotation in 1974/1975 as performed by the plasma instruments aboard the Hellos-1
solar probe. In Figure 3 the main proton parameters, bulk speed v, density n, and
temperature T, are plotted as 1 hr averages (dots denoting a-particles). We also
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Fig. 3 The main parameters of the solar wind during a complete
solar rotation, plotted as 1 hr averages. The dots denote the para-
meters of the ct-particles (n x 100). The data were collected at the
Helios-1 solar probe betweenct0.96 and 0.85 AU. The longitudinal se-
paration between Helios-I and the earth did not exceed 100. The
solar wind structure shown here is typical for the time period close
before solar activity minimum. A detailed description is given in
the text.

display some combined quantities deduced from n, v, T which are proportional to
the particle flux density P nv, the momentum flux density M 't nv , the kinetic
energy flux density F ' nv , the proton enthalpy flux density FE % nvT, and the
interplanetary electr~c field component E "% v-B.

y z
We will concentrate first on the two huge fast stream systems which are both in-
bedded in magnetic sectors of opposite signs. They had been nearly stationary
since at least the end of 1973 (Sheeley et al 191).

We note a few main points:

N-V

- The maximum bulk speed v exceeds 700 lms , the speed difference to the am-

bient slow plasma is . 400 kin, the longitudinal extension of each stream is
more than 90". This kind of stream is characteristic for the time right
before solar activity minimum (Bame et al (60]).

- The compression of the plasma on both sides of the stream interfaces T., T2
and T4 is clearly visible. The density maximum determined from many mote2
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interfaces is - 40 cm on the average at 1 AU.
The p4oton2flyx density P reaches maxima at these interfaces
--10 cm s ). The values of P in "quiet" slow plasma (e.g. days 11, 20)
and fast streams (e.g. days 4, 5, 13, 16, 17, 18) are surprisingly equal.
Other data confirm this trend.
The momentum flux density M - nv (m v) reaches its maximum relative to the
interfaces several h urs later thanPthe density. In addition, the higher
power of v causes nv to be generally higher in fast streams than in slow
streams.
This tendency is2even stronger for the flux of kinetic energy
F = nv (1/2 m v
Te enthalpy fux density FE nv (5/2 kT) is only a few percent of F . F
shows more pronounced fluctuations than F . The profile of In (FE ows
quite closely that of v.

- The sector boundaries as determined by Behannon et al [61] are situated fair-
ly close to the stream interfaces, well within the compression regions.

- There are significant fluctuations of E = - v*B . Closer inspection and
comparison with more cases reveal some YecurringZtrends, especially around
sector boundaries.

This last point shall be inspected further, since it might have some terrestrial
implications. Rosenberg and Coleman (62] studied the behaviour of B around sector
boundaries extensively and explained it in terms of the ballerina model: At any
sector boundary the current sheet must necessarily be inclined versus the ecliptic
implying the existence of non-zero B components. At the transition from well
within one sector with B Z 0 to well within the other sector with again B = 0,Z
the observer will see a negative component, B < 0, first and later B > 0. This
is correct for any sector crossing, positive o negative and vice versa, as long
as the general dipole of the sun is oriented as in Figure 1, i.e. the north is
positive and the south is negative. Only when the sun's dipole is turned around,
e.g. before the previous or after the present solar maximum, an observer will find
B z 0 first and only then B < 0. This reversal was confirmed by measurements
taken between 1966 to 1973 [92 ]. From Figure 3 one can deduce that during the time
of an inversed solar polarity the B < 0 phase would generally be shifted towardsz
a later time in the stream interface, i.e. into a region where the kinetic energy
density flux FK is already higher. This phase shift between B < 0 and F K follows
the 22 year magnetic cycle of the sun. We underline the possile importance of
this effect, since it might well modulate the recurrent geomagnetic effects. This
modulation should follow the 22 year magnetic solar cycle, and be superimposed on
the well-known H1 year modulations. Evidence for some 22 year peridicities in geo-
magnetism was found by Chernovsky [63] and Russell [64].

Another hypothesis explaining these magnetic phenomena as well was given in some
previous versions of the paper by Rosenberg and Coleman (62], and was adopted by
Pilipp et al (65]. Around several sector boundaries they found significantly de-
creased values of electron temperature and heat flux indicating a magnetic cutoff
from the sun. They inferred the occurrence of magnetic loops resulting from re-
connecting field lines at the sector boundary. This idea was supported by the mu.-
tipoint observations (Schwenn et al [29]) of non-stationary phenomena and multiple
stream interface crossings in the vicinity of sector boundaries.

Before further inspection of Figure 3 a summary of the parameters of the typical
"quiet" fast and slow solar wind will be given in Table 1. Some of these values
were taken from the literature; some of them were calculated from the plasma data
of the Helios solar probes. In addition to the features discussed qualitatively
above, we find a few more points:
- The electron temperature T is less in fast streams than in slow streams,

contrary to the protons. Te in fast streams is even significantly lower than
e
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TABLE I Characteristics of "quiet" solar wind at 1 AU.

Quantity dimension "slow" streams "fast" streams

bulk speed v kms-  300 - 325 H 741 49 F

300 - 400 S 600 -800 S

proton density n cm 3  8.7 H

9.5 ± 3.8 S 4.4 t 0.6 S

proton temperature T 103 K 40 H 230 ± 30 F
35 ±16 S 260 ± 40 S

electron temperature T 103 K 150 H 90 ± 8 Fe

magnetic field B nT 3.45 ± 0.48 M 3.28 ± 0.11 M

proton flux P = nv cm -2s -  2.4 x 108 H (3.3 ± 0.5)xlO 8 F

momentum flux M = nv (m v) dyn cm- 2 s - 1  2.3 x 10- 8 S 2.5 x 10 - 8  SP

-2 -1
energy fluxes: erg cm s

kinetic energy FK . nv-(1/2 mp v 2 ) 0.22 H 1.2 ± 0.2 F

0.34 ± 0.09 S 1.29 ± 0.2 S

proton enthalpy FE - nv.(5/2 kT) 0.008 H 0.024 ± 0.005 F

0.0045 ± 0.0013 S 0.0032 ± 0.008 S

Alfvin waves FA - nv.(5/2 m <6v 2 >) 0.0116 ± 0.0047 F

electron heat conduction Qe 0.007 H 0.0028 ± 0.009 F

proton heat conduction Qp .10-  H

Data sources: F: Feldman et al [24], H: Hundhausen 1251,
M: Mariani et al [66], S: Present Work

the proton temperature (Feldman et al [241).
- The average magnetic field magnitude B is nearly independent of the stream

structure (Mariani et al [66]). 2
- The energy flux contained in Alfvin waves F = nv (5/2 m <6v >) within high

speed streams Is only v 1% of the kinetic energy flux (Feldman et al [24].
However, these mainly transverse magnetic fluctuations can obtain high ampli-
tudes up to 16B/IBj1, especially right after stream interfaces and in the
front parts of fast streams (Morfill et al [67]). This means that B < 0 for
significant portions of the time. Within slow streams F A is about two orders
of magnitude less than in fast streams.

- The electron and proton heat fluxes appear to be insignificant in the context
of this paper.

In addition, Figure 3 gives two typical examples of flare produced interplanetary
shocks (denoted Si and S2) showing some typical features:

- The simultaneous increase of v, n, T and B (not shown here) indicate both
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shocks to be fast forward MHD shocks.
SI is followed a few hours later by the driver gas characterized as usual by
a discontinuous decrease in n and T. The discontinuity is denoted as T3 in
Figure 3.
The increase of v and n to such values as never occur during normal condi-
tions, leads to unusually high values of the momentum flux and, even more so,

of the kinetic energy flux.
Right at S1 the magnetic field has a large southward component B., which
turns northward at the passage of the piston contact surface.

In Figure 4 we show the stream interfaces Ti and T2 and the two shocks Si and S2
with better time resolution. This time we used plasma data from the IMP 7/8 satel-
lites in order to try correlations with geomagnetic responses. Unfortunately there
are no magnetic field data available. Since Helios 1 was only about 80 in longi-
tude away from the earth and the plasma structures found here are very similar,
the magnetic field structure can certainly be inferred to be also similar. In
Figure 4 we added two panels showing the behaviour of the three hour planetary
index Kp and the auroral electrojet index AE, which were adopted from Solar Geo-
physical Data. Many features described by other authors are also found from
Figure 4:

- The Kp-profile around the stream interfaces follows very closely that of the
bulk speed, in general agreement with Snyder et al [4] and Sheeley et al [9]
[10]. Note that Kp remains high for more than two days behind the interface.
Bobrov [68] found it most striking that the recurrent storms do not terminate
with the return of the interplanetary magnetic field strength to normal le-
vels but continue for several days. He concluded finally that "the most im-
portant of agents responsible for geomagnetic activity at the second stage of
a recurrent storm is total interplanetary field variability." In fact, during
these second stage phases Alfvinic fluctuations were found to be strongest
(Morfill et al [67]). Garrett et al [461 try a series of correlations between
empirical functions of combined solar wind parameters and geomagnetic activi-
ty indices ap and AE. They generally confirm Bobrov's [681 result. They infer
that "although a static interplanetary electric field is largely shielded
from the interior of the magnetosphere by charge distributions in the boun-
dary, a rapidly varying electric field can penetrate the boundary more effec-
tively because of the finite time required for the redistribution of shiel-
ding charges."

- Bobrov [68] found also, that for flare produced geomagnetic disturbances
there is no relation between Kp and v, since a high Kp is often confined only
to the first few hours behind the shock. (In the case of our Figure 4 this
does not show up very well). Burlaga [69] finds it "interesting to investi-
gate whether the absence of fluctuations in the trailing part of flare-asso-
ciated streams is associated with magnetic loops or bottles". Although there
is now increased evidence for both the existence of magnetic loops in the
piston gas behind shocks as well as the reduced level of Alfvfnic fluctua-
tions therein, a systematical analysis is still missing.

- From comparison of Figures 3 and 4 a close correlation between v.B and AE
can be inferred for the first part of the fast stream. Only after Ehe speed
maximum (after day 5 in Figure 4) the correlation breaks down. This behaviour
and similar relations between B and AE have often been observed (e.g. Bur-
laga and Lepping [21). Behind t~e shock S1 AE reaches a maximum, and simul-
taneously v-B is high and negative. The abrupt decrease of AE (as well as
Kp and FK) at the arrival of the piston gas coincides with the reversal of
voB

z
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Fig. 4 A detail of the solar wind stream structure from Figure 3, as

seen from the IMP 7/8 earth orbiting satellites. These data are plottid
as 6 min averages. F K is the kinetic energy flux density nv * (1/2 my
For comparison, the planetary geomagnetic index Kp and the auroral
electrojet index AE are also shown. Since magnetic field data are not
available from these satellites the structure of the magnetic field must
be inferred from Figure 3.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous chapters the presently known characteristics of the structured
solar wind have been analyzed in some detail in terms of the ballerina model, as
well as the features of transients caused by solar activity. From the many trials
to correlate interplanetary and geomagnetic activity just a few have been mentio-
ned without too much discussion, mainly in order to illustrate our poor knowledge
of the mechanisms involved. The solar wind acts like a huge buffer pushing onto
the earth's magnetosphere with a highly variable pressure. Of the energy in the
highly variable solar wind reservoir only a tiny fraction is absorbed by the mag-
netosphere in an obviously very non-stationary way. Theoretical models are still
quite controversial. For a long time Dungey's 140] concept of the possible recon-
nection between interplanetary and terrestrial magnetic field lines favoured by a
southward pointing interplanetary field (B < 0) seemed most promising. It was
supported qualitatively by many observed c8rrelations between B and geomagnetic
indices. However, Alfvin (131 dismisses Dungey's (401 concept of magnetic re-
connection as unnecessary and "counterindicated", and introduces his concept of



electric currents driven by the electric field (note the correspondence to the
ballerina model!). Alfv~n (13] writes: "In fact, what is usually referred to as
"bow shock" is a current sheet (as seen from the difference in B on both sides of
it). It seems likely that this current connects to the magnetopause current. The
tail and magnetopause current systems transfT6 enery 1 from the solar wind to the
magnetosphere. This energy is sufficient (10 - 10 W) to account for all the
dissipation in the magnetosphere (Alfv~n and Flthammar [431)."

Perrault and Akasofu [12] estimated the interplanetay energy flux in terms of the
Poynting flux P - (E x 9/4r). p is of the form v • B . f (?, A), where f (F, 0)
is a function of the azimuthal and polar angles between v and B. Empirically they
determined an "energy roupling function"

= vB2 1 2 sin 4 (9'/2),0

where 1 is a typical linear size of the magnetosphere (taken as 7 earth radii)
and e' ?s the polar angle between V and B projected on the yz-plane. It has been
demonstrated in several studies (e.g. Akasofu (12) 169) 170)) that E is correlated
with the AE index much better than any of the solar wind parameters. In particular
the high level of AE in the second phase of recurrent magnetic storms as noted by
Bobrov (67] is reasonably well reproduced (Figure 5).
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Fig. 5 Relations between the interplanetary magnetic field, a coro-

tating stream, and geomagnetic activity for the November 3 - 10, 1973
events. Figures 5a (from Burlaga and Lepping (2]) shows that AE remains
elevated during several days during the high speed stream. This is
interpreted in terms of fluctuations in E - v.B . "These fluctua-
tions occur throughout the stream but areYlargesE in the interaction
region, where ambient fluctuations have been compressed." Figures 5b
and c (from Akasofu [69]) show the correlation between AE and the
"energy coupling function" c.
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Based on some geometrical arguments, D'Angelo and Goertz [71] were ab] to derive

a function f (Y, 0) which is very similar to the empirically found sin (0'/2)

form. In this way c can be interpreted as "that portion of the solar wind electro-

magnetic power flux which, at any one time, penetrates the magnetosphere."

On the other hand, Perrault and Akasofu [12] find that c can be interpreted as the

rate of energy dissipation in terms of the Joule dissipation in the ionosphere,

the injection of auroral particles, and finally the injection of the rin§ current.

Akasofu [70] gives a linear rT1ation roughly expressed by AE (nT);ic (10 W). This

relation is limited to c < 10 W. For larger values of £ the rate of increase of

AF decreases. In such cases an abnormal growth of the ring current and the simul-

taneous development of a large main phase of a magnetospheric storm are observed.

Akasofu [70]: "It is of great interest to note thah the magnetosphere has such a

threshold value." For very low values of E ( < 10 W) 7 the correlation between

F and AE can be further improved by adding some 3 x 10 W to c (Rossberg [721).

This amount might represent the minimum fraction of the solar wind kinetic energy

entering the magnetosphere continuously and thus maintaining a "ground state" of

the magnetosphere.

There is now little doubt that the energy coupling function t may serve as an im-

portant tool for correlating geomagnetic phenomena with solar wind properties.

D'Angelo and Goertz [71] emphasize the fact that c does not depend on the solar

wind density, except implicitely through its weak influence on the magnetospheric

radius 1 . This indicates "that the solar wind electric field may be the primary

quantity~which determines geomagnetic activity." This conclusion is in general

agreement with the ideas of Alfv~n [39] [13].

However, one should keep in mind that the parameters v, B and 0' (or B ) are all

interdependent on each other. They vary in some characteristic way according to

the underlying solar wind stream structure or, in a very different way, on the

nature of the interplanetary transients. Taking all these different features care-

fully into account one might come to a more detailed understanding of the mecha-

nisms involved in regulating the energy flux from the solar wind into the magneto-

sphere.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
DISSIPATION AND CORPUSCULAR
BOMBARDMENT AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS IN ATMOSPHERIC
MODELLING
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University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia 3083

ABSTRACT

The dissipation of energy of electric fields and currents in the polar auroral
atmosphere is a major source of energy for the thermosphere ranging locally up to
100 ergs cm- 2 sec- and perhaps more during the most intense disturbance. Globally
the input of energy to the thermosphere can often exceed that due to solar EUV
radiation. This energy source is always significant in polar regions and its
variable strength with respect to that of the solar EUV radiation determines the
behaviour of the middle and low latitude thermosphere. It is extremely difficult
to model because of its variability in space and time. Nevertheless understanding
the dynamics and composition of the global thermosphere is dependent upon incor-
poration of this source realistically into models. A further important aspect of
this energy source is the consequences of its action in changing the density and
composition of the thermosphere globally leading to subsequent changes in the
absorption of solir EUV radiation. The ring current may also, at times, be a
significant source of energy to the low latitude thermosphere.

INTRODUCTION
There is now general agreement that sources of energy other than solar electro-
magnetic radiation are important to the dynamics and composition of the upper
atmosphere [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 91.

The available sources include (a) dissipation of electric fields and currents
[1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]; (b) hydromagnetic waves [16]; (c) corpuscular
bombardment by electrons, protons, [17], and atoms of hydrogen [18], and oxygen
[19]; and (d) heat conduction from the magnetosphere [20, [21].

In this paper the author wishes not only to stress the direct effects of these
energy sources but to draw attention again [22] to consequential effects on the
subsequent absorption of solar electromagnetic radiation in an upper atmosphere
whose composition has been changed by pre-existing magnetic storms or substorms.
It should further be emphasised that these energy sources are important at all
times because the geomagnetic field is seldom absolutely "quiet".

Ideally in this problem we would like to solve simultaneously the equation of
continuity, momentum, and energy for all species of the atmosphere. Consider first
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an atmosphere of one neutral species togetther with its ions (and equal number of
electrons). We have [231

+ V. ( V) = o (1)

where i, V = densi tv, veloc I tv respect ivelv (of the atmosphere.

(IV
- = F + j x B (2)

dt
(j = electric current density, B - magnet-ic induction).

F -Vp + g - 2, x V + V P + IiV2 V (3)
3 --

where p = pressure, g acceleration due to gravity, = rotation velocity of
of earth, = coefficient of viscosity, 0 = '.V

Ell + *' F + B - x E1  (4)

B

where ,eo, z = components of electrical conductivity and El, Ell = components
of electric field (E) perpendicular and parallel to B.

E = E + V x B (5)-- S -

where E = electrostatic field in frame at rest with respect to the earth.
Note that the last term in this equation has been misprinted in Cole [23]. It
should be as in Cole [1] as it is here. Also [?4].

t-=?-  + + g  v- ..
d dt 2 + + gz + CV+V + jxB V (6)

dh

dt = rate of heating of unit volume of air from external sourcesdt

= q + q + _j.E - K 2T - R - R - R
ph c em s G -, H (7)

+ Aem + As + 
AG + A HM

where K ! 180 T12 c.g.s. units, is the thermal conductivity of air,

R ' R R, RM = the vulume rate of emission of electromagnetic radiation, sound
(pressure) waves, internal gravity waves, and hydromagnetic waves respectively,
and A , A , A , A , are the volume rates of absorption of electromagnetic waves,

sound waves, gravity waves and hydromagnetic waves, q h' q are the rates of
heating respectively, from photon and corpuscular sources, viz., energetic
electrons, energetic ions and energetic neutral atoms. Also [251

2ni

q L V.(nvi) (8)

where ni = ion number density, q1 ' Li = production, loss rate of ions,
v i = ion drift velocity.

In greater generality one could write an equation like (8) for each ion species
and for each neutral species for that matter. Given the fact that auroral
electric fields and qc are unpredictably variable in space and time, this means
that we can tackle the problem for a short time on a small scale but we must
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resort to crude estimations of heating and momentum sources if we are to make
progress in understanding their gross effects on the atmosphere.

The problem of the dynamics of the ionised upper atmosphere is clear]v a formidable
one, much more so than the traditional problem of heating the upper atmosphere
by solar photons. In equation ( 7 ), q .means production of heat not only by
solar photons but also by photons gen rated in auroral processes and absorbed
in another place. We know that the term j.E can be comparable to and sometimes
in excess of heating due to solar photons [1, 231. It is certainly
so at night! An analysis by Cole I2 1 suggests that in the aurora] zones
joule heating (i.e. j.E) is more important above 100 km altitude than heating
by corpuscular bombardment (q c) because electric fields extend over a greater
Volume of space than bright auroras which contain high values of q . There is
reason also to believe [26] that R smay be a significant sink of energy.

5

In order to know the dissipation of energy in the atmosphere from non-solar EUV
sources we need continuous measurements of energetic particle spectra, electric
fields and currents, winds, temperatures and wave fields all over the thermo-
sphere. This is clearly impossible. The external sources of energy to the
thermosphere are q. x.anR)Mqccn

toer 3 0 c ,J.E, B. and H . Of these PRM is the least, and can
range up to 300 ergs cm- sec- within the narrow cohines of bright auroral
forms. We do not discuss in detail here all the energy sources and sinks but
only those currently considered to be most significant, viz., q, c .E, and
jx.B.V. Even this discussion is only illustrative and not exhaustive.

CORPUSCULAR BOMBARDMENT

Dalgarno [27] adopted a factor of 1 x 10 - 1 for the effiency of conversion of
energy of auroral electrons into 3914 A' radiation. Rees 128] calculated the
altitude profile of emission of 3914 A' photons from monoenergetic electron
streams and also the penetration depth of monoenergetic electrons into the
atmosphere [29]. Such calculations are fundamental to understanding the heating
of the atmosphere by energetic electrons. About 1/3 of the energy of energetic
electrons interacting with the atmosphere goes to heating the air. Clearly, the
energetic electron spectra need to be measured at all times and places before
the heating functions appropriate to corpuscular bombardment can be known.
This is impossible to achieve, so crude methods of estimating it must be made.
Accordiig to Dalgarno [27] we may estimate the height integrated recombination
heating due to energetic electron streams by l0-3S ergs cm 2 sec - 1 where S is
the number of rayleighs of 3914 A' emission. As for the altitude distribution
of the heating this would likewise follow the altitude distribution of the
3914 A* emission [28] thus 10 9s ergs cm- 3 sec -1 where s is now the number of
photons per unit volume emitted per second. There is an approximate ratio of
the intensity of emission at 5577 A* and 3914 A* in auroras [30] of about 2 so
that classical observations of the altitude variation of intensity of aurora
(in 5577 A') altitude [17] can be used to infer the altitude variation of
heating rates. These observations show that for homogeneous arcs the heating per
unit volume is greatest in the altitude range 100-120 km suggesting [28] that
electrons in the range 2 - 10 kev are dominantly responsible.

AN (I, '.H) MODEL.

Let us compare the recombination heating and joule heating in a model auroral
electrojet In which auroras are embedded. Figure 1 represents a meridional
cross-section of such a system in which the magnetic field (B)is assumed vertical,
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and there are two characteristic regions of east-west auroras of intensity l and
I (ray leighs) and width X1 , X2 . There is assumed continuity of Pedersen current
which, itself, is iss umed to be north-south, in the two regions (c.f1., [1 ).

11 12

E,, 1.2  B

X, X2

Fig.l - Model of auroral electrojet

F, F',= electric field I to B.

Now p1 = P2 E, (9)

where Yp is height-integrated Pedersen conductivity.

Ih joule heating cm- 1 of longitude in the meridional section sec- 1 is given by

j = rp1 E1 2X1 + ), E-2X 2

lie particle heating is

Q = 10- (IlX, + I;'X 2 )

In practice we are not likely to have all the information regarding El, ZP.,
, , I, I etc. so let us make further simplifying assumptions [ll] that

dit ratio of Hall and Pedersen conductivities is constant throughout the two
regions. Then we may relate electric fields to the magnetic disturbance at the
ground for a sufficiently broad electrojet. Thus allowing a factor of 50% for
induction in the earth

.1= 67T ZH2 E2 = 67 ZHIE 1

(Lm) 2  ' 7._P 1  X2

Then -,= ~ {l+--- ' ergs cm-' sec - 1

and P 10- 3 IIX1  + 12X2 Iergs cm&1 sec'1
Another way of expressing Q p is that about 1/3 of the total energy flux of auroral
electrons goes into heating. Observations suggest that the auroral electrojet
occupies a much wider latitude range than do bright auroras. Let us assume that

1,X2 -I1 X, 1e. that particle energy flux into bright auroras - particle energy flux
into other regions. Then approximately

QJ 500(AH) 2 P X2 1

Qp (6r)V LHI IlXi TH2

In Table 1 we show the ratio of Q to Q for a range of values of AH and I1 (in
Raylelghs) assuming the electron density in the E region in region 2 is 10' cm

- 3

and X2 /X1 li0. The table shows that for likely values of AH and I, Qj is likely
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to be greater than Q . This model is not meant to account for all situations of
interest but is illu. trative of one commonly occurring condition as during a
negative magnetic bay.

TABLE I

11(R 10 100 1000 2000

10 "3 30

10. 3 300

10 -3 30

l01, 3 300

On account of the fact that the jxB tends to accelerate the atmosphere up to the
velocity ExB/B" (in the absence of other forces) viscous damping becomes
important (see e.g. the model of Wu and Cole [311).

Another situation which is different is that in which solely dynamo action in the
ionosphere is the driving force. This may occur, for example, in the positive
bay which frequently follows negative bays (see 110] p. 74 6 ). There need to be
many experimental studies of joule heating and wind fields in a variety of con-
ditions e.g. negative bays, positive bays (day and night), the Harang discontinuity,
the polar cusp (sunlit and not). Each needs to be "calibrated" to find empirical
relationships between globally measurable parameters e.g. AH and the heating.

THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF HEATING

Numerous theoretical estimates of joule heating by ionospheric currents have
appeared in the literature [1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 13]. Commonly it is of order of
tens of ergs cm -? sec - 1. Even at "quiet" times this source of energy may be
necessary to account for the dynamics of the thermosphere. Certainly during
magnetic storms as much energy may come to the thermosphere from the solar wind as
does from the solar EUV.

EFFECTS OF THE HEATING

Electric fields applied to the thermosphere by the solar wind tend to accelerate
the neutral atmosphere up to the speed ExB/B 2 in the absence of other forces [1,
23]. Joule [11 and viscous [31] heating take place in approximately equal amounts
in some situations. New gradients of pressure build up in the thermosphere which
were initially detected by Jacchia [321. New wind systems are created together
with changes in the composition of the thermosphere [33]. The increased heating
of the thermosphere raises its temperature also and in localised regions of the
auroral zone gives rise to increased loss of helium by the atmosphere.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Many experimental works leading to estimates of joule heating have now been done
employing the Chatanika Incoherent radar system [34, 35, 36]; the Scandanavian
twin auroral ridar [3,]. There need to be simultaneous measurements or estimat-
ions of currents and electric fields and wind velocities, or simultaneous measure-
ment of ion densities and relative drifts of ions and neutrals in a variety of
auroral/magnetic/ionospheric conditions.
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An ever present difficulty in relating theory to experiment is the fact that
specially in the aurora! ionosphere the behaviour of the ionospher', and
atmosphere at one place at one instant of time may often he dependent upon
conditions at other times and places for which observations are lacking. Only a
global observational attack on the dynamics of the auroral thermosphere will
produce understanding of its complexities which are hinted at in this review.

EFFECT OF THE MACNETOSPHERIC RING CURRENT

Thu ring current decays by charge-exchange 13H] and by heat conduction to the
ionosphere [201. Charge-exchange results in the bombardment of the equatorial
thermosphere by energetic neutral hydrogen atoms and may constitute an important
source of energy for this region in the recovery phase of a magnetic storm [18].
Hleat conduction from the ring current leads to an elevation of electron tem-
peratures in the ionosphere but heats the thermosphere very little [20].

CONCLUSION

There is no doubt that the deposition of energy into the polar ionosphere as the
result of the action of the solar wind interaction with the magnetosphere is
most significant. New wind systems, changes in composition and structure of the
thermosphere and ionosphere are produced by it. The change in composition pro-
duced by upwelling of gas at the auroral zones and its transport to low
latitudes can alter the absorption rates of solar EUV on subsequent days [221.
This post-magnetic disturbance effect deserves more investigation.

In studying mid-latitude effects of the deposition of energy in the auroral zone,
one should bear in mind the great asymmetries of the longitude variation of
diotan'e of the auroral zone from any particular geographic or magnetic invariant
( urve 1101.

To make significant progress in the field we need to combine observations of
many kinds, e.g., i) global monitoring of the aurora; (ii) global monitoring
of magnetic variations; (iii) satellite monitoring of energetic particle
precipitation; (iv) "calibration" of the heating rates in various magnetic and
auroral situations.
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ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements taken by instruments on the Atmosphere Explorer - C
satellite were used to compare electron and proton particle energy deposition,
.'oule heating, and neutral density perturbations in the region of the cusp.

Altitude profiles of 'oule heating, electron energy deposition, and electron
density are derived using measurements taken by the satellite as input to a
computer model. Electric fields are calculated using ion drift measurements.
Figures are presented for a representative orbital pass.

A peak Joule heating rate of 0.059 W7,- 2 occurred in the cusp region with a peak of
0.025 W - 2 in the evening auroral electrojet. Peak volume heating rates cor-
responding to these regions were 1.4 Y 10-6 Wr- 3 and 7.10- 7 WcJ 3 , both occurring

at an altitude of 115 kn,. Particle einergy deposition was about an order of
magnitude less than Joule heating. Large neutral density perturbations are related
to regions of heating.

INTRODUCTION

Thermospheric heating in the auroral zone and polar cap is of great importance to
the variations in the high latitude neutral wind and the resulting global tem-
perature and densities. Large horizontal gradients are seen in the densities of
nitrogen, argon, atomic oxygen and helium that are correlated with magnetic activ-
Ity. It was desired to relate in as quantitative manner as possible the energy
inputs from the Joule heating and particle inputs with the thermospheric responses.
The AE-C satellite provides all the necessary data for such a study and the present
paper will discuss some of the results of these analyses in the cusp region and in
the region of the eastward auroral electrojet.

The data used in this paper was measured by the Atmosphere Explorer C satellite
which was launched late in December of 1973 into an eccentric orbit inclined 680
with respect to the equatorial plane. The orbit was circularized in late 1974
and data presented here is from circular orbits of late December 1974.
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METHOD OF ANALYSES

For estimation of the current systems and the Joule heating, it was first neces-
sarv to calculate the electric field. The electric field vectors used in this
study were derived from measurements made by the retarding potential analyzer
system of Hanson et al. IlI on the Atmosphere Explorer - C (AE-C) satellite. This
system uses measurements from two planar retarding potential analyzers to obtain
three dimensional ion drift velocity vectors. One sensor head supplies information
on ion energies and species, from which the ion velocity perpendicular to the col-
lector head can be derived. The second sensor has a segmented collector and gives
information on direction of arrival, which, when combined with the velocity derived
from tile first instrument, supplies velocities in two orthogonal directions in the
plane of the analyzer. Corota-ion of the atmosphere and an assumed cross cap wind
of 100 meters per second directed from 1300 hrs. to 0100 hrs. MLT were subtracted
from these measured drifts to get ion drifts relative to the neutral atmosphere.

le electric fields were obtained from the ion drift velocities by assuming that at
the satellite altitude ion drift is due solely to E x - plasma drift:

E(V/m) = Bi(T) x v(m/sec)

The electric fields derived from ion drift velocities at the satellite altitude
were assumed to be constant with altitude.

Electron and proton energy spectra were obtained from telemetry data supplied by
the Low Energy Electron Experiment on AE-C of Hoffman et al. [2]. This experiment
consisted of three detectors: two measuring electron and ion fluxes from 0.2 to
25 keV in 16 logarithmically spaced steps, and one to continuously measure 5 keV
electrons. The detectors consist of cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzers
with spiraltron electron multiplier sensors. Spectra are obtained from telemetry
data by taking into account the geometric factor range of energy acceptance, count-
ing efficiency and accumulation time for each of the 16 energy steps. The system
takes one 16 point spectrum per second. The instrument does not measure the
spatial distribution in the despun mode and spatial isotropy has been assumed.

Electron spectra taken from the Low Energy Electron Experiment are used as input t
a computer program which calculates energy deposition and electron production due
to these energetic electrons as a function of altitude in the ionosphere below the
satellite. This program is derived from the program TANGLE of Vondrak [31 which
uses a technique proposed by Rees [4]. The program calculates q(z,E), the ioni-
zation rate per unit volume at altitude z due to electrons of energy E incident on
the atmosphere above as:

q(z,E) = F(E) E p i(x/R)

AEionR

where F(E) is the flux per unit area per unit energy of electrons of energy E in-
cident on the atmosphere, AEion is the average energy per ionization, p the mass
density at z, R the range in mass per unit area which the electrons penetrate, and
X a function of mass penetrated (x) divided by R, which gives the fraction of E
deposited in a given layer. The program uses the MSIS atmospheric model to get p
and x at each altitude. The function q(z,E) is numerically integrated over E to
get the production Q(z) as a function of altitude. These production rates are
then combined with EUV production in a modification of the Penn State Mark I
ionospheric model of Nisbet [5]. The neutral densities have been revised by using
the MSIS neutral density model above 120 km and then the Groves 16] model below
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120 km. Photoabsorption cross sections of Kirby et al. i71, as modified by
Iinteregger 181 and solar EVU intensities given by tlinteregger [8i were used.

RESULTS

Figure I shows the electric fields for an orbit on December 24, 1974 that passed
just equatorward of the afternoon sector of the main cusp region at the point
marked C and across the region of the eastward electrojet at the point marked E.
hlie electron energy flux and the electric field strengths are shown in Figure 2.

The regions of high energy flux which correspond to regions of enhanced electron
density and Pedersen conductivity are much narrower than the regions of enhanced
electric field. Figure 3 shows the electron density contours as a function of
height along the satellite orbit calculated from the model using the measured
particle flux spectra. Large electron density enhancements down to 100 km are seen
in the cusp region and the electrojet region. Combining the measured electric
fields with the Pedersen conductivity calculated from the electron density distri-
bution gives Joule heating. This is shown in Figure 4 compared with the direct
energy input from protons and electrons. It can be seen that the peak energy in the
region of the cusp traversed is 59 mWm- 2 and in the evening electro jet region is
25 mWm- 2 . Because of the localized nature of the cusp, it is difficult to tell if
the satellite is in fact traversing the regions of maximum energy input and in this
case, it is suspected that energies would be greater poleward of the satellite. It
is apparent that the Joule heating exceeds the direct particle heating by more than
an order of magnitude in the cusp region and nearly an order of magnitude in the
region of the electrojet. The altitude profile of the Joule energy deposition is
shown in Figure 5. The neutral densities for this orbit are measured by the satel-
lite as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that very large density perturbations
are related to the regions of heating. In each case the atomic oxygen and helium
densities which are sensitive to vertical motion in the heated region are observed
to decrease and the argon density which is more sensitive to the scale height in
the heated region increases. Care should be taken in attempts to correlate the
density perturbations with the heated regions because of the time delay involved
between the heating and the time the density changes are seen at satellite alti-
tudes. This causes the densities to be sensitive to the effects of heating that
occured in that geographic region over a period of the order of 12 hours.
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Based on the limited number of passes examined so far, it aprears that the power
deposited by Joule heating in the electrojets is related to the auroral electrojet
indices given in nT by the following relation:

Morning Sector; Peak Power%10-
4
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2
; _2Average Power%4xlO-51ALI Wm

- 2
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THERMOSPHERIC SIGNATURE OF
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ABSTRACT

Dissipation -f magnetospheric energy leads to an upper atmospheric disturbance zone
wis extent varies with local time. A statistical analysis of ESRO 4 data reveals
thait (]) in the afternoon/evening sector the boundary location is determined by the

region of electric current dissipation along the auroral oval; (2) in the midnight/
e}arly morning sector dynamical effects extend the disturbance zone to lower lati-
tuAes; ind (i) in the late morning sector direct heating effects are superimposed
-n the residuals of the early morning disturbance.

INTRODUCTION

There are two principle modes by which solar energy is brought into the earth's
_pper itmosphere: (1) direct dissipation of solar radiation energy; (2) indirect
injecti ,n of solar wind kinetic energy via the magnetosphere. Whereas the first

iul, has long been recognized to be the dominant one, the significance of the solar
wtid/marnetospheric energy source is more and more appreciated. This study is con-
oerned with the imprint the solar wind energy dissipation leaves in the upper atmo-

s[,here. Specifically, the latitudinal structure and extension of the thermospheric
disturbance zone generated by the magnetospheric energy source is investigated
using density data obtained by the polar orbiting satellite ESRO 4 [I].

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The basic latitudinal structure of a thermospheric perturbation observed on a winter
afternoon during weakly disturbed conditions is illustrated in Fig. 1. Relative var-
iations in the molecular nitrogen density, in the atomic oxygen density, and in the
helium density as measured above the Asian continent are plotted. The density data

have been adjusted to a common altitude of 260 km using standard hydrostatic tech-
niques. In addition they have been normalized to suitable density values observed
)utside the disturbance region (e.g. Ro 

= ([01260 km)observed/([0]260 km)staridard
value, with Ro = I serving as a reference value). Note that whereas molecular nitro-

gen is plotted on a linear scale,the oxygen and helium data are presented using a

logarithmic scale. For comparison, the upper panel also shows the exospheric temper-
ature inferred from the nitrogen data.

The essential feature illustrated in Fig. 1 is a localized disturbance zone at high
invariant latitudes. It is characterized by a fairly abrupt increase in the nitrogen
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Aensity/ and accordingly in the inferred gas temperature) , a small decrease in the
oxygen density, and a signi ficant V-shaped drp in the he:lium density. Theoretical
studies [[:, ',4] indicate that these features are the typical thermospheric siqna-
ture cf energy d]eposition in the lower thermosphere. The most effective energy
source at these heights and latitudes are Pedersen currents which heat the ambient
n]eutral gas thro)ugh Joule dissipation [e.g. 5,6]. Whereas it is difficult to mea-
sure the Pedersen currents (Ip) directly, a sizeable set of data is available on
the magnetic signature of Birkeland currents (I ) which c7lose the current circuit
in the magnetosphere. Therefore, to support our interpretation the location ,of the
eguatorward portion of the field-aligned currents (= region 2 currents [7]) hasbeen c mpared to the location of the equatorward boundary of the atmospheric distur-
barc'e zone. Figure 3 demonstrates that in the afternoon local time sector (14-16 MLT)
anw] lunring moderately disturbed condi tions (AE +_ JOOnT , Kp <4_ ) both boundaries
are approximately cal located. Furthermore, it can be shown that these atmospheric
perturbations are always associated with the trapping bo)undary of 44% key electrons
[H] and, therefore, also with field-aligned currents [9]. We conclude that local-ized atmLspheric disturbances observed at high latitudes are a direct signature of
electric field and current dissipation by the magnetospheric energy source.

A very different sitution is ncountered in th early morn iig sector where the dis-
turbance iundary is located at middle latitudes and far beyond the electric current
dissipation region (Fig. ). It is suggested that the broad disturbance zone ob-
served at these times is generated by strong winds blowing away from the polar re-
gions and carrying along heated air of perturbed composition. This interpretationis supported by theoretical predictions [e.g. ,1] and also by recent measurements
which establ ish the existence f strong eguatorward directed winds commencing
around midnight [11,12]. This "midnight surge' is a transient phenomenon lasting a
few hours; the disturbance it generates in the mid-latitude thermosphere, however,
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re:overs much more slowly, and residuals of it can be clearly seen in the late
norniinq sector. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the basic latitudinal
structure (,f a thermospheric perturbation in the forenoon local time sector. Here
the broad zone of enhanced nitrogen and argon densities and slightly decreased oxy-
gjin aI helium densities extending all the way to middle latitudes is identified
with the residuals of the midnight surge perturbation. In contrast the strong local-
ized disturbance observed at high latitudes is again directly attributed to the
issipation of electric currents in this region. These ideas are summarized schemat-
ically in Fig. 4.

CONCLUSIONS

From this model a number of important conclusions can be drawn. For example, even
during relatively quiet conditions there should be a continuous energy transfer
from the polar to the mid-latitude region in the early morning sector; therefore,
the energy budget of this region is not only controlled by EUV radiation but in
addition by the dissipation of solar wind energy [13]. Also, the strong local time
asymmetry in the observed wind and perturbation structure makes it necessary to
revise the currently available models of atmospheric dynamics both during quiet and
disturbed conditions. Finally, we note that whereas ionospheric data are consistent
with our model [141, explanations of ionospheric storm effects based on large scale
wind circulations during daytime hours are not.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we analyse from a new point of view the energy deposition due to
precipitated protons when they interact with the atmospheric components. The
method described presents a different way of calculating the proton interaction
and allows us to obtain the production rate and fluxes of the generated electrons
as function of height and energy. Also the model gives the possibility of
estimating independently the effects of protons and resulting secondary and

tertiary electrons in protons events.

INTRODUCTION

An extensive description of the way protons interact with the atmosphere has been
published by Eather 11], 12]. More recent calculations presented by Edgar et al.

3], 14], Sum 151, Singh et al. [6] show the inclusion of new cross section data
that can describe quite accurately ionization and excitation processes. All these
publications give a detailed description of the behaviour of protons when they
penetrate in the atmosphere showing that precipitated energetic particles are the
major cause of light emission and enhanced ionization processes. The conclusions
emphasize the relevance of seccndary electrons in the ion production rate with

their contributions being implicitly included in total ionization curves. Several
authors 121, 131, 14), 16] also show the energy distribution of secondary
electrons created in the total trajectory of the protons, but none of them show
the fraction of ionization and energy spectra as a function of altitude resulting

from secondary electrons.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a different approach to the problem
which allows us to calculate proton ionization, the ionization produced by the

generated secondary electrons and the corresponding fluxes as function of height
and energy.

PROTON IONIZATION AND ELECTRON FLUXES

The basic processes that a proton beam can undergo in its interaction with the
atmospheric components are well known. An incoming proton loses energy primerilv
by ionization, excitation, electron capture collisions and "stripping" L3], [4].
Therefore, if a proton beam interacts with the atmospheric components, by the
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effect of the charge-changing collisions a mixed flux of proton and 11 atoms is
generated, in which the fractional composition is a function of energy. In an
equilibrium state the corresponding fractions are given by:

01 010

FH  and Fp=
H 001+010iP 001+ 010

where 0 and I denote the charge state, and a01 is the cross section for stripping
and a10 the cross section for capture [7].

The rate of production of ions of species i at height Z by protons and hydrogen
atoms of energy E is given by:

qi(E,Z) = $(E,Z) N.(Z) (a ,i(E) Fp(E) + a H,(E) F (E)) (1)

P P
where a, i and a, i are the ionization cross sections of constituent i by protons
and H atoms as described by Green and McNeal 171 and Edgar et al. 31, 141, Ni (Z)
is the number density of neutral species i at height Z, and 1(E,Z) is the flux of
protons and H atoms. For the proton energy variation we follow Banks and Kockarts
[8!. We must also consider the contribution from charge exchange processes 191,
that is

q. (E,Z) = t(E,Z) N.(Z) Fp(E) ao(E) (2)
i,10 1 p 1,10(2

Therefore the total number of ions for a constituent i will be:

qi(E,Z) = qi,i(E,Z) + qi,lo(E,Z) (3)

To obtain the ion production in the case of an incident monoenergetic isotropic
flux, expression (3) must be integrated over the solid angle, and in the case of
a differential flux must be also integrated over the flux energy range.

To calculate the electron fluxes generated by the interaction of protons with the
atmospheric components we follow the method presented by Gagliardini et al. [iO].
According to it the electron fluxes are given by:

Nse(Es,Z)

e(E Z) =se s

es EXi(E ) + a (E )) N.(Z) (4)
1 X,ij s l'i ~s 1

where Nse (EsZ) is the total number of secondary electrons, oi,i(E s ) and
oEX,ij(Es) are the ionization and excitation cross sections for element i and

process j respectively.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THOSE OF OTHER METHODS

Using the method described above we show in Figure 1 the results obtained for
incident isotropic monoenergetic beams of energies E = 0.3, 1 and 3 MeV. The
ionization due to protons and generated secondary electrons is represented.

Several authors [31, [41, [51 use a continuous slowing down model and an empirical
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energy loss function L(E) [l] to calculate the ion production. Figure 2 in Edgar
et al. 13] and Figur:e 3a, 3b in Edgar et al. [4] show the total loss function for
N2, 02 and 0 following the semiempirical expression given by Green and Peterson
[11, together with the loss function due to ionization, charge exchange, elastic
and excitation processes and their sum. If one compares the semiempirical loss
function with the curve that corresponds to ionization it can be observed that the
agreement is goou over 1 MeV, but for lower energies the difference increases
reaching a factor greater than 2 for 10 KeV. Also, in this region the proton
generates the greatest quantity of ions; therefore, for the calculation of the ion
production rate it is more precise to use the loss function due to ionization and
not the total or the semiempirical one. This can be seen in Figure 2 where the
results obtained by our method and by the one described by the authors mentioned
above are represented showing a strong agreement, if calculated ionization loss
function is used.

Figure 3 shows, as one example, secondary, tertiary and total fluxes of the
electrons generated by a proton beam of energy E = 1MeV at an altitude of 92 km.
It can be seen that for energies greater than 35eV the contribution of the
electron created by secondary electrons is negligible. On the other hand, for low
energies tertiary electrons become as important as secondaries. Therefore, they
have to be taken into account in excitation processes.

CONCLUSIONS

A new method for the calculation of ionization by a proton beam interacting with
the atmosphere was presented. In spite of the uncertainty in the cross sections
it was possible to obtain separately the proton ion production and the fluxes of
generated electrons. This constitutes a great advantage in the study of effects
such as emission and excitation processes presented in proton events. Any improve-
ment in the cross section data will also benefit our calculations increasing the
possibilities of obtaining a better description of the behaviour of any incoming
proton spectrum interacting with the atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT

The development of significantly improved representations of solar EUV inputs for
computer-aided investigations of the terrestrial thermosphere and ionosphere has
become attractive particularly for the present solar cycle which has been covered
by reasonably complete and continuous EUV observations from the AE-E Satellite.
These representations try to satisfy some rather incongruous requirements of spec-
tral detail, regarding (a) the strong wavelength-dependence in the terrestrial
atmospheric cross sections of the various types of EUV photon interactions, (b)
the great differences in the relative amplitudes of the various types of variations
in the full-disk fluxes of solar emissions at different wavelengths, and (c) the
persisting desire to use only a small number of daily indices as actual input
variables for computational models supposed to cover the entire EUV wavelength
range (remembering the great success of empirical thermospheric models using only
two indices). These general physical and specific aeronomical demands indeed out-
line a very difficult task. The present study, based mainly on AE-E satellite
observations during 1976-1979, represents an exploratory step, only clarifying
some important developmental aspects, without recommending any specific formula-
tions for immediately practicable adoption in aeronomical modelling at this time.

INTRODUCTION

The crucial qualitative and quantitative role of appropriate data on the incident
fluxes of solar EUV radiation for ionospheric physics and for aeronomy in general
has been discussed in many individual studies as well as in review articles pub-
lished over the past ten years (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
Specific formal representations of incident solar EUV variability adopted in
theoretical models of the thermosphere or ionosphere exhibit a variety of impor-
tant differences in the basic concepts, in the degree of spectral detail, and in
the applicability to variable solar conditions. This variety indeed shows a

concentration toward two extremes, namely
(a) the traditional method of representing the EUV variability in terms of Non-EUV
parameters such as the solar radio emission at 2800 MHz (F10.7 ) used as input for
well-known empirical models of thermospheric structure such as the MSIS model (14,
15] or the Jacchia Models (16].
(b) the other extreme is that of using a fully detailed reference spectrum of
incident solar EUV fluxes such as F74113 [171 which contains over thousand indi-
vidual wavelength records, but is applicable only to a specific reference date
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(e.g. 23 April 1974).

Distribution of Solar EUV Sources and their Variability
-2

The solar EUV fluxes incident on top of the earth's atmosphere, 
IoX [photons m

sec-1i, consist of many different types of emissions stemming from grossly differ-
ent sources in the solar atmosphere. Hence it is not surprising that both short-

term and long-term variabilities of IoX are generally strongly X-dependent, often
even within small wavelength intervals. Furthermore, the brightness distribution
of virtually all solar EUV emissions across the visible part of Sun (the solar
disk) is generally far from uniform, showing more or less drastic contrasts
between quiet-disk areas and active-region areas. The latter are relatively un-
important only under nearly ideal conditions of solar minimum such as those met
by AE-E satellite spectrometer observations in the period of 13-28 July 1976.

Both the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere obviously respond only to the
total, so-called "full-disk fluxes" of solar EUV. Therefore, a division of 10
into a "quiet-disk component" and an "active-region component", I = I 0+IA,

^ 9 ox ox
might appear superfluous for aeronomical applications. However, it is clearly
important to distinguish various types of temporal variations, e.g. the well-
known 27-day variation. Even the EUV-variability representations used in the
strictly empirical thermospheric models distinguish between a long-term component
and daily component in the commonly used index of solar activity, i.e. the 2800
MHz solar radio flux. Using this "Non-EUV Index," one distinguished a daily
index, F1 0.7 (same or previous day), from a slowly variable index <FI0. 7 > (e.g.
defined as 81-day running mean value).

Observations of solar cycle variations. All branches of the physics of the upper
atmosphere experienced an enormous enrichment by the advent of rockets and
satellites used as powerful new tools of experimental space research. The latter
led to a fairly rapid progress in many areas of aeronomy. Unfortunately, the
progress toward establishing observational data on full-disk solar EUV fluxes,
including all essential spectral detail as well as the various types of temporal
variabilities, appears rather painfully slow from the viewpoint of the quantita-

tive requirements of advanced theories of ionospheric physics and aeronomy in
general.

The aeronomical significance of this situation has been reviewed by various
investigators [1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11]. Therefore it suffices here to show some
diagrams of observed variations of solar EUV irradiance for the last phase of
sunspot cycle 20 (Fig. 1) and to illustrate the development of the present cycle
21 (Fig. 2), which appears to have gone through its maximum in November 1979.
Fig. 3 gives a simplified overview to serve as a visual aid in our discussions.
To avoid costly changes, the original notation of wavelengths in these figures
was not converted from A to the use of nm adopted in the present text only.

EUVS experiment on the satellites AE-C and AE-E. Satellite observations of solar
EUV irradiance at wavelengths from 14 to 185 nm, performed by the so-called EUVS
experiment [181 on the satellites AE-C (1974-1978) [4, 19, 201 and AE-E (1976 to
present) [11, 12, 131, have revealed remarkable differences between the solar
cycle 20 and the present cycle 21. Preliminary results were shown as a brief
summary (Fig. 3) at the symposium on the Solar Cycle and Dynamics Mission of
NASA (Welleslev, Massachusetts, 15 June 1978) and discussed in more detail,

including data to June 1979, in a review presented at the XVII IUGG-IAGA meeting
(paper 24.01, Canberra, 12 December 1979, informal distribution of extended
abstracts not followed by formal publication). A more recently improved data set
extended to the end of 1979 is illustrated here as Fig. 2a. Within the scope of
the present paper, these diagrams are included merely as a visual aid. A
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discussion of observational details and computer data availability through the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and World Data Center A for Solar-
Terrestrial Physics will be submitted for publication elsewhere.

REQUIREMENTS OF SPECTRAL DETAILS

The aeronomical (ionospheric) requirements for details of the solar EUV spectrum
can be divided into two categories, in accordance with typically different objec-
tives summarized as follows:

(1) To use a small number of EUV variability indices for approximate representa-
tions of the temporal variability of the irradiance, Io, for all known solar
emission wavelengths throughout the total range of interest, say for X : 200 nm,
or at least for the range of 14-185 nm, which is most important for thcrmospheric
or ionospheric studies and also represents the range of the now existing long-term
observations for the present solar cycle 21.
(2) To account for the known spectral detail- of EUV photon-interaction cross
sections, at least for the major constituents of the upper atmosphere.

Attempts at approaching the latter objective (2) by the crude substitution of
"effective values" of cross sections for a very small number of very wide wave-
length intervals, pursued in earlier stages of ionospheric and aeronomical theo-
ries, have been rejected in various recent developments of computer-aided, quanti-
tative theoretical models. For the latter, the actual use of known details in
cross-section data is obviously much more sensible than any simplistic substi-
tution of poorly defined mean values. A compression, if deemed necessary at all,
is now acceptable for quantitative applications only if a relatively large number
of wavelength intervals is used. This situation is illustrated by the selection
of 37 wavelength intervals offered in a recent paper on ionization frequencies
(12] from which examples have been extracted here only in the form of Table 1.
The 37 intervals [12] are essentially the same as those used by Heroux and
Hinteregger [17] only in their summary table, whereas their detailed aeronomical
reference spectrum F74113 includes 1957 different wavelength records (171. Com-
pared with the latter, the number of 37 intervals is obviously small even though
this same number would appear unattractively large with respect to objective (1)
above.

Regarding the objective (1) from the viewpoint of thermospheric model developments,
one can hardly ignore the very remarkable success of models such as MSIS [14, 15]
or the Jacchia Models (e.g. (161)which have used no more than two variability
indices (F 10 7 and <FI 0 .7 >), noting that the solar 10.7 cm flux indeed penetrates
the upper atmosphere without any physical interactions.

Shortcomings inherent in the simple use of F1 0 .7 and <F 1 0.7)> as "EUV" indices
have been discussed by many investigators in the past. However, the level of
verified inconsistencies between actual aeronomical observations and correspond-
ing model predictions is apparently not serious enough to advocate the use of a
very large number of solar variability indices for the practical approach to
objective (1). Hence, a subdivision of the EUV spectrum into the 37 intervals
of Table 1 (a,b) with 37 interval-peculiar variability indices would not be con-
sidered desirable. On the other hand, an even finer subdivision, involving more
than 37 intervals, would be needed to avoid the obviously undesirable mixinq of
solar emissions of significantly different variability character in the same
interval. For instance, the interval 3 of Table I (a), 15-20 rm, includes
emissions of FeVIlI through FeXIII which are known to show differences in the
relative variability amnlitues bv aq much as a factor of tro that sqou]d not be
disregarded.
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''tc l:,irts (a) and (b) of Table 1 r,,fer only to ionizing EUV of wavelengths short-
a frd f id.7 nm, i.e. omittinq the D region sources, 11 Ly-x as well as x-rays of

I urn. Reult.s of recent calculations of unattenuated ionization frequencies
as a funk'tion of solar cycle 21 are abstracted here in Table I (c) , restric-

t-a to show jily data averagles for 13-28 July 1976 in comparison with the near-
maximum conditions of solar activity of 19 February 1979. Table I (d) shows the
s;ame t%,pe of comparison for the unattenuated 0,-dissociation frequency reported
in, Tc rr et 1l 1)31.

Phlese considerations leIad to the conclusion that the method of subdividing the
1:32 s;ipe:trum into a sufficiently great number of wavelength intervals is indeed
a nehsit with ect to objective (2), but it is certainly an undesirable

: roac:h to objective (1) above.

MODEl, REPRESENTATIONS OF EUV VARIABILITY

Th various possible representations of EUV variations by models using a certain
narb,,r of daily indic-es can be divided into categories depending on the physical
:;.ture, of the quantities used as indices and on the number of such indices
ac-tually used. For instance, one may regard the conventional indices F1 0.7 and

f'1,1.7 ',either as two different indices or as two different quantities based on
the samt basic index, i.e. F(J. 7 . However, the more important distinction is that
ou identifyingi both F1 o. 7 and ,-F1 0 .7 5 as "Non-EUV Indices". Other Non-EUV Indices
,f solar activity, actually used bat rarely in aeronomical studies, are the daily
valu,' of Zurich sunspot numbers or the CaIl plage-area index [221.

The other major category of variability-model parameters is that of "EUV Indices"
[9, 211, defined as a set of daily values of the incident solar full-disk flux
for some given EUV wavelength(s) or wavelength interval(s).

The basic characterization of any EUV-variability model requires not only a state-
ment of the type of daily indices used as variables but also a detailed statement
of the specific formulations converting the input of these daily indices into a
sufficiently detailed list of EUV flux values for the given date. The most
essential part of the latter statement may be generally described as a list of
adjustment constants. The size of this array of constants will of course depend
on the degree of spectral detail. Since the latter indeed should involve more
than the 37 wavelength groups of Table 1 (for reasons already discussed in the
preceding section of this paper) , these types of variability models are obviously
recommended only for computer-aided investigations. Accepting this fact, one is
left with no serious objection against the actual use of a fully detailed refer-
ence Spectrum.

"Non-EUV Indices" Used "Without EUV-Observation Fits"

The traditional type of EUV variability representation in terms of the daily
indices F10.7 and FI0 7 > used in the well-established thermospheric models (e.g.
MSIS of Jacchia Models) actually by-passes the entire problem of spectral detail
in both solar EUV emission and terrestrial atmospheric absorption. They define
specific formulations for the conversion of the daily indices into the desired
model values of thermospheric constituent densities and temperatures, using a list
of adjustment constants deterznined empirically by fitting to a very large data
base which includes satellite-drag observations and results of in-situ measure-
ments of thermospheric quantities, none of which are formally related to any
characteristics of the EIJV spectium.

The recently published simple plage-related model (CBV) of Cook et al [221
expressinq variations of irradiance in the range of 117.5-210 nm as a function of

__________i_________
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the fractional coverage of the solar disk by acti e regions was not recommended
for any quantitative aeronomical applications by the authors (22].

"Non-EUV Indices" Used "With EUV- Observation Fits"

One of the academically most dissatisfactory aspects of the model treatment of
the "EUV-effect" with the solar radio flux at 2800 MlIz consisted in the empirical
need to use a two-component expression, i.e. F1 0.7 (daily value for the given
date, or the previous day) as well as a +40 day mean value .-FI.'.7>, where the
latter generally dominates the former in the over-all formulation used to calcul-
ate model values of exospheric temperatures.

Jn many occasions, various authors of thermospheric models have emphasized that

they never intended to suggest that the thermospheric structure actually responds
to solar conditions over the past 40 days, let alone the nonsensical assumption
of any response to 40 days of the future. This means that the use of 'F10.7>
merely expresses a pragmatically justified method of accounting for the long-term
variability' in solar activity, as distinguished from day-to-day_ variability or
the well-known variations with the 27-day period of solar rotation.

Our preliminary study of AE-E observations during 1976-1979 has included regres-
sion analysis for several important solar FUV emissions. These analyses were
carried out for two types of associations with 2800 M~lz fluxes, i.e. (A) fitting
F, (EUV) data to a linear expression of the type A+A1 IF 0 .7 and (R) fitting to the
two-component expression, 80 +BI<Flo 7 > +82 (Flo.7-<Fo.7 :. Table 2 shows the

results for both types, IA and eB (using only the period from June 1977 to August
1979] in comparison with modified types of fitting, la and 4,[forcinq , and 1b
to reproduce the F76REF fluxes (13-28 July 1976)]. A comparison of -.'Ie correla-
tion coefficients for fit types '1 A (Da)versus type B ( b) leads to the rather
illuminating conclusion that EUV fluxes indeed correlate with the parameter
<F1 0.7 > more strongly than with the daily F1 0.7 . This result is not surprising,
since any opposite finding would have left us without any sensible explanation
for the indisputably great success of thermospheric models such as MSIS or the
Jacchia Models.

EUV Class-Variability Model

The purpose of the present model is that of transforming a fully detailed EUV
reference spectrum, Fo , into equally detailed flux data for some other date, FDA'
without actually requiring new data for each of the thousand or more individual
wavelengths listed. Cycle 21 is the first solar cycle for which the same instru-

ment observed EUV fluxes over the long period from the end of one cycle through
the maximum of the next s.-Aar cycle. For the analysis of these observations, it
seemed most reasonable to select a base-line reference for a suitable period
within cycle 21 rather than the aforementioned F74113. Our specific selection of
the period 13-28 July 1976 as reference for cycle 21 (F76REF) has been motivated
mainly by two considerations. First, the day-to-day variations within that period
of spotless sun with no visible active regions were found to be practically negli-
gible, allowing a great enhancement of statistical significance of even weak line
signals by averaging all good instrumental scan records obtained during that
period. Secondly, it seemed also profitable theoretically to work with a refer-
ence spectrum reflecting the simplest possible solar conditions within this solar
cycle, where the full-disk fluxes have essentially no active region contributions.

Definition of "variability classes". Letting the subscript K = 0, 1, 2 .... desig-
nate a class identification, defining Fox as the F76REF value of flux and denoting
the corresponding updated flux as FDA, we use the relation
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R8= F /F = 1 (R-1)C (1) 
PAOX K A

wher, K K(,) and C are listed for each X in F76REF and RK is the ratio of

V ,' fcr one or more wavelengths listed with CA 1 and same class K. Hence,

/K = FDA/F forC = 1 (2)

will be briefly called "class ratio" below.

The physical implication of these relations is obvious, i.e. the fluxes in all

emissions (,) of the same class (K) and same adjustment constant (CA) are assumed

to vary identically.

If one were to consider only one specific date outside the reference period, with
somehow given values of all fluxes FD>, the problem of appropriate classification
wetilh be trivial, i.e. we could in principle define any total number of classes.
Hcwever, in practice observational data for a given date are often incomplete in

spectral coverage, the currently available instrumental resolving power of the

E[xS experiment falls short of actually separating all separately listed lines

(p:.-. the "30.4 nm" siqnal includes both the chromospheric HeII and the coronal
SiXI lines which are only 0.03 nm apart), and emissions at X < 14 nm, listed in

F76REF as well as F7411 [17], are indeed outside the instrumental range of the
EUVS experiment. The latter considerations alone would of course not justify the
present class-model development outlined here. The primary goal of this model

design is to express EUV flux variabilities in terms of a reasonably small number
of variable class parameters, RK ' in connection with sets of adjustment param-
eters, C1 , treated as constants (over a reasonably limited date range).

The first phase of this development as reported here, was based on the definition
of only three variability classes (K = 0, 1, 2) with the following "key wave-

lengths" (defined by setting C1 X 1); XK(K=O) = XA 177.5-185 nm (quasi-continuum);
XK(K=l) = 58.433 nm (HeI); AK(K=2 ) = 33.541 nm (FeXVI); assigning class K=1 to
the various solar emissions with ionization potentials E < 200 eV and K = 2 for
those with Fi ' 200 eV. The class K = 0 consists of those emissions in the range
110-185 nm identified as "quasi-continuum", denoted as QUASI(C) in F76REF (as
well as F74113). The latter should be distinguished from various individually
identified lines of class K ? 0 listed in the same range of wavelengths. Our pre-
liminary analysis of observations in the range from 135-185 nm suggests that the
quasi-continuum of the entire range can be rather well approximated by setting

(F D/F )) K=0  R exp[0.0076(R -1) (177.5-X/nm)1 for X : 177.5 nm (3)

A similar approximation for the' hydrogen Lyman-continuum is given as

(FDXIFox) H Ly-Cont. tR 1exp[0. 00032(R1 -1) (91.2-1/nm)] (4)

Trade-off between simplicity and accurac . For some aeronomical studies the use
of a fairly accurate representation restricted to a relatively short time period
may be more important than the applicability over a much longer period for which

the use of a given set of constant values of Cx in general leads to more signifi-
cant inaccuracies of the representation for each section of the long period. This

"trade-off" condition is inherent in the method of determining best-fitting values
of CA for some given period of existing observations. If this period is extended

over a truly long time span, say 2-3 years, the best-fitting C1 values indeed

differ more or less significantly from those found by fitting a shorter period of
observations. Table 3 shows a comparison taken from our exploratory study, given
here for illustrative purposes only. The values of CX of Table 3 agree only



crudely with those written into F76REF" (AE-Computut i :e of Ia May 1979). The
latter were most heavily weighted toward best a;eura' c fr the rrepr(esentation of
the pre-maximum of solar activity of Jan-Feb 197N.

Limitations in Physical Siqnificance. The specific fcrm of equ. (M) might suggest
the adoption of an attractively simple physical model, that is to regard the in-
crease of full-disk solar EUV fluxes after 1976 as a straiqhtforward consequence
Qf the increasing number of active regions, with C1 playinq the role of products
of active-reqion areas and specific relative contrast r;itios of active-region/
quiet-disk brightness, i.e. assuming that there is no solar-cycle variation of
variability in these contrast ratios. However, these assumptions are justified
only as a greatly simplified concept. The apparently significant differences of
-,-values obtained as best-fitting for different time periods within cycle 21
indeed suggest that at least the first, or possible both of these simplifying
assumptions should be abandoned, at least for quantitative appl ications. The same
rit i ,ism applies to the recently published CBV model [221.

CONCLUS IONS

Pilot studies performed on AE-E satellite data on solar EIN fluxes for the rising
part of the sunspot cycle 21 have demonstrated the. feasibility of expressing the
variability of solar EUV fluxes in aeronomically attractive terms involving a
relatively small total number of date-dependent variables supported by the rela-
tively large number of wavelength-peculiar jrame ers. The. latter can be assumed
as a set of conveniently invariant constants only as lon. as the date range of
desired applicability is reasonably limited.

While this is unfortunate from the viewpoint of 1esr.! simli ity for aeronomi-
cal calculations, it is clearly not surprisin(g from th virwpoint of solar phys-
ics, if one appreciates the great variety of different type-s of active regions
including differences in their evolution over different life times (e.g. recur-
ring after one or more solar rotations with a generally not :-onstant ETV emission
spectrum). It is the latter viewpoint from which one can hardly expect that an
aeronomically adequate accuracy could be offered by any simple two-component
variability model based on either CaII plage area indices of Rz without involving
any massive data base of actual EUV flux observations over the desired period of
suggested applicability. Also, it seems hardly surprising that sets of EUV-
observation-based model constants, determined for some reasonably limited date
rane, can give more or less grossly misleading results, if the same set of con-
stants were applied to the description of solar EUV for a different time period
of the sane solar cycle, or, most drastically, for a different solar cycle.

Discounting the numerical details of our exploratory studies for the moment, one
can rather safely conclude the following: (a) Representations of solar EUV for
quantitative studies should allow the construction of a date-peculiar detailed
spuectrum of incident fluxes even if the variability model uses only a few date-
dependent variables; (b) Representations using Non-EUV Indices can be improved by
restriction to limited parts of a solar cycle for which actual EUV observations
allow us to use empirical fitting of the type illustrated in Table 2; (c) Con-
tinued use of Non-EUV Indices for various applications may remain a practical
necessity still for some time; (d) Ultimate adoption of true EUV Indices is
obviously most desirable. However, the realization of this goal will not only
require extensive further study of accomplished observations, but it will also
require future solar EUV measurements of accommodating aeronomical objectives,
to be pursued with more vigor than that reflected in presently approved programs.
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laIle I . Ixamp.es (t .\erliitmica I se of IlPec tit Data oit solar 1.1 I rradiaucc

a l -, P. I I , l I ',I ) X ; , 1 0 1 0 1 h o t . 11 - 2 s e e ~ l ) I h ) It) 1I 1L \N D ) I D I\ I I I A L Ii N I Y . I P IN

12-28 ,11I. 1') II I' cikh'S AI CI(IN ( I. .AI'OMVIlC ()XY;lN(Mb)
terval Lt im I-uree 170 76 IQ'7' ItaI 4F 21) 2 ' 41' 411*

1 - 10 va riowus 438 1;;71 1.06 0.2"2 0.:4 0.22 0.10 0.0:,
2 10- 1) 161) 468 3.52; 1.0:1 1.14 0.75 0.14 0.27

13- 20 186' 5702 .96 1.62 2.00 1.20 0.58 0.46
4 20- 2 l()5 7143 7.55 1.. , 2.62 1.70 0.73 0.54
n o2.. Il 1ii. 506 108,: 8.43 2.15 2.02 1.95 0.82 0.56
b 2 .4lS 1 e\\ 77 .72: 1.26 2.23 1.2 ) 2.17 0.89 0.4')
7 25- :20 other 1.56 12160 8.78 2.2:i 3.18 2.04 0.85 0.52
6 :o0.: I '1 iXl 600 46,11 9.70 2.45 3.62 2.32 0.91 0.41
q "<0.:'78 lie[I 7702 14196 .72 2.45 3.63 2.:12 0.91 0.41

10 2W- J ,thor 867 o832 10.03 2.61 :'.98 2.52 0.91 0.00

exampes (a) froi lule 2,f kef.fi21 examples (h) from Tale 2 (f' Ief. (2]
which includes weighted data for N.,

2 and lie
.5 102.572 II y-P 4275 11852 0.00

M 10".191 1% I 1 04.% 6105 0.00
217 100-105 otther 2478 60'(:3 0.00

c) 1 NI/\ I1 I k I ill.N( I - se c )ik t\.I(RI (INHSi'FIll.RIK ,-I'I II S (from Ref, (12]
2" N2 lie 1-)1). 1 '14s) 121)) W221') W,(4P) ()+(21)

13-2s I. 3.421 3.81) 4.81) 2.80 1.09 0.96 0.56 1.34 6.17
1076 x107 x10- X10- X10-7  x10- 7 x10- 7 x10-7 x10-8 xlO-9

1') III .1.72 .28 1.'( ) 9. : 2.2,) 3.25 1.94 5.34 2.45
1)71 x10 - ' x10- x10- 7  x10l7 x10 7  X10 7  x10- 7 x10- 8 x10 - 8

,aJl vaJ es are for region of praotically unatteauated solar :I\)

id) D"2- U<I' I SIlI IPI11INWIY DIA. it) IN\TITINbIID SOLAR EUV O A, <175 nm

Dates 2" .i, 13-28 .11:,2 14 DI;: 22 i N 1 I9 fI
1'74 1976 1'78 1979 1979)

Reference I 74113 [171 , 7URI.I 11 1* 13* 1I

1"m")/10 - 6 sec - 1  1 .0 1.60 2.20 2.64 2.80

10. 710-22 Trn-21Iz-1 74 68 206 234 243

* results based on assumed equality of solar irradiance for the periods of

17611 1 spotless disk, cycle 21) and f74113 (Q7 18, cycle 20), apparently open
to revision.
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Table 2. Solar FUV Correlations with 2800 MHz (June 1977-Auqust 1979; prelim.)

-~ a + a F and ' = b + b F > + b (F - 'F "for(ed'
a 1 10.7 1b o 1 10.7 2 10.7 10.7

, %= A + A F and , = B + B <F > + B (F - F >) "not forced"o 1IF 10.7 B o 10 ~ . 7 2 10l.7 0F~ .7

"forced" : matching the reference values for 13-28 July 1976 imposed too;
"not forced": fits are not required to reproduce conditions of F76REF above.

EUV EMISSION LINE ONE-VARIABLE FIT TWO-VARIABLE FIT

Tdentif. N (nom.) Correlation Coefficients Correlation Coefficients
in nm for a for A for 'b for '

__ _ __ _a Ab
1 Ly-t 121.6 0.83 0.84 0.91 0.91
H Ly-H 1(2.6 0.75 0.90 0.87 0.93

He I 58.4 0.83 0.93 0.93 0.97
He II 30.4* 0.91 0.91 0.95 0.95
0 IV Group 55.4 0.31 0.91 0.76 0.97
Fe X 17.5 0.83) 0.91 0.96 0.97
Mg X 61.0 0.86 0.92 0.97 0.98
Si XII 49.9 0.88 0.89 0.94 0.94
Fe XVI 33.5 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.96
*) observed fluxes for "30.4 nm" include coronal line of Si XI 30.331 nm

Table 3. C -Determination of simple EUV Class-Variation Model (K 1,2 only)
from Different Date Ranges of fitting to preliminary EUV data

¢= 4i(F76REF). [I + (R -1 R F /F (F76REF)

A K )]wih1 58.4 58.4
R2 = F 3 3 .5/F 3 3 . 5 (F76REF)

EUV EMISSION LINE From 77154 From 77154 From 78001 From 79001
Identif. X(nom.) to 79226 to 77365 to 78355 to 79226

in nm K <C,> %dev <C > %dev <C,> %dev <C > %dev

H Ly-,t 121.6 1 0.915 25 0.763 16 0.711 15 1.139 8
H Ly-C 102.6 1 0.995 12 1.109 8 0.924 12 0.966 8

He I 58.4 1 CA 1 ("key wavelength" for K = 1)
He II 30.4 1* 0.396 41 0.185 67 0.422 14 0.517 12
O IV Gr. 55.4 1 0.640 16 0.763 8 0.632 10 0.558 7

Fe X 17.5 2 0.018 30 0.021 25 0.020 28 0.014 11
Mg X 61.0 2 0.044 32 0.058 20 0.047 25 0.032 9
Si XII 49.9 2 0.170 20 0.205 19 0.158 16 0.154 9
Fe XVI 33.5 2 CA = 1 ("key wavelength" for K = 2)

*) actually observed is a mixture of K = 1 (He II) and K = 2 (Si XI)

NOTE: F76REF refers to AE-computer listing of EUV reference spectrum for the
date range 13-28 July 1976, based on AE-E observations indicating no significant
variations during that period, i.e. allowing the use of average values from all
appropriate parts of experiment turnons to obtain meaningful data even for weak
emission lines which would be lost in the statistical error of rather small count
samrples characteristic for a single scan observation turnon. The results shown
here in both Table 2 and Table 3 were obtained by accessing the preliminary data
base illustrated in the diagrams of Fig. 2b, now considered superseded by a most
recently improved and extended data base (see Fig. 2a which illustrates the ob-
served variations for 7 of the 9 wavelengths tabulated above).
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Variations of >olar I\ IIuxes in 1974, observed from V -C Satellite [191
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Minimum of Solar Chromospheric EUV Fluxes around 20 April 1975 [20]
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,<olar IIA Flux Variations during declining phase of sunspot cycle 20.
Ihepper picture illustrates greatly different 27-day variabilities for the
emissions of correspondingly different origin within the solar atmosphere, more
or less persisting through the end of the year 1974. The lower picture reprodu-
ces the first tentative evidence (20] of the past "solar minimum" for chromo-
spheric LIA fluxes occurring 14 months before July 1976 (lowest value of monthly
mean sunspot number), re-asserted with more confidence later [11] , and now con-
firmed by completely independent evidence from AEROS-Bi observations reported
at the 1979 I,\,A Session Il-I in Canberra(Paper 21.12 by C. Schmidtke and
N. B] rsken) and OSO-5 satellite observations of H Ly-i published most recently[24].
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SOLAR EUV ENERGY BUDGET OF
THE THERMOSPHERE

M.R. Torr,' P.G. Richards and D.G. Torr'

Center for Atmospheric and Space Sciences, Department of
Physics, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322, USA

'Also affiliated with the National Institute for Telecommunica-
tions Research of the C. S. L R., Johannesburg, South Africa

ABSTRACT

Using tie accumulation of experimental data and theoretical studies conducted on

the terrestrial thermosphere since tile mid seventies, we have re-evaluated the
channels by which solar UV energy is transferred to the atmosphere. As an outcome

of this evaluation we have redetermined the solar EUV heating efficiency for the
thermosphere and find this to be considerably different from that established in
earlier studies. The heating efficiency has strong altitude, solar cycle and
diurnal dependencies. The values of this parameter vary from less than 10/ to
greater than 100X, with peak midday values of 50-55/ In recent papers we have
presented the results of this new UV heating efficiency determination using a
steady state solution of the ionospheric model. In this paper we present the
results obtained solving a time dependent model over a diurnal cycle. The time
dependent effects are found to be significant, with certain longlived species
acting as temporary reservoirs of latent heat that is released to the neutral

atmosphere at later times.

I NTROI)UCT I ON

A fundamental parameter in studies of the energy budget of the thermosphere is the
efficiency with which solar UV energy is transferred to the neutral atmosphere as
heat. The heating efficiency, ,7, is defined as the ratio of the total heating
rate at each altitude divided by the total UV energy deposited at each altitude.
A reeval uaton of this parameter is timely in view of the relevant new information

that has been gained over tile past few years, largely as a result of the
Atmosphere Explorer satellite program.

In two recent papers we have quantified the thermospheric UV energy partitions for
steady state conditions, M.Torr et al, [1 and 21. From these results we have
redetermined the heating efficiency, C, as a function of altitude for selected

conditions. The results differ significantly from our previous understanding, and
will widely affect models dependent on the thermospheric energy budget. The UV
heating efficiency was found in these studies to vary rather dynamically as a
function of attitude, season, latitude and solar cycle. In this Paper we extend

the steady state solution reported earlier, M. Torr et al, [1 and 2] to a time
dependent solution over a diurnal cycle.

The basic data set for this study comprises actual measurements of particular
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The various processes discussed above can be divided into heating and cooling
mechanisms. The former result in the transfer of energy to the neutral atmosphere
as heat while the latter result in the loss of energy from altitudes above 125 km.
The major heating processes are the kinetic energy gained by the products of each
exothermic chemical reaction, and also electron-electron collisions. Cooling is
produced as a result of energy lost in the form of radiation (airglow), and due to
the dissociaton of molecular oxygen, since the resultant ) atoms are transported
to lower altitudes before recombining.

Because the model used here solves for the production and loss rates of all the
relevant species (ions and neutrals in ground or excited electronic states) we can
quantify the role of each process in the energetics of the thermospheric system.
We then compute the total heating rate and determine the heating efficiency for a
given altitude, local time and set of conditions.

TIME DEPENDENT RESULTS

For purposes of illustrating the magnitudes of these various energy channels, we

have run the full diurnal solution for 14 February 1974, and in Figure 2 we show
the heating and cooling rates for a local time of 1300 hours. Also shown in this
figure is the total solar UV energy deposition rate as a function of altitude.
The calculations include solar radiation in the wavelength range corresponding to
the 02 absorption in the Schumann-Runge continuum.

401

-TOTAL UVINPUT NTI

c TOTAL RADIATION
E NMLTSTALE EIC

solut 00 fo) 14Fbray194fo ocaltIimeoN 30hus

th EUV INPUi

200~

0, Kt'-ii- -

ENERGY OSRT eVc~ei1

Fig. 2 Comparison of solar UV energy deposition rate and major
energy channels. The results shown are from a time dependent
solution for 14 February 1974 for a local time of 1300 hours.

As can be seen from the results given in Figure 2, the total energy loss rate at
the higher altitudes is less than the total UV energy deposition rate at the same
altitude. This is due primariy to two effects. The downward transport of
longlived species (primarily 0 , electrons and odd nitrogen) results in the
non-local loss of this energy at lower altitudes. Also, at the higher altitudeq,
where quenching processes are not as dominant, a significant fraction of the
deposited energy is lost as airglow.

Each of these energy channels has been examined in detail In our earlier paper,(
M. Torr et al, [21) in which we have quantified the various components for steady
state conditions. At the local time that we are considering here, the c-ly
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HEATING EFFICIENCY

In Figure 5 we show the heating efficiency resulting from the steady state
solution for a local time of 1300 hours, as a function of altitude. (The time
dependent solution is not significantly different at this local time.) Also shown
in the figure, are the results of the study made by Stolarski et al [14] based on
the pre-Atmosphere Explorer knowledge of the thermosphere.

Because of the uncertainty that surrounded the solar flux intensities at that
time, their calculations were done for an early solar flux compiled by Hinteregger
[151 and for a factor of two times these values. In Figure 5 we have shown the
Stolarski et al [141 results for the same local time as that for which our data
are shown. The Stolarski et al [14] results Indicated that the heating efficiency
could be approximated by a value of 30/, regardless of altitude and time of day.
By contrast, our results reveal that the UV heating efficiency is a strong
function of altitude, with a peak of approximately 55/ at the peak EUV deposition
altitude, dropping to approximately 10/ at higher altitudes (near 400 kin).

Several factors contribute to the significant difference found between the results
of this study and the study conducted some years ago. We now have the benefit of
actual measured solar fluxes and neutral atmospheric concentrations. In addition,
there have been substantial advances in the state of knowledge of thermospheric
chemistry. Numerous processes and reaction rate coefficients have been
identified, quantified or refined over the last few years. This is particularly
true of the metastable species, odd nitrogen and vibrationally excited nitrogen.

500 ,ISF 2SF ISRH)

450

400

350
o

300

250

200

150
,1 14 FEB. 1974

100
0 j .2 3 .4 5 .6 7 8 9 10

HEATING EFFICIENCY

Fig. 5 The heating efficiency vs altitude for a steady state solution for
midday conditions. Also shown are the results by Stolarski et al [141
for a factor of two range in solar flux (1SF and 2 SF) (from Torr et al [2].)

The odd nitrogen species play a significant role in contributing to the overall UV
heating efticiency and the dependence of f on altitude and local time. It is thus
not only important to have a model which includes the correct photochemistry, but
also the transport. In Figure 6 we show the heating efficiency altitude profile
that would be obtained if transport of odd nitrogen were ignored. The tendency is
to flatten the profile, increasing the efficiency at higher altitudes, and
reducing
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the amplitude of the peak. We have used the steady state solution results to
illustrate this effect.
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Fig. 6 The effect of neglect of transport of odd nitrogen species on the
heating efficiency profile (from Torr et al, [2]).

Altitude profiles of , at three illustrative local times for 14 February are shown

in Figure 7. The strong diurnal variation is evident in this figure. Solar UV
energy deposited in the morning is released as heat later in the day, via the long

lived species. This ef~ect becomes particularly pronounced near sunset, when the

rate of energy deposition is falling sharply,2 while kinetic heating processes (via

such reactions as N + NO, and quenching of N D)) result in significant heating of
the neutral atmosphere. The long lived species, mainly odd nitrogen, thus act as
latent heat storage mechanisms.
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Fig. 7 The heating efficiency as a function of altitude for

selected times of day (14 February 1974).
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In Figure 8 we show the diurnal variation of for various selected altitudes.
There is an asymmetry due to the fact that solar energy deposited early in the
day, is only released in the form of neutral heating at a later time. This
becomes particularly dramatic during the evening twilight, where the time
dependent effects result in large increases in the heating efficiency at a time
when the solar deposition rate is decreasing sharply.

[ T - T F I T IT T T T I

9/

\/ I
21 //

I

Fig. 8 The heating efficiency vs. local time at selected altitudes

(February 14, 1974). Also shown is the relative variation of the

solar zenith angle,
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the heating efficiency profile for 14
February 1974 (winter, solar minimum), with results for
1 July 1974 (summer, solar minimum) and 19 February 1979
(winter, solar maximum). The results are all steady state
solutions from M. Torr et al [2].



',II of the results shown so far have been from the diurnal or steady state
solutions for 14 February 1974, i.e. winter and solar minimum. In our steady
state study, M. rorr et al, [21 we made a preliminary invest igation into the

seasonal and solar cycle variability of - . We have not yet run the time dependent
solutions for these examples, and so in Figure 9 we show the steady state results.

As can be seen from the results in Figure 9, the seasonal effect over 1974 is not

very pronounced. However, , is found to vary strongly over the solar cycle. For
the February 1979 case, the maximum in E occurs at a higher altitude due to the

higher height of the peak EUV deposition at solar maximum. In addition the
heating efficiency at the higher altitudes is a factor of 3 to 4 times as large as
it was at these attitudes at solar minimum. A. Torr et al [21 have shown that
this is largely due to the increased effectiveness at solar maximum in

transferring energy to the neutrals by electron collisions.

CONCLUS IONS

Historically, Values adopted for the thermospheric UV heating efficiency have
ranged between 0.1 and 1.0. Of the most recent calculations Chandra and Sinha

[to] reported a value for t of 0.5 to 0.6 but did not discuss the altitude
variation. The value of 0.3 of Stolarski et al [14] has been widely incorporated

into thermospheric models. The results reported here will thus require
significant revision of thermospheric models. For example, estimates of

additional sources such as joule heating obtained from global thermospheric

circulation models will require re-evaluation.

As has been shown here, the diurnal phase effects are significant and may

eliminate or reduce the problems that have been encountered in reproducing the

observed thermospheric temperature over a diurnal cycle.

An impact of the dynamic variability of E that has emerged from this study, is

that the incorporation of this parameter into global thermospheric models will not

be as simple as it was when a constant of %,0.3 value was used. A more complex

parameterization as a function of altitude, local time, season, latitude and solar
cycle is required. We are currently investigating whether a multicoefficient

harmonic fit is a possible solution to this problem.
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ENERGY TRANSFER BY GRAVITY
WAVE DISSIPATION

K.D. Cole and M.P. Hickey

Division of Theoretical and Space Physics,
La Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia 3083

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the subject of the dissipation of internal gravity waves in the
thermosphere and shows how this is related to propagation. Differences of
dissipation and heating rates in quiet and disturbed atmospheres are discussed,
and the ranges of waves for different source heights in these atmospheres are
calculated. Despite heavy damping of the waves, they may explain T.I.D.'s and
related airglow observations in middle and low latitudes.

INTRODUCTION

The energy content of the thermosphere is derived principally from the sun in two
ways; firstly by the absorption of radiation (EUV and UV) and secondly bv, the
capture of energy from the solar wind. The EUV radiation will heat only the day-
time thermosphere, and appears not sufficient by itself to maintain the observed
thermospheric temperatures [I]. The capture of energy from the solar wind leads
to a high-latitude heat source due to dissipation of electric fields and
currents in auroral regions [2, 3] and occurs both by day and by night [41. The
longitudinal (due to the EUV heating) and latitudinal (due to the heating in
auroral regions) anisotropies of these heat sources lead to the so-called
diurnal and polar bulges [5] and mean that the distribution of energy of the
thermosphere is always far from equilibrium, so that conductive and convective
processes will act to re-distribute this energy (see for example [6, 7, 8]).

The main mechanical processes which occur in the thermosphere are winds, tides,
acoustic waves and gravity waves. It is well known that energy can be transported
in the thermosphere by winds [9, 10, 11], the semi-diurnal tide 112] and acoustic
waves [13], but we are interested here only in the transport of energy by

gravity waves. We will summarize, in order, the observations, sources, dissip-
ation, thermospheric heating, and propagation of gravity waves. Problems with
gravity wave theory in explaining certain observations and ideas concerning the
possible resolutions of these problems are discussed. Finally, a conclusion
will be given. It will be assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of
gravity wave theory, as discussed for example by Hines [14], Eckart [15], and
Tolstoy [161.
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OBSERVATIONS

Some of the earliest observations of travelling ionospheric disturbances
(T.I.D.'s) were those of Munro [17, 18, 191, which, coupled with the radar
observations of drifting meteor trails [20], led Hines [14] to hypothesize that
the T.I.D.'s were simply the manifestations of neutral, internal gravity waves
in the ionospheric plasma, a generally accepted result today. Since then there
have been many observations of T.I.l).'s, of which we can make the following
summa rv.

Heisler [21] and Valverde 122] found that some T.I.D.'s could travel several
thousand kilometers with little attenuation. Tveten [23] observed T.I.D. speeds
to be usually 40-300 m/sec with only a few up to 1250 m/sec, while Chan and
Villard [241 found speeds of 400-750 m/sec with periods of 30-90 mins and
horizontal wavelengths of 1300-2000 kms. Bowman [25], by studying world-wide
ionograms, found two T.I.D.'s launched by the same event which travelled at
speeds of 361 m/sec and 722 m/sec respectively, the former being able to propagate
completely around the globe. Thome [26] observed a T.I.D. which propagated some
3000 kms 3t a speed of 700 m/sec. Georges 127] observed many T.I.D.'s and
classed them as large-scale if their speeds were in excess of 300 m/sec (approx-
imately the lower atmospheric sound speed) and medium-scale if their speeds were
lower than 300 m/sec. Harper 128] observed a T.I.D. near the equator having a
period of about 105 mins and an estimated horizontal wavelength of 4000 kms, while
another large-scale wave was observed by satellite by Trinks and Mayr [29], with
a period of 2.5 hrs and an apparent horizontal wavelength of 5000 kmis. There
have been many observations of medium-scale T.I.D.'s with speeds between 50 and
200 m/sec and periods ranging from 20-100 mins [30, 31].

SOURCES

In the lower atmosphere sources of gravity waves can include severe weather
systems [27, 32] as well as the meteorological jet-stream [31, 33]. A flux of
10 -1 watts/m 2 commonly leaves the troposphere [34] so that significant amounts
of energy could reach the thermosphere from the lower atmosphere after absorption
and reflection by mesospheric winds. In the middle atmosphere the main sources
can include the possible breaking of tidal motions [14], wind instabilities
[35] and the supersonic motion of the terminator between t450 latitudes [36,
37], especially in the ozone layer [38].

In the thermosphere the main sources of gravity waves lie in the auroral zones
and there is much evidence to support this [24, 39, 40]. The generation here
is due to both the Lorentz force (F = J x B) and Joule heating (Q = J.E) and
has been studied by many authors (see e.g. [40] and references therein).
Testud [41] found that the efficiency of the Lorentz force in creating gravity
waves was greater than that due to Joule heating, whereas Richmond [42] has
found that waves produced by Joule heating can more easily travel to middle
and low latitudes. The total wave energy produced to the total energy input
during a magnetic storm can be as high as 15.6% [42], while model calculations
comparing the theoretical ionospheric response with the observed response due
to the passage of a gravity wave at mid-latitudes show that at times, the total
energy input to the auroral zone can be as large as 1.6 x 1023 ergs
(1.6 x l0 6 J) [43]. Evidence for the trans-polar propagation of waves created
during magnetic storms has been given by Potter et al [44]. The dominant
force at equatorial latitudes is the Lorentz force in the equatorial electrojet,
but Chimonas [45] has concluded that it is inefficient in exciting gravity waves
because J x B is vertical while long period gravity waves transport energy
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predominantly horizontally [271. The possible evidence for waves produced by the
equatorial electrojet can be found in [44].

DISSIPATION

(;ravitv waves in the thermosphere can be dissipated by viscosity and thermal
conduction [46], ion-drag [47], molecular relaxation [48, 491 and diffusive
separation (501. Dissipation leads to the production of a number of dissipative
waves [51, 52, 53], but these are usually ineffective in transporting energy
very far [54]. Pitteway and Hines [461 showed that the dissipation due to
thermal conduction is slightly greater than that due to viscosity, and that if
this dissipation is small then only the amplitude of the wave is affected. The
dissipation due to viscosity and thermal conduction generally decreases with
increasing wavelength [55, 56], whilst that due to ion-drag increases with wave
period and is a minimum for waves propagating along the magnetic meridian (55].

The dissipation rates due to viscosity and thermal conduction are inversely
proportional to the neutral gas density and so rapidly increase with height.
These dissipation rates also depend on the temperature structure of the thermo-
sphere [57], because this affects the wave group velocity (a hotter thermosphere
refracts the wave energy up at more oblique angles and thus increases the
dissipation rate). Thus gravity wave dissipation depends strongly on local time
and solar activity, as well as magnetic activity. For example, it was shown that
the dissipation rate due to viscosity increases as the angle of energy flow (6)
from the horizontal increases, because for w2<<Th2 g and with the asymptotic
relation k2 z,, 2a/C 2 , the loss in vertical energy-flux (AF) can be written as

AF = qhA 2 k6 x (y - l)2g 4 tan 2 e (1)

where all symbols have their usual meanings (see [57]). Their results also show
that most waves dissipate within one wavelength for a source at the 120 km level,
but that this attenuation distance rapidly decreases as the source height is
increased. This can be seen in figures 1 - 4, in which the 'hot' atmosphere
refers to the CIRA [58] Model 10 atmosphere at 1400 hrs, and the 'cold'
atmosphere refers to the CIRA [58] Model 1 atmosphere at 0600 hrs. The atten-
uation distance is taken as the distance over which the energy flux is reduced
to 307 of its initial value. Figures 1 and 2 show that more energy propagotes
to greater horizontal distances in the cold atmosphere for source heights less
than about 200 kms, while the situation is reversed for source heights greater
than this. For a source height of 120 kms, the horizontal range in the cold
atmosphere is some 30 - 45% greater than that in the hot atmosphere, the larger
number referring to the larger-scale wave. Figures 3 and 4 show that the
vertical range is always greater in the hot atmosphere than in the cold
atmosphere, a similar result having been obtained by Yeh et al [55). This means
that significantly more energy can be transported to greater altitudes at times
of high solar and magnetic activity and during daylight hours than at times
when tle thermosphere is colder. A further interesting feature seen by comparing
figures 3 and 4 is that the vertical range does not seem to depend on the wave
parameters as much as the horizontal range does (Figures 1 and 2), which is due
to the fact that although the larger scale wave suffers a lower dissipation
rate, its energy is transported at an angle much closer to the horizontal than
the smaller scale wave, effectively impeding the propagating of energy to high
altitudes.
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Figures 1 - 4
Attenuation distances defined as the distances over which the energy flux is

reduced to 30% of its initial value in both the 'hot' (CIRA (1965) model 10
atmosphere at 1400 hrs.) and 'cold' (CIRA (1965) model 1 atmosphere at 0600 hrs)

atmospheres.
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There is now theoretical evidence which shows that diffusive separation is an
important dissipative mechanism for gravity waves in the lower thermosphere
[50], which increases with wave period and decreases with wavelength. For
example, a wave of period 60 mins and horizontal wavelength 400 kms will lose
60% of its energy in propagating between the 140 and 240 km levels, whereas in
the same altitude range a wave of period 20 mins and the same wavelength will
lose only about 10% of its original energy.

HEATING OF THE THERMOSPHERE

Dissipation rates of gravity waves have been estimated to be about 5 x 10
-
2 watts/kg

(5 x 102 ergs/gm sec) near the 95 km level [59], 4 x 10
-
1 watts/kg near the 105 km

level [60], and possibly greater than I watt/kg some 50% of the time at the 140 km
level [60], giving heating rates of about 4°K/day, 30°K/day and lO

0
°K/day,

respectively. Testud and Vasseur [611 observed a T.I.D. following a magnetic
storm and noted that the ion temperature at the 300 km level rose to values of
some 50-100'K above normal. They explained this b calculating that the vertical
energy flux through the 200 km level was 1.6 x 10

- 
watts/m

2 
(1.6 x 10

-
2 ergs/cm

2

sec) which was about 10% of that thought to be deposited by EUV radiation above
the same level (2 x 10

-4 
watts/m

2
). Testud [62] and Yeh [30] have estimated that

heating rates of the order of 10
-

0 watts/m
3 

(10
- 9 

ergs/cm
3 
sec) occur at

F-region heights due to gravity wave dissipation, and that temperature increases
of some 80'K can therefore be expected [621. Several theoretical studies have
calculated the altitude distributions of the energy input rate to the thermosphere
due to the dissipation of gravity waves by viscosity, thermal conduction and ion-
drag [63, 64, 57], and will now be discussed.

Klostermeyer [63] calculated the energy deposition rate for a wave of period 30
mins, horizontal wavelength 600 kms, and an initial vertical energy flux of
1.25 x 10

-
4 watts/m2 at the lower boundary (170 kms), typical of what one might

see following a magnetic substorm. It was noted that although thermal conduction
will dissipate wave energy, it will not heat the background gas. His results
gave a maximum heat input of 4.5 x 1010 watts/m

3 
at the 235 km level, and a

height distribution very similar to that of the EUV heat input. The height
profile of the irreversible temperature increase was found to be similar to that
of the undisturbed temperature profile and to vary logarithmically with time. An
exospheric temperature increase of some 40*K was inferred.

Vidal-Madjar [64] studied the dissipation of a wave having its source in the
troposphere [31] with a period of 20 mins, horizontal wavelength 150 kms, and a
vertical energy flux of 10

-4 
watts/m

2 
at the 120 km level (see [331). Both the

effects of background winds and different azimuths of propagation were included,
and all the terms in the equation of heat transfer were retained. In the wind-
less case the maximum energy deposition rate was 7 x 1010 watts/m

3 
at 160 kms

altitude, while the mean value between 120 and 200 kms altitude was
5 x 10

-
10 watts/m

3
, roughly 10% of the solar deposition rate for the same region.

Vidal-Madjar further showed that certain regions of the thermosphere can
actually be cooled by gravity waves, even in the presence of dissipation.

Hickey and Cole [571 have studied the energy deposition to the thermosphere
caused by the dissipation of the same two waves which Klostermeyer [631 and
Vidal-Madjar [64] studied, under different atmospheric conditions, as discussed

In the last section. The results for the 30 minute period wave are shown in
figures 5 and 6. As with the dissipation rates discussed previously, the ener,=I
deposition rates per unit volume (fig. 5) and per unit mass (fig. 6) depend quite
btrongly on atmospheric conditions (solar cycle, etc.). The maximum deposition
rate per unit volume for this wave ranges from about 7.5 x 10

-
10 watts/m

3
at
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245 kms altitude in the cold atmosphere to about 3.8 x 10- 10 watts/m 3 at 270 kms
altitude in the hot atmosphere. The heating rates per unit mass show a much
larger variation. Maximum heating rates here are about 35 watts/kg at 265 kms
altitude in the cold atmosphere and about 5.5 watts/kg at 325 kms altitude in the
hot atmosphere. Significant heating can only occur at high altitudes during
times of high solar and magnetic activity and during daylight hours.

500 -----

400

HOT

E 300 '-

.

X 200 COLD200 --

0 4.0 8.0

o ( x1 0-Owatts/m
3

Figure 5

Energy deposition rate per unit volume for the hot and
cold atmospheres as defined in the text, for a wave of
period 30 mins, horizontal wavelength 600 kms and
vertical energy flux at the 120 km level of
1.25 x 10 -' watts/m 2 .
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Figure 6

Energy deposition rate per unit mass for the wave as

described in Fig. 5.

Richmond [i] has calculated the heating at middle and low latitudes due to both
gravity wave dissipation and compressional heating of the meridional circulation

set up by auroral heating. He has found that compressional and wave heating are
comparable at high altitudes (>250 kms) but the compressional heating is much
more important at low altitudes.

Cole [65] has involved the action of internal gravity waves in low latitude
conjugate E-regions for the production of field-aligned irregularities in the
equatorial F-region. In an extension of this work Cole [6b] estimated the joule
heating by electric fields associated In equatorial spread-F (at night) to be as
much as EUV heating during the day.

PROPAGATION

There have been a number of studies in the past dealing with the ducting of
gravity waves [26, 67, 68, 69). The importance of ducting in the thermosphere
is that it keeps most of the waves at low levels where the effects of dissipation
are small, and hence allows for certain modes of propagation to travel to large
horizontal distances without severe attenuation. However Richmond [69] has
strongly criticised the earlier works which dealt with ducting in the thermo-
sphere and shown that these models cannot be legitimately applied to the
thermosphere. He has suggested an alternative ducting mechanism which relies
on partial reflections at the top of the 'duct' due to dissipative mechanisms
[70, 71] and obtained three thermospheric modes with similar properties to those
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of Francis 154], but he himself doubts the usefulness of this alternative
mechanism. If this is the case, then the only possibility left is that all
gravity waves are freely propagating (internal) and subject only to dissipation
and small partial reflections as they propagate upward. Some support for a
return to the simple idea of freely propagating gravity waves as a cause of
T.I.D.'s observed at low latitudes following magnetic storms can be found in the
results of Roble et al 139]. They performed a numerical simulation of the
ionospheric response to freely propagating gravity waves produced by a substorm
and compared these results to observations made at two different sites, and
reasonably good agreement was obtained at both sites.

Since, however, internal gravity waves necessarily have speeds less than about
0.9C (C = the local sound speed) a difficulty arises when trying to explain
observations of high speed F-region T.I.D.'s, when near their source regions (at
120-140 kms in the auroral zone) they would have speeds exceeding the local sound
speed. This, as Francis (172] p. 1039) has noted, would require sources to exist
at altitudes considerably higher than is usually supposed, where the sound speed
is higher. Possible observational evidence in support of high altitude gravity
wave sources can be found in [291. They observed a large-scale gravity wave
with a speed of perhaps 550 m/sec, which was generated at high latitudes during
fairly quiet magnetic conditions and possibly within the dayside cusp region.
They suggested that soft particles may have been the dominant energy source,
and from a comparison between experimental results and theory they concluded
that thermospheric sources possibly as high as 200 kms altitude were responsible
for the excitation of the observed wave phenomena.

Francis [73] showed that a gravity wave source will produce two waves for a given
wave frequency and horizontal wavenumber, one propagating energy upwards (the
direct wave, for which kz<O) and the other propagating energy initially downwards
(the indirect wave). For a source at an altitude of 200 kms the results of
Hickey and Cole 157] show that the horizontal range of the direct wave will be
less than one half of a wavelength (see figs. I and 2) and so would be ineffect-
ive in producing observable T.I.D.'s at low latitudes. However, as Richmond 156]
has shown, the indirect waves suffer a much lower attenuation rate than the direct
waves, so that if a high altitude gravity wave source did exist, only the
indirect waves should be capable of transporting significant amounts of energy
to low latitudes. An indirect wave having a horizontal phase speed (u) greater
than about 250 m/sec will be reflected upward from the lower thermosphere [56],
while for u<2 50 m/sec it will become the earth-reflected wave of Francis [73].
If we imagine a high altitude source at a level where, for example, the local
sound speed Is 1000 m/sec, then it would be possible to create any indirect wave
having a horizontal phase speed less than 900 m/sec. It will travel downwards
into regions of ever-decreasing dissipation towards its reflection level, and
the lower the speed of the wave, the lower this level will be. It would
eventually suffer reflection there so that by the time it has reached mid
latitudes, it would be observed as a direct wave. If a high altitude gravity
wave source can be shown to exist, then the importance of this postulated mech-
anism in explaining observations of large-scale, high-speed gravity waves should
not be overlooked.

CONCLUSION

Present theory concerning both the propagation and dissipation of gravity waves
appears to be limited in explaining some of the large speeds with which, and
large distances over which, they are known to travel. The observations of
Bowman [25] for example, cannot be explained by gravity wave theory, since
gravity waves could not travel such large distances at speeds exceeding the
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speed of the Lamb wave. The observations of Titheridge [74] are difficult to
explain by standard dissipation theory, for a wave with a horizontal speed of
140 m/sec should not be able to propagate up to the 500 km level. The new
theoretical calculations of Del Genio et al [50] show that diffusive dissipation
can be large for some of the longer period gravity waves and would further inhibit
the transfer of energy from the auroral zones to low latitudes. Heating rates of
the thermosphere due to the dissipation of gravity waves appear to contribute
significantly to the heat budget of the thermosphere, typically being about 10%
of that of the EUV heating rate. While any estimates for the heating rates at
low latitudes may require a greater understanding of the propagation character-
istics of large-scale waves travelling away from the auroral zone, the resolution
of the problem may be as follows.

Despite the heavy damping of internal gravity waves in the thermosphere they may
nevertheless be capable of carrying sufficient energy from the auroral ionosphere
to the middle and low latitude ionosphere to cause large scale travelling
ionospheric disturbances and corresponding airglow fluctuations. Consider the
energy flux in a T.I.D. from the auroral zone, in which, for example, the neutral
atmospheric velocity is 100 m/sec and the group velocity is 400 m/sec; the
horizontal meridional energy flux throughout the F-region would be approximately
5 x 105 ergs cm- 1 sec - 1

. Allowing for an e3 decrease of wave energy on account of
dissipation during propagation, a decrease by a factor of 5 to allow for geometric
spreading of the wave, and also adopting an efficiency of only 10% for the
generation of gravity waves by the auroral electrojet, the waves would need to
have been produced by an auroral electrojet in which the heating was of order
5 x 10, x V3 x 5 x 10 ergs cm-1 sec -1 along its length, i.e. about 6 x 108 ergs
cm-1 sec - . Assuming an auroral electrojet 300 km wide this requires an energy
deposition rate in the jet of order 20 ergs cm -2 sec -1 . Such heating rates can
exist in auroral electrojets. Detailed observations and calculations of
particular events are necessary to confirm or deny this proposed resolution of
an apparent difficulty.
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ABSTRACT

The results from observations of auroral emissions within the
wavelength band 115 - 135 nm are presented. The experiment was
carried out on board the satellite "Cosmos-90U", launched on
March 33, 1177, to an almost circular polar orbit. Ve assume
that the precipitating fluxes of protons and electrons were the
sources of excitation, azcording to the theory.

INTRODUCTION

The extreme ultraviolet region of auroral emission spectrum
(' 135 nm) has remained relatively unexplored because of the
inaccessibility to ground-based observations, the experimental
difficulties of such measurements, and the limited number of
rocKet and satellite experiments. In this paper results from
observations of auroral emissions within the wavelength band
115 - 135 nm are presented. The experiment was carried out on
board the satellite "Cosmos-9u3", launched on March 3U, 1977,
to an almost circular polar orbit (h - 500 km, inclination
- b3o).

In order to record the auroral emissions the ionization chamber
was installed so that its entrance window was always directed
towards the .-artn. The ionization chamber consisted of coaxial
electrodes ana a MgF entrance window [1] . Nitrogen oxide NO
was useo as a gas filling. It is possible to determine the chamber
l4antuwn efficiency within the wavelength band up to, 5o % [2]
.'ne ionization cnamber spectral sensitivity determined by the
potential of the priotoionization filling NO and the threshold of
radiation absorption by the entrance window of Mg" is within the
wavelength range 115 - 135 am. A special collimato consisting
)' an aluminium tube with a diaphragm system was installed to
protect from scattered radiation. Absolute sensitivity characte-
ristics of the ionization chamber is known from pre-flight labo-
ratory calibrations. Table I gives basic parameters of the
ionization chamber.
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,pectral Junliitivity I1 5 - 155 n1

iffcctivc area 1 m,'1 2

V'iela ot vitn' 22 °0

-2leo'ftric factor 3, mi :3r

.,aatt. efficiermcy 9.)

The telcnet~y data indicatind a normal working of the instrxnent
were received up to late April, i9)7&. It was possible to q .wrve
continuously ooth the (ay-side and niint-siae glows of the
at:sospnere in the ultraviolet wavelength region by a fixeci three-
axis orientation of tne spacecraft which airected the field of
view of the ionization cnamber to the Earth with an accuracy of
several degreej. Takinr into account the results of :easure2ents
by other authors [5- ] it is evident that the ionization cnamnber
nut record auroral enissions at the following wavelengths:
atomic oxygen 13J.b, ijo.5, 13k).2 n;i, Ly:nan-alpha 121.56 nn,
atomic nitrogen I2 nfl, and molecular nitrogen band emissions.

1CSULTd OF OBSERVATIO,3 ANTD DISCUSION

The results describea refer to Septenber, 20-22, VI'77.
Figures i and 2 give the data for two orbits of the spacecraft
during each of whico it crossed tne auroral latituaes twice.
it snould be notel tnat dLuing the flight the level of the
scattered radiation Uackgrouna was practically constant. On the
illuminated and the dark parts of the orbit in most cases its
value was close to that of the noise level. It can be assumed
that such a low level of scattered radiation was reached due to
the use of an entrance collimator, contrary to the experiments by
Cnubb and Hicks [4, 5] . As seen from Figs. 1 and 2 the ionization
cnamber signals exceened the background only at the auroral oval
latitudes along the orOit includimg the polar cup regions. 5
6gatial characteristics of the emissions extending from 1.5 to
5 in invariant latitudes are rather complicated. It is possible
to separate two different structures: large-scale structure with
regions of higher intensity extending from , 100 km to --, 500 km,
and fine-scale structure with multi-peaks pointing to substantial
time and spatial variations with intensities changing rapidly
within several fractions of a second. Fig. 3 gives an example of
the structure of emissions in the northern hemisphere at the
invariant latitudes A = 840 - 8bO at night NILT, with a rate
of telemetry data transmission of 5 msec. Two regions of higher
intensity are distinguisheu, recorded during a time interval of
31 sec. The intensity growth from minimum to maximum being rather
sharp.

The emissions recordea by the ionization chamber could be caused
by Lyman-alpha emission, the nitrogen line at 120 nm, the triplet
of oxygen emissions at 130.4 rm, and molecular nitrogen band
emissions. The sharp inten3ity increase is evidence of a discrete
character of tfese auroral arcs. Besides, the display of the



larg-sci truture witit thie distinct :iiaxifla o'L i,,tenji ty JIs
-evicence of not onliy one but at least two sources3 01 excitation,
,ilicri can (lif'fer by tht- type of particlexr3 and by tnieir ene-r-y [4,1I.

Cosierngthieste reg-ion:3 one can otserve sanre variation in their
intensities ana textension. It allows us to assume thlat tthe
-,recipitating fluxes of proton.9 and electron~s wvere tne sources of
excitation, according, to the thieory of Taylor et al. and rbather

111, 12 ]j

;i hope that after a mrore co'npre-hensive investig7ation of trio
data we shall be able to aiutinsruiski the electron and proton
sources of excitationa, analyzin-g the amplitudes Of the intensity
:-axi:m.a of tnese aUroral arcs3 and their relative ber~aviour.
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EMPIRICAL MODELS OF THE
THERMOSPHERE AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR
IMPROVEMENTS

L.G. Jacchia

Center for Astrophysics, Harvard College Observatory and
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138, USA

ABSTRACT

The different types of variation in the thermosphere are briefly examined and the solar-
activity effect is singled out for special attention. To this day, empirical models have made
use of the decimetric solar flux F 1 0 . 7 as an index of the variable XUV radiation from the
sun. To account for the change in the relative intensity of the different types of emissions
in the course of the solar cycle, F 1 0 . 7 is made to perform double duty: The daily values
are used to represent the day-to-day and "27-day" variations, while its averages over
several solar rotations are used to represent the variations with the 1-year cycle. The
availability of direct solar XUV data should eventually eliminate the need for such a make-
shift procedure. Accuracy and continuity requirements of XUV intensity measurements
are discussed and a strategy is outlined for sorting out the relevant features from the
observational material and putting them to practical use in thermospheric modeling. It is
suggested that future models of the diurnal and the geomagnetic variation use as a guide
theoretical models which have achieved considerable success in qualitatively representing
the observed phenomena.

EMPIRICAL MODEI.S

Up to a height of about 90 km the earth's atmosphere is heated mainly by radiation from a
region in the solar spectrum where relative variations of intensity are small or insignifi-
cant. The radiation that filters through is not energetic enough to cause large-scale
molecular dissociation of the main atmospheric constituents and mixing keeps the composi-
tion nearly constant. The temperature variations that are observed are mainly related to
sun-earth geometrv seasonal-latitudinal and, to a lesser degree, diurnal; the resulting
density variations are mostly confined to a factor-of-2 range. Under these circumstances
it makes sense to make use of standard models for most homospheric problems.

A dramatic change occurs as we cross the 90-100 km region and enter the thermosphere,
where the rarefaction of the air, now unable to sustain mixing, allows the variable, ener-
getic solar XUV radiation to penetrate and do its work. The fluctuations in atmospheric
density caused by the variability of the solar radiation grow rapidly with increasing height,
to the point where the earth-sun geometry becomes secondary to the conditions of activity
on the solar surface. Moreover, an additional, important source of heating, only indirectly
related to solar activity, makes its appearance - the energy deposited in the atmosphere by
the ionospheric currents that control geomagnetic phenomena. At a height of 600 km the
27-day fluctuation in XUV radiation caused by the rotation of the sun can cause density



variations exceeding a factor of 4, while from sunspiot minimum to sunspot maximum the
mean density can increase hy a factor of 70 or more. In the course of a first-class mag-
netic storm the density may' increase hy a factor of 100. From all causes combined the
density at 600 km can var\' by three full orders of magnitude. And all these variations are
accompanied by enormous changes in composition. n these conditions mean or standard
atmospheric models have little or no meaning, as sad experience has taught a few fore-
casters of satellite lifetimes.

The need for good, realistic therrnospheric models, capable of predicting temperatures,
densities, and compositions for any height and geographic position when solar-activity and
geomagnetic data are given, should be pretty obvious to all researchers. Ideally, one should
be able to achieve this goal b" feeding solar-radiation and ionospheric-current data into a
purely theoretical model of the whole atmosphere. Any effort in this direction is certainly
highly commendable, even though the present state of the art is so far from the ideal that
the results of such efforts cannot be termed very realistic. Not only is the theory wanting,
but even the observational data that are supposed to be fed into the model have not been
available so far, and necessity has forced the use of empirical models based on second-
hand observational data. From the earliest empirical models these second-hand input data
have been the decimetric solar flux and the planetary geomagnetic index. As solar XUV
data become increasingly available, time seems to be ripe for making plans on how to
utilize these data in thermospheric models to replace the decimetric solar flux. The
corresponding operation regarding the geomagnetic index would be to go back to the mag-
netograms of the individual stations that contributed to the planetary index and see if a
better parameter could be devised for use in thermospheric models. I assume that with
the magnetograms we are as close as we can get to the primary index of the magneto-
atmospheric phenomenon.

If we want to tackle the problem of relating the observed XUV radiation with the observed
thermospheric variations, it is essential that we carefully examine what are the questions
to be asked. If we ask the wrong questions, we are bound to get wrong answers. Thus we
must make use of all the experience we have accumulated to date in formulating the ques-
tions. We must first list the different types of atmospheric variation related to variations
in solar XUV radiation and establish the most likely functional representation for each of
them, relying - whenever possible - on physical theory. No computational program can do
this for us. A giant least-squares solution will yield only the numerical coefficients of
functions that have been preselected. There is no such thing as a "completely objective"
thermospheric model. Even those models that have the external appearance of being more
objective because they make use of expansions in terms of spherical harmonics rely in
ultimate analysis on previously established functional forms, distinct for each type of varia-
tion.

At present we can distinguish the following types of thermospheric variation:
I. The solar-activity effect, with its two components:

a) the I l-year variation with the sunspot cycle,
b) the 27-day variation, connected with solar rotation.

2. The semiannual variation.
3. The diurnal variation, with its (laily and annual components.
4. The seasonal-latitudinal variation.
5. The geomagnetic variation.

SOLAR XUV AND THERMOS13HERIC MODELS

The variations of the total 10.7-cm flux F from the sun approximate, in a qualitative man-
ner, those of the solar XUV flux; that is the reason why its use in atmospheric models has
been relatively successful. It was soon discovered, however, that the use of a single
parameter to replace the complex variations of the XUV flux leads to difficulties: The
relation between F and the exospheric temperature is different according to whether the
interval considered is one solar rotation, 27 days, or the I l-year cycle of solar activity.
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That this should be so is rather obvious. The 27-day variation is caused by the appearance
and disappearance on the visible disk of the suli, as a consequence of its rotation, of a
pa rtiCula lv eVxtcnsive active area, and the relative intensities of the various effective
Xt'\" t.missions do not greatly change during one solar rotation. The situation is radically
different if we consider a much longer interval, such as the rise from sunspot minimum to
StillSl)t lna.xilntlln, when ne\ emissions appear and ilncrease in intensity much more rapidly
than other, more l)ermanent emissions. The difficulty was circumvented as best as one
could, bv splitting F into an instantaneous component to represent the short-term varia-
tions, and a smoothed component, the mean over several solar rotations, to represent the
long-term variation. The availability of direct XUV observations should eventiallv elimi-
nate this difficult\' altogether; but, for the moment, we still have some obstacles to over-
conie.

Let us first examine the accuracy that is required of XUV intensity measurements in order
to represent atmospheric density variations within their observational errors. A satellite-
borne mass spectrometer can mieasure the number density of a "clean" constituent, such
as molecular nitrogen, \with a relative error of about 214. Atmospheric noise, such as
that produced by gravity waves, can be considerably larger than that, but can be eliminated
within the observational accuracy when longer series of data are analyzed. Systematic
errors affecting individual mass-spectrometer ex)eriments can be more serious and more
difficult to estimate, since direct in situ calibration is not feasible and cannot be replaced
with complete assurance by laboratory calibration. Fortunately, densities derived from
satellite drag provide an excellent standard against which mass-spectrometer densities
can be calibrated, even when the experiments are fragmentary and separated by large gaps
in time. The relative error of an individual drag determination decreases with the resolu-
tion. While it is much larger than that of mass-spectrometer densities when the satellite
acceleration is determined from small time intervals, it decreases as the square of the
tilne interval, until it becomes comparable to, and even smaller than, the mass-spectro-
meter error for longer intervals; comparisons, then, will have to be made with time-
averaged mass-spectrometer densities. The systematic error in the densities from satel-
lite drag is mostly attributable to the drag coefficient and is nearly immaterial in atmos-

pheric modeling, as long as a plausible value for its constant part is assumed throughout.

Ignoring systematic errors, we can assume that atmospherih densities can be determined
with an accuracy of 214. At heights where the density variations are large and well meas-
urable a 2',:X variation in density corresponds, roughly, to a variation of 2*- 5° in the exos-

pheric temperature (larger at sunspot minimum than at maximum). Variations directly
attributable to variable solar XUV radiation can be as large as 900 K. Assuming that we
have a model that can correctly represent these variations and at the same time accurately
take into account all non XUV-induced variations, we would, ideally, need solar-activity
parameters consistent to within 0. 002-0.005 of their ranges. This nominal accuracy is,
roughly , found in the 10.7-cm solar flux; but, can the same be said of XUV intensities? If
we consider photon counts within predetermined spectral regions and limit ourselves to a
single instrument, the answer should be yes. The trouble with XUV experiments, however,
is that in the past they have been short-lived - at least compared to the Il -year solar
cycle - and that for them there is no convenient natural calibration standard such as satel-
lite drag for atmospheric densities. And, unfortunately, the systematic errors of the
individual experiments have been large - easily of the order of 10% and possibly larger, up
to 30-40'7. The situation has much improved during the last few years with the XUV moni-
toring by instruments on the Atmospheric-Explorer satellites, which has covered the rise
in solar activity from the last minimum to the present maximum. It is to be hoped that
also in the future the XUV monitoring of the sun will be done on a continuous basis, or at
least that the experiments will overlap long enough to allow cross-calibration. There will
still be some worry about whether the instrumental calibration holds constant over a long
interval of time.

Next comes the question of what to pick out in the XUV spectrum and how to correlate it
with the atmosphere. Out of the unmanageable wealth of data that a satellite can send to
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earth we must make a judicious selection of a few representative features that have or
might have relevance for thermospheric variations. We could, first, divide the spectral
features into a few categories, such as:
1. Continuum at various wavelengths.
2. Lower-excitation lines that contribute substantially to the disk component of the radia-

tion.
3. Higher-excitation lines that appear mainly in normally active areas.
4. Very high excitation lines that appear only in exceptionally active areas or in flares.
One or two representative features could be selected from each category. If the output is
in the form of intensity integrated over fixed frequency intervals, it will be a matter of
strategically selecting a few intervals in which the radiation comes predominantly from one
of each category.

Let Ik be the intensity of a feature in category k (= 1,2, .. n). At any time the exospheric
temperatui., could, presumably, be expressed as

n

T =E WkIk + terms not dependent on Ik (1)

k=l

The coefficients Wk could be considered as constants in a first approximation and would
have to be determined empirically. The linear relation between T_ and the Ik'S may
actually not hold over a large range of temperatures, in which case equation (1) must be
modified by the addition of nonlinear terms or by the introduction of a suitable nonlinear
function. To each Ik there corresponds an effective absorption height that varies with T
so we must expect the shape of the temperature profiles to vary somewhat as a function
of T. .

SHORT- AND LONG-TERM CHANGES IN COMPOSITION; DIURNAL, ANNUAL,
AND "GEOMAGNETIC" VARIATIONS

Since no feedback on T,. can be expected from the other thermospheric variations, we can
model the solar-activity effect using XUV data as input and use the resulting T as one of
the input data for the other types of variation. The solar-activity effect is the only varia-
tion in which we can ignore differences of temperature between different points on the globe,
which through the phenomena of diffusion and circulation cause changes in atmospheric
composition. Strictly speaking, even in the solar-activity effect there are such differences:
According to Jacchia et al. [I] and Paul et al. [2] the lag between the variations of the
exospheric temperature and those of the decimetric solar flux is larger at night than in day-
time. It is obvious, however, that the dynamical effects of such a difference must be quite
small.

The modeling of the geographic changes of composition are simplest in the seasonal-lati-
tudinal variation, where the effect is only zonal, independent of longitude (the winter
helium bulge is the most conspicuous feature of this type of variation). The situation would
be similar in the semiannual variation, were it not for its poor degree of repeatability,
which makes its analysis more difficult. Both the annual and the semiannual variations are
suspected of being affected by the level of solar activity (as they logically should), but how
much is still unclear.

By contrast, complex changes in composition, dependent on longitude, latitude, and height,
are observed in both the diurnal and the geomagnetic variations. Theoretical modeling [3]
has achieved considerable success in explaining and representing the observed phenomena
in both variations. The purely empirical models 14, 5, 6] approximate the observed varia-
tions with considerably less labor than the theoretical models, which require the integra-
tion of partial differential equations, but even so are complex enough. A closer approxi-
mation to reality along their lines would require even greater complexity. In search for
a good solution, one might be guided by the theoretical approach and try to find suitable
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analytical expressions that approximate the solutions of the differential equations. The
numerical coefficients of these expressions can then be evaluated to fit the actual observed
data. I used a somewhat similar approach recently 171 trying to avoid the necessity of

using numerical integration to compute densities in the thermosphere when the shape of the
temperature profiles is distorted by geomagnetic perturbations.

The theoretical approach to the changes in composition is possible only if we have a good

model of the energy input and dissipation. In this respect the diurnal variation can be
handled much more confidently than the geomagnetic variation, in spite of the many problems
that have to be solved for it, too. The diurnal variation is inextricably enmeshed with the
annual, or seasonal-latitudinal variation. As the declination of the sun varies in the course
of the year, the amplitude and phase of the diurnal variation changes at any given latitude,
and so does the mean temperature, giving rise to an annual variation. Although the maxi-
mum daily temperature at the time of solstices occurs at midlatitudes, the daily mean

temperature at the same time continues to increase with latitude right to the summer pole,
engendering a pole-to-pole annual variation in composition. There is still no consensus on
the latitude at which the maximum daily temperature occurs at the solstices. The main

difficulty here is the strong "geomagnetic" heating in the polar regions. Even a very
moderate level of geomagnetic activity, corresponding to a Kp between I and 2, is suffi-
cient to displace the global temperature maximum from midlatitudes to the area of the
geomagnetic pole. There are those who think that there is some polar heating even during
ideally quiet conditions (Kp = 0).

Another area that requires more research is that of the harmonics in the diurnal variation.
What are the amplitudes and the phases of the semidiurnal and the terdiurnal components
at different heights, espeuially in the lower thermosphere? Concerning the semidiurnal
component, one difficulty seems to be that to isolate it, it is generally assumed that the
fundamental variation is sinusoidal, whereas that is definitely not the case - and the devia-

tions from a sinusoidal first harmonic contribute to the amplitude of a second harmonic.
In other words, the semidiurnal term in a Fourier series fitted to the observed daily tem-

perature variation may not represent a true tidal oscillation. Higher harmonics are pro-
gressively less affected by the shape of the fundamental oscillation.

The energy model of the geomagnetic variation is much more complex and wanting, although
we have begun to make some sense of the temperature variations with geomagnetic latitude

181 and with local magnetic time 19]. A feature of the geomagnetic variation that is often
neglected in modeling, but must be taken into account, is the "equatorial wave" 110, 8, 61,
in which the density of all atmospheric constituents varies with the same amplitude and
phase. In spite of the complexity of the phenomenon, it is remarkable how closely
empirical models can predict the atmospheric variations that accompany geomagnetic dis-
turbances.
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ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE
IONOSPHERE-A SURVEY

K. Rawer

University of Freiburg, Freiburg, FRG

An oltiine is iven of early irono(.iCal tdeas about the formation
of the ionosthere by seir ,,.ave radiation, and its development un-
der the irre ts ot . .croa', i,; casie knov;leue. in particular, the
o.evelop-.ent concerning" uolar raaiation in the far ultraviolet and
X-ray ran-es is di,,icisea KSect. 1). General considerations on the
relation with ojbservacle ionospheric parameters are eiven in Sect.
,. v.hile the individ,ai layers are discussed in 3ect. 5. It is
fuonu that elder investitgations, with wrong assumptions came to
the rit-ht uensities whije treir estir.ates of' production rates were
far too low. Since two years only satellite and laboratory data
aLow satisfyinf estimates.

i NThcDv'JTi N

In the foliowir.- considerations emphasis is laid on the historical
aeveiopment rather tn.'an uiscussion of' today's proclems. Only the
:a.5 ;ource of diu.rnal ionization i.e. solar shortwave radiations,
is ta.en into consideration. A foiler treatment of the subject
sho.]d, of course, take also account of ether energy sources which
are of imfportLnce in certain retions ana, in particular, auringE
a.sturbed conditions.

1. L;( LAR AIDIAiON N .HE ,V. AID X- AY i AfG;ES

The idea that ionization is prouced in the terrestrial atmosphere
ty silar .,ave radiation at ultraviolet (u.v.) and shorter wave-
leng-ths is ojuer than the very discovery of ionospheric layers.
At trfat time, astronomers used a 'clack tody' muuel of between
I00 and 6C00 K to describe approximately, the (unabsorbed) spec-
trur. of solar radiation in the then accessible range between near
infrared and near u.v. 'o my kowledge, Elias [1] was first to com-
pute, in an isotheral atmosphere, the shape of the ion production
and ionization equiliir'ium profiles. However, he did not discuss
atsolute values thus avoiding the difficult question after the to-
tal energy needed to produce and naintain ,;uch iayers.

87
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Nicolet [7] in 1 Ibi presented results of theoretical reasonint°s
about the solar radiation below 100 nm distintruishing between the
chromospheric radiation atove 4C r=: and that from the corona below.
?f-. . shows his recrults presentea as an integrated spectrum uf
Ihoton flux (I.e. to a -iven wavelength the total flux of niuanta
v, ith energ-y g'reater than that correspondini: to the given v'avelength)
CbJ . It appeors that in the far u.v. the cecrease with increasing
%%ave number is omail and variable compared with black bod: modeis
" own in Fl ,. I such that it is no more reasonatle to define a

h.pothetlio solar spectral temperature rather than to evalate the
contributions according: to their origin in different layers of the
solar atmosphere.

While ,Ucolet's aii% was a solar radiation mouel applicable to aero-
r, oir.ic computations Hiwert, a disciple of Unsbla, Legan in 1(52 to
carry- out a thorough computation using Unsbid's [j'methods. 2imi-
lar to Kiepenneuer [3] he felt that free-free transitions and re-
combinration should prevail. So he computed the different continua
which he exrected to i1e emitted in the cprona. Jor this latter he
assuwed a temperature of either .7 •0 or 1C K LJ • His re-

....t..for the latter coronal temperature were compared with Nico-
let's aru showed reasonable agreement [10] in the wavelength range
-ainly attributed to the corona (which had alone been considered
by iiwert . in ;pite of tnis agreement further theoretical work
enued ,p wlti. counsuceratly greater estimates of coronal enission
intenst'. :, t, different from his earlier estimate, when going
through, more detailed cormputations, Elwert realized that the con-
trib ution :'rom line emissions was more important than that of the
continua [11] . Thus i:,axmr-m spectral ensity of the emissions
is now found at o to L ma instead of below 5 nm in his previous
work. This resulted from Elwert's very laboriuos detail computa-
tions. The emitted energy was so increased by a factor of almost

coming now well above Vicolet's earlier estimate. The integrated
energy fluxes Civen by the three models are presented in Fig. 2.
'The slopes are less steep in this energy presentation than for
intefrated photon fluxes as g iven in Fig. 1).

1,.eanwhile more wavelength ranges had become accessible due to the
filter cell techniques developed by Friedman and his co-workers
at NR, [5, 12, 133 . Observations with this technique have low
spectral resolution but give quite reliable absolute energy fluxes
in certain spectral ranges. Of the few experiments flown by NRL
before 1954 [14] only one had2 covered the most interesting range
4.4 to 10 nrm giving .05 mW m which is almost in agreement with
Elwert 1954. However, at shorter wavelengths, in particular for
.6 to 2 nm, thl measured intensities were much greater (from .C2
up to .6 mW m than predicted by then existing theories (.C001
and .CC6 mW m- for Nicolet 1951 and Elwert 1954, respectively).
Thus some additional intensity had to be found in that range. So-
lar eclipse observations in 194b [15) had shown strongly emitting
bright areas (of about 0.4 of the disk area) with a mean bright-
ness temperature of 5 - iO K. The phenomenon was explained as a
'coronal condensation' with about twenty-fold increased electron
density L161 . Since the relation between emission intensity and
plasma temperature and density is non-linear and, in particular,
the short wave limit is very sensitive, a small hot area would
give a large contribution at the short wavelength end.
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spectrum of the Sun after theore- spectrum of the Sun after recent
tical estimates prior to 1960 space measurements [19, 22, 231.
[7,9,11 ,171.

In 1956 paper lwert [ 17a took account of just one such area at
6.106 K. Fig. 4 shows the rlevant emission lines occuring below
2 nm (20 R)7. Summing up the u intensities we came to the crosses
labelled Emax in Fig. 2. Fr comparison with these predictions Fig. 3
shows an integrated enero,; spectrum, comp-rable to Fig. 2 but derived
from modern measured data. In the X-ray range data from the long
series of NRL's SOLRAD satellites were used as input [18, 19] . The
curves labelied Kmax and Kmin give rough average values for high and
low solar activity periods. The bol~d curve is for conditions of 1973,
before the 1974 solar minimum. Some uncertainty reigns in the 'tran-
sitional' range between 6 and 15 nm where the experimental basis is
scarce. In this range, the bold curve is probably a better estima-
te than the thinner curve below corresponding to a low energy esti-
mate for that range. The upper values agree besides with the mea-
surement reported in r 143.
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then ve strogy ymanx due lo stro coronal emi ion lines
ufter ofwert's In6 computation [17C . Emisoions left of the
s4ated -le stem fronm an assumed hot corona condensation
Rel Cintere0 K over .4itu of the solar tisk.

At wavelenths aove 16 una there is now Schmidtke's series of me-
asurements atoar the AiiS-A satellite [20] , obtained with the
first in-fditkht calibrated instrument [21] and thus reliable. For
Weg. 3 h used Uata of the typical day with Covington index 95 which
is reproduced in [22 . Around 10 comarbetween his and 3repoin's
Eli ' uata remains a f-ap where no measurem~ents are available (see
above). The uncertainty of integrated fiux, due to this transitio-

nal range decreases of course with increasing flux values. As for
the very strong Lyman alpha emission line I used maximum and mini-mum vdles of Rottman's as tabulated in [122'] . For comparison, the
IL,,4 (true solar minimum) spectrum of lieroux and Hinteregger [231
is aiso shown.

Recently, liintereg.Eerls instruments aboard the Atmospheric Explorer
satellites AE-C and AE-E have procured a wealth of new data. Taking
account of solar activity these are in good agreement with
Schmidtke's which I used in Fig. 3 (for moderate solar activity).

We have shown above that astrophysical estimates had a general
trend towards greater intensities. Now comparing Figs. 2 and 3 one
realizes that this change was needed indeed. As described above,
in 1956 Elwert by admitting density fluctuations in the corona and,
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at times, coronal condensations C17] was able to lift his own 1954
estimate (broken curve in Fig. 2) quite considerably. Starting with
his maximum estimate (crosses at 1.5 and 2 nm in Fig. 2) the lifted
curve lies now in the range of Kreplin's measurements, i.e. between
curves K • and K "This is at least so below, say, 5 nm. Above
10 nxm, h ver, t xtheoretical estimates are too low by a factor of
more than 10.

For the range above 20 nm we find rather similar shape of the spec-
tra given by Schmidtke [20] for 1973 and by AFCRL for 1967 [241 and
1974 [23] . Absolute values compare well for 1973 and 1967 but this
should not be taken as agreement because in 1967 the solar radio
flux was much greater: 144 against 95 Covington index. The intensi-
ties measured by AFCRL in 1974, however, are lower and match well
with Schmidtke's from 1973 if the decrease of solar activity is ta-
ken into account.

For solar cycles previous to number 21, the solar cycle variation
of the absolute intensities is still not well known [25] . It can,
however, be taken for certain thai the energy flux available in the
20 to 100 nm range is a few mW m (Fig. 3), thus much larger than
gave earlier theoretical estimates (Fig. 2). We are still waiting
for a detailed astrophysical theory explaining such large intensities.

2. SOLAR RADIATION AND THE FORMATION OF IONOSPHERIC LAYERS

Ground-based observations of the ionosphere are carried out since
several decades now. z'rom the large thesaurus of data so obtained
we have rather good information about the ionization existing in the
terrestrial atmosphere. We know not only the peak values of electron
density in the main layers but know also layer height and thickness.
When aeronomic considerations about the formation of ionospheric
layers were first undertaken there was a tendency to identify each
layer with the ionization of a specific atmospheric constituent
supposed to be ionized in a rather limited wavelength range. (A
survey is found in [8, 10] .) It was later found that there is con-
siderable overlap between various ionization processes and radia-
tions. So the atmospheric effects due to the different wavelength
ranges must be summed up in order to obtain realistic profiles of
ionization production.

It is important to note that the height range where production
occurs is independent of the radiation intensity. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that in the terrestrial atmosphere the ionized
population remains always a minor constituent. The maximum of pro-
duction is usually found in that altitude where the atmospheric
absorption is strongest for a given radiation; the shape of the
production profile depends exclusively on two basic data: the effec-
tive cross section and the density profile of each neutral consti-
tuent that is ionized. Since for a long time information about both
was scarce rather wide-spread assumptions were acceptable. In par-
ticular though ionization potentials were quite well known the re-
levant cross sections were not well known and could be chosen al-
most arbitrarily.

Thus, when the first u.v. measurements were made in rockets the
absorption profile was an important feature to be determined [5].
Combining with cross section determinations the atmospheric densi-
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ty moaels could be chocked by such observations. Fig. ' [Y6j summa-
rizes conclusions drawn :rom 'NRL measurer.ents in thu X-ray ranj;es.

£ .- --- MYLAR 7000 0CE K '

Fig .5 Air eniies comput;ed, from X-ray easurements wit;h

counters behind iffLerent windos. (he saw-tooth shap)e of' the

absoption spectru. :,:akes t;hat the resuls depend on the assum-

ed oronal temperature.) The full line on top s the 1952

etima te oft the UA rocket pnel. [6)

P~enetraton curves f rom the sam.e source are presented in F'i. 6

covering wavelengths between .1 and 10 n (next pae). Penetration

curves for 0 to ]30 n were first presented in 1962 by the AFCRL

team 27) , see F'i. 7. It is important to note that the level of

aximum absortion is not a monotoneous function of he wavelength.

,inimum penetration occurs around O.. .60 n in the e.u.v, range

while loner and shorter wavelengths penerae deeper. Thus the

uppermost ionospheric reion F is mainly due to the e.u.v, spectral

range while at lower altitudes X-ras and u.v. radiation must both

be considered.

Fis. 6 and 7 are, of course, reproduced as examples of the histori-

cal development. They can no more be considered as valid. Tabula-

tions of modern reaction rates nd cross sections cn be found in

[7 

, 
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The primary ion/electron production rate can be computed from the
following inputs: density profiles of the atmospheric constituents,
-cross sections of the different reactions of photo-ionization,
-absolute intensities in the solar X/u.v. spectrum. While these are
nowadays rather accurately at hand, the situation was largely open in
the past. As stated above, corpuscular ionization is neglected here,
an assumption which is justified under quiet day conditions, except
for high latitudes and night [301 . Even if the primary production
rate is calculated, this is not directly a measurable quantity.
Ground-based observations end up with electron density profiles which
are obtained from ionosonde stations since several decades, now also
from incoherent scatter techniques. These latter and in-situ measure-
ments as well provide also electron and ion temperatures and some in-
formation about ion composition. Unfortunately, the step from the
production rate to the measurable electron density is not easy since
ion chemistry and transport phenomena are engaged and can be quite
involved. Thus, some aeronomic considerations and - often - assump-
tions are contained in the process of deducing electron densities
from the incident solar radiation.

3. DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN IONOSPHERIC LAYERS

The longest series of reliable measurements is due to ionosondes.
From the ionograms all stations deduce at least peak values for the
E- and F-region which are very reliable [31]. Thus, during day at
least, height and density of the two peaks are experimentally well
establishedparameters for comparison with theory. Further, from other
radio techniques, there exists some information about the lower iono-
sphere (lower E- and D-region) [32, 33, 34]. The International Refe-
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rence Ionosphere (IRI) may be used as a summary of present knowledge
for such purposes 135]. When now considering the three regions sepa-
rately we shall meet rather different conditions.

3.1 The D-Region

The electron densities given in IRI are mainly based upon in-situ
measurements with probes [33] . There seems still to exist some dis-
crepancy between these and radio wave absorption measurements [36];
these are not yet resolved. The aeronomic situation is very involved
below about 70 km due to the presence of negative cluster ions;
positive clusters as found below 90 km are of some influence in the
ion chemistry [29] . Therefore, it is probably too early to formulate
a reliable picture of the recombination processes in D. On the other
hand ion production in the D-region is also particular. Most of the
spectrum is absorbed above the 70...90 km range. Apart from X-rays
below 1 nm -emitted only under flare conditions- there is the strong
Lyman-alpha resonance emission at 121.6 nm which is very strong, viz.
3.. .5 mW m - 2 . So, there is no problem from the energy side. However,
the Lyman-alpha quantum being below the ionization energy of most
atmospheric gases, only the molecule NO could be ionized [37]. Thus,
the question is reduced to the chemistry of this minor constituent.
In the computations one assumes a certain height profile of NO which
is of crucial importance for the radiation estimate.

The constants are short in the D- and E-regions so that equilibrium
is rapidly obtained. Adopting a recombination type loss term with
height-dependent recombination coefficient, one has to equate this
with the production function obtained as triple product of ionization
cross section, local density of NO, and L-alpha photon flux. The
latter is obtained from the unabsorbed solar spectral intensity re-
duced by the absorption suffered above the level considered. Non-
ionizing absorption in 02 must be considered, too.

Along these lines Houston [34] in 1957 computed equilibrium electron
densities in the D-region. A flat peak occurs in the 80.. .90 km height
range with an electron density of 1...1.4-109 m - 3 . This is in agree-
ment with the rocket data gathered in [33] but the dependence on the
solar zenith angle modelled in [33] (data of different sources is
stronger. The parameters adopted by Houston (first line) are compared
in Table I with recent data (in the second line).

TABLE 1 D-Region

Recombination Cross section El. density Flux

a(80) a(90) S(NO) S(O2) n(80) n(90) Q Ref.

3 -1 m3 S-1 2 m2  -3 -3 mWm- 2

3.10-13 10-13 2.5.10 -22 10-24 6.5.1013 1.2.1013 0.2 [34]

10- 1 2  2.10 - 22 10- 2 4  2.1013 2.5-1013 4.2 [293

Agreement between both lines is quite good, except for the first and
last column. In fact, the solar radiation intensity was largly under-
estimated in [343 but the same was true for the recombination coeffi-
cient. So we have compensation of two errors. Of course, the ion pro-
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duction is much greater after [29] than after [343 (5.106 m-3s - 1 com-
pared with 2-105, at 85 km).

We realize that estimates of radiation intensity by 'inverse' aero-
nomic considerations are rather dangerous since so many parameters
interfer. Error compensation may produce apparent agreement with
quite wrong radiation intensities.

3.2 The E-Region

Normal E is the most regular layer of the ionosphere. The peak elect-
tron density follows the solar zenith angle very accurately and the
observed (monthly) spread of absolute values is only + 10 %. The time
constant for recombination is a few min so that the assumption of
equilibrium is fully justified. Unfortunately, in the altitude range
between 100 and 130 km radiation from both ends of the X/uv spectrum
is absorbed so that the first question was after the wavelength range
to be considered.

The first aeronomic explanations of the normal E-layer were published
quite early. Bhar as well as Schr6er [39, 40] attributed the layer to
photo-ionization of molecular oxygen in its second ionization poten-
tial. Laboratory measurements had shown that the ionization cross sec-
tion was much greater at the second (16.1 eV) than at the first
(12.1 eV) limit; intensities were not identified. With the neutral
density data of that time penetration could be expected. Later when
rocket measurements had shown the densities to be higher, Nicolet's
(earlier) idea [37] of a two step process (preionization) around
90.. .100 run was taken up. This process was shown [41] to cover Lyman-

i
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Fig. 8 Computed electron densities in the E-region for different
solar incidence angels. Lyman-beta is assumed to be the only source
of ionization [34].
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beta, too, from which ray a quite importa9 t contribution was expec-

ted. With a cross section of 1.54.10 - 2 2 m and a flux of only 10
.007 mW m - 2 Houston [34] obtained an electron density up to 4.10O at
103 km (Fig. 8). Present values [29] are 10-21 and 0.1 ...0.2, resp. -o
that, again, the earlier estimate of electron density was not too bad
in its result but obtained by compensation of two errors. The pro-
duction, of course, had been underestimated in [341 : 108 instead of
10m- 3 s - I [42) near 105 km.

Since the electron density deduced from the longer wavelengths was
too small, and after greater X-ray intensities had become probable
(9] an earlier suggestion of ionization by X-rays [431 was taken up

by Argence and Rawer [44, 45] . With the data available in 1951 they
found maximum contribution from the 10...23 nm rangQ which, together
with shorter waves gave a production peak of 2.2.10m-3 s- I at 115 km.
Later Elwert [46] critically analyzed the absorption conditions in
this range and found 8... 10 nm more important; he took also account
of secondary ionization by photo-electrons ending up with 3.3-10

8 m 3S I

at 118 km. With improved basic data Houston [343 then produced the
curves of Fig. 9 peaking at 120 km with about 10"m-3 . While this is
correct, the ion production rate was found too small: 2.10 8m-3s -1 in-
stead of 109 [42). For the incident X-rays he did not specify the
wavelength range, just admitting a photon flux of 5-101 m-2s -1 and an
average cross section of 10-2 2m - 2 . Recent production computations [42]
show the whole 5...30 nm range must be taken into account giving a
maximum production of 2.3.109m-3 s- I at 110 km (see Fig. 10).

3.3 The F-Region

As early as 1937 Mohler [471 became aware that the height of the F2-
layer is too great to be coincident with a maximum of ion/electron
pair production. He felt that the F2-layer, in spite of its large
electron density, is a by-product of a production process peaking at
the F1 level. The fact that the recombination decreases quicker with
increasing altitude than the production rate decreases is the reason
why an F2-layer is formed.

This said it is at once clear that the relation between electron den-
sity and ionizing radiation is too much involved to be helpful for
estimating solar radiation intensities. Further, since the time con-
stants are great, plasma transport by diffusion, winds and electric
fields, plays a most important role. For the same reason the energy
needed to produce this most important ionospheric region is smaller
than needed for the E- and D-region (see the modern production rates
of Fig. 10) 1291.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The earlier idea that solar XUV radiation intensities might, at least
roughly, be estimated from its observed effects in the terrestrial
atmosphere was - historically seen - misleading. While the direct
photo-chemical reactions are straight forward and so rather easily
understood this is not so with the inverse processes of recombination
which are chemical in nature. At lower heights the ion chemistry is
too involved, at greater heights - where it is simpler - transport
phenomena influence and disturb the chemical game.
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Earlier numerical estimates often went wrong by a compensation of
errors, i.e. the well-known equilibrium density was reached with a
wrong production term. Now-a-days reaction cross-sections of the main
photo-chemical effects are quite well known from laboratory measure-
ments. Only recently the solar spectral intensities have been quanti-
tatively determined by rocket and satellite techniques. Also, atmo-
spheric density and composition were derived from satellite data. So
the primary production profile can now be computed with satisfying
accuracy (Fig. 10).

Thus, wherever we have approximate equilibrium between production and
recombination, from the analytical accessibility of the production
term follows a global accessibility of the recombination term, too.
With other words, in the lower layers - where transport is also ne-
gligible - and under day conditions, we know now the effective re-
combination profile quite well, and this quantitatively. Only we do
not yet know well by which processes this result is brought about in
detail. Apparently, the E-region is the most appropriate field for
further work along these lines. The goal should be to measure the
individual densities of all the different intermediate species which
are of importance in the game of ion chemistry, and so reach a better
understanding of its main features.
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A. Th: 7-" C I

Ion temrerature end total ion concentration measured on 25th
Gctober 1977 during the flight of the geophysical rocket
"Vertical-'" are analyzed. The solar EUV fluxes determined in five
wave-length bands with a photoelectron analyzer are also given. The
observed anomalous variation of ion temperature between 700 and 900
km and the measured ion concentration can be explained, if the
charge exchange reactions li+±- 0+ and diffusion are taken into
account.

iBTRODUCTIO'T

The geophysical rocket "Vertical-6" was launched on 25th October
1977, 15 15 ',,T from the midlatitude area of the Duropean part of
the { for a comprehensive investigation of the upper atmosphere
in the framework of the !ntercosmos program. The rocket reached an
altitude of 1500 km and its trajectory was very close to the verti-
cal, the deviation being not greater than about 30. The rocket was
three-axis stabilized with an accuracy of + 30 . The measurements,
the results of which are analyzed here, were carried out by means
of five planar retarding potential analyzers (RiPA) looking into
different directions of space and by a photoelectron analyzer,
which allowed the determination of the solar ,UV flux in five
different wave-length bands [13 . The ion temperature and total ion
concentration have been determined from the characteristic curves
of the RP: looking vertically upwards, using a multi-parameter curve
fitting [2, 3, 4] , as well as from the results of one of the
analyzers looking horizontally. In addition, electron temperature
and the concentration of different ions measured on "Vertical-6" [51
are also used.

101



102 1. Ap-it hy

"Vertica-6" was launched durinr a geomafgetically very quint
period. The relative sunspot number was 28, the solar radio flux,
measpredAt ly,7 m, and the three-hourly geoma-netic index Kp were
88, I( 0- ' ..Y-' liz-), and 0, respectively. he launch time was
nreceded and followed by a neriod or low solar activity.

: ince rocket experiments reaching altitudes above 500 km and es-
pecially those, by which the ion temperature is determined, too,
are rare, the results of such measurements are useful both from the
noint of view of aeronomical studies and the checking of models.

ior the doteriinaLion of imerar input by the solar MV radiation
into the upper atnoo qore, the fluxes in five different ranges of
the soectrum have been determined by means of the photoelectron
analyzer. Above the absorbing region of the atmosphere the values
given in Table 1 were obtained. ];ecause of the kmovm limited
resolving power of the method comparison of these values with the
results of more direct UV measurements [6, 7] shows that the
fluxes given by us for the wave-length bands 60-90, 90-110 and
110-135 na are in this order 1.4, 2.4 and 0.76 times of the values
published in [7] . These data indicate that the input of energy by
solar iP17 radiation was similar to that found during the flights
of Vertical and 2, when the solar radio fluxes at 10,7 cm were 89
and 82 (l( .m- !1z- 1 ) respectively. Thus, the agreement noted
above proves that during the flight of "Vertical-o" quiet conditians
prevailed in the upper atmosphere. At the same time it justifies
the use of atmospheric mosels [8] .

In Fig. 1 the variation of total ion concentration with height is
sho':r. or comparison the total ion concentrations obtained with an
ion trap on the rocket [5] are also plotted. The maximum of the P2
layer was located at an altitude of about 230 km.

n'ig. ,. the ion temperature profile is shorn. In addition, the
electron temperature profile taken from [5] is also plotted. The
ion temperature shows values equal to the neutral temperature to an
unusually high altitude of about 55( Wln. It begins to differ from
the neutral temperature only above this height, where a relatively
stee, increase in ion temnerature is observed. 'hen at 700 km an
isothermal region follows, above which at about 800 km a minimum
occurs and the ion temnerature shows a steep increase again. T1hus,
the isothermal region at 700 km may aljo be interpreted as a local
:Iaximum. A less steep height gradient of the ion temperature is
reaced at about 9On kW.

'.1e variation of electron temperature with height is affected by
Mhe electron (ion) density profile to a height of about 500 km.
The decrease of electron (ion) density above the maximum of the
K? layer is reflected by the electron temperature in Pig. 2, as a
stee, increase at the snme altitude, indicating that due to the
decrease of electron (ion) density the cooling of the electron gas
decreases considerably. , region of almost constant electron
tei.ierature is 'ormed [9] , as the ion temperature begins to in-
crearse a,,a i e;i.t of 550 km due to the hteating- by the ambient
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electrons. This process holds, till the steen increase in ion
temperature does not cease. Above thi2 region, at an altitude of
about 80 1m a small maximum occurs in the electron temperature
profile. This small mr.ximum of electron temperature coincides with
a minimu in the ion te'iperature, above whicb an ion temperature
gradually approaching the electron temerature may be observed with
smaller fluctuations superposed on bothi profiles.

Since the ion temperature shows especially anomalous variations
between the altitudes of 700 and 100i k1cm, this region will be
discussed in more detail. This region lies just above the critical
height [10] , below which chemical processes are dominant and above
which diffusion begins to control the distribution of plasma. The
ion composition is yet largely determ~ined by the charge exchange
reactions If + + 0-- 0+ + H, and 0 + + 1i- I + + 0 respectively.
These reactions can affect the ion temperature, too. It is knovn
[11] that the heating rate of hydrogen ions due to the ambient

electrons is sixteen times larger than that of the oxygen ions. 't
the same time the cooling rate of the oxygen ions, attributed to
elastic collisions with neutrals and moving in this height region
practically in their parent gas, is about two to three times larger
than that of the hydrogen ions [12] . Thus, the heating and cooling
of the ion gas also depends on the ratio of the concentration of
hydrogen ions to the concentration of oxygen ions. Therefore, in
the upper part of the height region considered, where 0+ + 1-1IH+ + 0
is the dominant charge exchange reaction, the heating of the ion gas
may be more effective, consequently the cooling less intense (see
steep increase of the ion temperature in Fig. 2) , than in the lower
part of this region, where in a small height interval the reverse
reaction is prevailing [13] (see ion temperature minimum in Pig. 2).
The altitude of transition between the dominant charg exchange
reactions may change due to the counterstreaming of 0 and H ions
[13, 14, 15] . It should be noted that in this case the ion
composition does not reliably indicate the variation of ion
t~mperature, s~nce the rate coefficient for the reaction
0 + 0 - 0 + 0 is comparable to that of the charge transfer
H+ + 0-.O + + H [16]. In Fi . 2 the heating and cooling rates,
computed according to [ll, 12] with the observed total ion density,
ion composition, electron and ion temperatures, as well as taking
the neutral number density and neutral temperature from CIRA 1972,
are also plotted. The data show that between 700 and 900 km in-
creased heating and somewhat decreased cooling take place. This
shows that the height region mentioned is a region of non-steady
conditions like a transitional zone. (Quasi-adiabatic heating due
to plasma compression [17, 18] can also not he excluded, as the RPA
measurements indicate strong downward flow of plasma.) Further
investigations are needed to clarify the observed features of the
ion temperature profile.
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flux
( I121photons 53 190 710 4110 3830
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF
"CORPUSCULAR" HYPOTHESIS
OF NIGHT-TIME MID-LATITUDE
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SIMULTANEOUS ROCKET-
SATELLITE INVESTIGATIONS
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G.S. Ivanov-Kholodny, T.V. Kazachevskaya,
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ABSTRACT

In June of 1978 a joint Soviet-American experiment (JASPIC) was
carried out; its objective was to investigate nighttime corpuscular
fluxes in the mid-latitude ionosphere. Simultaneous satellite mea-
surements are in a good agreement with rocket results.

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic problems of the mid-latitude ionosphere is the
problem of the nighttime source of ionization. As far back as in
1961 there was set up a hypothesis r1] about the corpuscular origin
of the nighttime sources of ionization in the mid-latitude ionosphe-
r , Since then a great number of experiments has been carried out
rL2Jand [3]. The existence of nighttime corpuscular fluxes is beyond
doubt now, but the intensity of these fluxes and, therefore, their
role in the nighttime mid-latitude ionosphere is still being dis-
cussed.

To maintain the ionospheric ni&ttimeE-reqion the precipitating
electron fluxes below 10- mW m c sec- sr- are practically of no
importance. At the same time electron flux values, measured by dif-
ferent authors at middle la~itudei at so~ar zejith_ ngles Z. 860
are within the range of 10- - 10- mW m- sec- sr -2, 31. Such a
great discrepancy between the measurement results, even taking into
account different geophysical conditions under which experiments
were carried out, naturally gives rise to questions about methodo-
logical homogenity of the compared experimental data.

In June of 1978 a joint Soviet-American experiment was carried out;
its objectives were to intercalibrate instruments and to correlate
methods used both by Soviet [4-6 and American C3, 7) scientists
for measuring precipitating corpuscular fluxes. Besides, one more
objective of the experiment was to measure nighttime precipitating
electron fluxes under disturbed geomagnetic conditions.

During the experiment several simultaneous launchings of the Soviet
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MR-12 and US Nike Tomahawk and Nike Apache rockets were conducted.
The US rockets were fired from the NASA Wallops Flight Center
(1=38OIN, =75'W); the MR-12 were fired from the research ship
"Professor Vize" which was in the Atlantic Ocean several kilometers
off the WFC.

Results. To measure precipitating electron fluxes MR-12 were equip-

ped with instruments of three types: "Phosphor"r5j,two-channel
spectrometer "CKP-2M" and Geiger detector unit Electron" L 6 ].
Table 1 gives dates and time (UT) of MR-12 firings, solar zenith
angles (Z), three-hour values of geomagnetic planetary K, index
and local index (Fredericksburg), solar radio emission Fv
(Ottawa). The table gives parameters of precipitating elgtI'6on
fluxes detected at heights above 150 km: integral energy flux

mW m-2sec-1 sr-1 for electrons with energy 7,7keV and >1keV,N(?.4OkeV)
= integral intensity of electrons with energies above 40 keV.

Data on electron fluxes obtained by different instruments are in a
satisfactory agreement and complement each other.

Table

No. Date UT Z K- K F "Phosphor" "CKp-2M" "Electron"
p 10.7 EZ 7_ eV E fl keV Ne?40_eV21

mW m- sec sr cm sec sr

1. 11.06.78 06.27 1160 5-4 110 7x10- 5  3x10 3  1.6xi0 1

2. 20.06.78 04.10 1180 3-3 169 3x10 5  43x10 4  0.5x10 1

3. 24.06.78 02.13 1070 5-5 189 - L4x10- 5  0.6xi0 1

4. 26.06.78 01.78 1020 4-4 178 5x1o 5  (0.8-8)10 - 4  
-

As it is evident from the Table reliable records of electron fluxes

were obtained in firing No.1, forfirings No.2 and 3 one can point
out only upper estimates of fluxes. The experiment confirmed once
again that night corpuscular flux intensities affecting the mid-
latitude ionosphere are subjected to significant variations.Earlier
we mentioned [7, 8 J that the precipitating electron intensity depends
on geomagnetic activity.

Electron fluxes (E=0.1-20 keV) were also measured on board the
satellite "Meteor -28" 9.3(near circular orbit, Hf650 km). We use
for the analysis the channels of the satellite spectrometer for the
electron fluxes with pitch angles less than 650 within the invari-
ant latitudes 50IN-50 0 S. Therefore, one can assume that precipita-
ting electron fluxes were detected in the given channel for the
nightside satellite orbits (local time in subsatellite points is
19-05 hr), averaged over 10-degree intervals of invariant lati-
tude. These results show, that in equatorial and mid-latitudes the
precipitating electron flux (averaged for June 1978) is about

(2-3)x10 - 3 mW m-2sec-sr 1, which approximately correspond to the
sensitivity threshold of the satellite spectrometer. Rather reli-
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able records of precipitating electron fluxes in the middle lati-
tudes were very rare.

-3

/' f/ 25 26 2ie 1378

Fig. 1

Fig.1 gives the results of rocket (circles with error flags) and
practically simultaneous satellite measurements (points) and esti-
mates (arrows) of precipitating electron fluxes. Downward arrows
show that electron intensity did not exceed the instrument sensiti-
vity threshold. It should be taken into account, that satellite me-
asurements were carried out rather far from the area of MR-12 laun-
chings. Neverthelees. one can Doint out that it was on the 11th and
26th of June that the satellite spectrometer readings exceeded back-
ground values. Data on energy fluxes, obtained in the experiment,
are in agreement with the results of the analogous measurements
made earlier [8, 10-123 , as well as with the data on the nighttime
glow when there is no low-latitude polar aurora E13, 14) .

CFrom simultaneous rocket and satellite measurements

During moderate eomagnetic disturbances in the nighttime mid-lati-
tude ionosphere the precipliating IlecTon _luxes with energies
E41 keV may reach (2-4)x0 - mW m sec sr ; under undisturbed
conditions electron fluxes decrease by 1-2 order of the magnitude.
Precipitating electron fluxes may be an important ionization source
of the ionospheric nighttime E-region during geomagnetic disturban-
ces.
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ISC C Session 3-Models of the Terrestrial
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AB6T L ACT

L ethods of calculation of interhemispheric and longitudinal diffe-
rences are discussed. It is noted that in models one should take
into account the solar activity influence. Network rocket sounding
accuracy, devices and technique compatibility are analysed.

LiTRODUCTION

The paper deals mainly with hi6h latitude temperature models. The
reasons for this are as follows. First, temperature is one of the
two principal parameters measured directly in the world rocket
sounding station network. Pressure and density are derivative values
calculated by means of the hydrostatic equation. Second, temperatu-
re data are applied for calculation of regression relations used in
prosessing of satellite radiometric measurements. Third, horizontal
temperature 6radients are initial data for calculations of the ther-
mal winds often used in models.

The CIRA 1972 model describes adequately major features of the
stratosphere and mesosphere [1]. 4owever, in CItiA 197L there are no
models for latitudes exceeding 70 and no models for the southern
nemisphere. Besides, the CIlRA 1972 model takes into ac8 ount only in
part longitudinal differences between the eastern ( 65 L-) and west-
ern ( 80 W) hemispheres. It does not include interannual variations
for the high latitude winter. Long-period temperature and wind
trends in the stratosphere and mesosphere are not taken into account.
In particular, there is no relationship of thermodynamic parameters
with the 11-year solar activity cycle.

,Ve have available the following information (in addition to other
data) to develop high latitude models:

- in the northern hemisphere: rocket data from Heiss Island
(80037'N 580031h) for the period 1960-L980 ( 1000 observations),
- in the southerA hemisphere: rocket data from Molodeznaya sta-
tion (6704018 45'51'1) for the period from August 1969 to 1980
( 500 observations).

11MkD 13 PA3 BLA .M"? FIUSD
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Before tile discussion of catuacteristic temiiperature profiles one
should examine 1'roblems connected with rocket sounding accuracy and
compatibility of instruwentation and methods. A laree amount of la-
boratory invustiuations and technical designing was completed in
tile U.3ii durinb recent years concerning improvement of the sounding
accuracy of taie iv-luub rocket. Great attention has been paid to la-
boratory experiment6 concerning aerodynamic coefficients of rocyket
tnermistcrs, to increase tile accuracy of radiometric and remote
measurements, to decrease the fall velocity of rocketsondes and in-
cruasu tile movement stability of rocKetsondes.

in particular, it was found that due to the aerodynamical effect
therwistors of the former desibn [2] lowered the measured mesosphe-
ric temperature. In this connection, a modified design of resistance
thermistor was developed [].

In 41 pairs of simultaneous temperature measurements by the two
Lypes of resistance thermistor tue difference was equal to 2 C at
4)-%U km altitudes, 7 C at 55 km, 12-1) C at 60-65 Km and 9 C at
70 Km. Instrument calibration errors and shortcomings of the mathe-
matical processing program also influenced the measured results.
2ae total error in temperature measurements by resistance thermi-
stors uepends on contributed errors of tne i-adiometric and radar
systems, on errors in determination of experimental values in the
fundamental equation of thecmistors, as well as on processing me-
t lous.

Tie standard error was found both theoretically and experimentally
taking into account all these factors. It changes from 2 E at an al-
titude of 30 km to 6 k at 6u Km.

2'emperature measurement systematic differences were determined by
comparative launchings of different types of rockets [p]. The re-
sults of comparisons of Joviet ( i-1UOB) and American (juper-Loki-
-jatasonde) rocret systems are biven in i-ig.1.

The differences Liven in Eib.1 should not be considered as the sy-
stematic errors of tie soviet resistance thermistor, because systems
being compared have their own nun-accounted measure,ent systematic
errors. In tie ooviet Union for synoptic studies the 1,.R-u6 rocket
system is used. Jome weather ships of tie 6tate Committee of the
Uooi for :tiydrometeorology and ;ontrol of i4atural ,nvironment are
supplied with tuis rocket system. I..icroresistance is used to measu-
re air temperature. Descent velocities of 1",R-06 rocxets are less
than tie velocities of Li-00B rocKets. The results of comparison of
,,--06 and ia-l00B rockets are given in Fig.L. They show slight sy-
stematic differences of the sounding systems up to 5. km altitude.

aifferences in data obtained by mewis of grenades, 1itot [4] and ro-
cet thermistors of modified design on b',-l0eB rockets require furth-
er comparisons and careful analysis of instrument systematic errors.
Causes of summer temperature differences of 9 C at the 65 km alti-
tude are not yet clear (Fig.3).

From [5] it is seen that the brenade method is rather representati-
ve. In this connection, for temperature analysis at altitudes above
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iig.1. Temperature discrepancies (T) between the 6oviet
(L1i-ICOB) and American ( ;upe-Loki-Datasonde) rocKet sys-
tems obtained during the intercomparison test (.iailops
Island, 1977)
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kig.2. i esults of jL-IOUB (1) and "R-06 (2) rociiet sys-
tems comparisons, ., ay 1979, Indian ocean, near the equa-
tor, mean values of V pairs of simultaneous measurements.
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Eig.3. Temperature profiles obtained by means of grenad-
es and Pitot (1) at Point barrow, 1-100 rocket (2) and
i-100B rocket (with thermistors of modified design) (p)
at Heiss Island, summer.

50 km we used grenade data as basic values. Adjustments were intro-
duced into 6oviet rocket soundinb data [9]. Liean annual variations
of wind and temperature over Heiss Is. and iolodezhnaya st. were
presented earlier in [10, 11]. varm season models represent com-
pletely characteristic features of the summer atmosphere, which can
not be said about winter distributions which are very variable due
to the development of strato-mesospheric warwings and related cir-
culation reversals. The method of presentation of warm and cold mo-
dels of tne winter stratosphere for polar latitudes is examined in
[17]

Longitudinal variations of mean temperature and wind in the upper
stratosphere and mesosphere can be revealed in mean charts of dis-
tribution of these meteorological parameters. Global mean 2, 0.4
and L.1 mbar contour charts and the northern hemisphere 0.Oul mbar
charts [12, 13] are compiled, which exhibit both temperature and
wind longitudinal v riations. As an example tile wind data for diffe-
rent longitudes [14 are given in Table i.

Interhemispheric as well as longitudinal differences are especially
large in winter seasons of the both hemispheres. Usually the Antarc-
tic polar cyclone in the lower and middle stratospherp is much col-
der than the Arctic one (by 10-20 C). At the same timL the summer
stratosphere of the southern hemisphere is warmer 'an .hat of the
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TABIAE I

Wind Velocity Zonal Component for High Latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere at 80 km Altitude (in m/s)

Lon6itude 0 90°L 180 °  90°W

Months I VII I VII I IV I VII

Latitude
604N 42 10 54 8 0 7 35 15

70°N 21 8 26 7 -6 -12 14 8

8o'N -11 -23 0 -24 -12 -7 -6 -8

70 -- -

\N=7

50

40 --e

-190 -60 _-, -0

Temperature, (C)

lig. . Temperature profiles over Heiss Is. in

maximum (1) and minimum (2) solar activity years,
winter.
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* hc~l'i IU i[bA.'li'CZ ;1'u iUbeulit. ;o,;,'Uvur, accoruinL to ,.oiudezinaya
y LLi~ l ~>UL ~tiu uj oi, stratusiAiure ,I' Lie ,iitarctic in late winter

aver,4e tanwi UiaIt of tI1C Aictac [i]. inis is UY-
-1 ailla bj' Lllo fact Ltat L .uoiuduzinlaya statluil is situatuu ir. tiie

',,,j.. ectr ,_f Lc Anitarctic. Lonitadinai differencus in ue win-
~l' 5tI t~ si~~5ihi' Wia ,LO-e'o Chl' i tiao tarctic are iwlprtunt..ac:,i~uuaLurc vadocS ni te vein.ur uee.bLluere uver t rie antarctic are

Lli2.i sc':.e., nic t liuaiei thaUn over ltu Jtrctl c. oixilar results are ob-
xainud in [il, Ia, i'/]. eLU irvatinaiL .:,Uacis of thiurwUUyruamic para-
:,et uis anla i i ',.inu velocity distLributions in Lile U!ler strato-

Lc LIn IuuUslu-ic ot Le SoutlierIl tispnure are pinl CC1 in
_L ] . I.- aai r, ina iy i rcsentcu Uj thu irof. 6..iouhton's Lroup

I'rw iL _xfIrd ,urc used fir anaiysis of tiie IL;atial distribution of
te.j r'aturu alda otlo r ai~itui's.

'inaily, iet us ccnsider tle solar activity influence during an ii-
-yedc uycil oi tue tuujpraturc in tiu stratosphere and musosphere
of t'e pviar regiun in winter. r'or t1o present, data considered are
.f ai illustrative character and indicate the necessity of taking
ino account solar activity in development of stratospheric and me-

in 1ilur winter reLions solar radiations direct influence in the
electromagnetic band is a minimum. Therefore, effects connected
with the disturbed Sun must appear more distinctly. Hence, polar
electrojet dynamics and corpuscular fluxes in the winter season of

the polar region and their contribution to the energy budget should
be more marked. Taking into account these circumstances, let us
consider temperature variation in an 11-year solar activity cycle
in the polar region.

As a measure of solar activity the exospheric minimum temperature
was used, this is affected both by solar flux at 10.7 cm (Fo )
and by geomagnetic activity (k. index). Validity of this pafaIter
and of the method of calculation is described in [18].

In winter mean values of T (December-January-February) for the
period from 1966 to 1976 two maxima are seen: the first one, the
main, was in 1968 equal to 1530 K and the second, in 1970 equal to
1230 K. The least value was observed in 1976, with Te = 900 K. So,
in this period of observations the maximum amplitude of the winter
mean values of Te was equal to 400 K.

To compare e with temperature values in the stratosphere and me-
sosphere all data were grouped into two main periods - maximum
(1968-1971) and minimum (1974-1976) solar activity. As an example,
winter mean values of T and mean temperatures at the altitudes of
45 km (the stratosphere5 and 70 km (the mesosphere) over Heiss Is.
are given in Table 2. It is seen from Table 2 data that atmospheric
temperature in the polar region is different in years of maximum
and minimum solar activity. Note that these temperature differences
are significant in all layers.

In Figs. 4-5 temperature vertical profiles over Heiss Is., Molo-
dezhnaya st., Point Barrow, Fort Churchill for periods of maximum
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Fig.5. Temperature profiles over Llolodezhnaya st. (a),
Point Barrow (b) and Fort Churchill (c) in maximum (1)
and minimum (2) solar activity years. Winter

TABL6 2

Winter luean Values of Te and Temperature T (C) over Heiss Is. in
Years of kaximum and Idinimum Sol A tivity at Altitudes of 45and FO kmV

H km Ninter mean tem- Winter mean tem- Temperature diffe-
perature K in perature K in rences over the pe-
1966-1971 1974-1976 riods mentioned, K

Te  1233 996 237

T-70 217 202 15

T-45 233 263 -30

and minimum solar activity are given. For high latitude stations
in the western hemisphere grenade data were used. Temperature pro-
files for minimum solar activity are obtained on the basis of the
XXI solar cycle data.
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Fig.6. Regression dependences between exospheric
minimum temperature (Te) and temperature over Heiss
Is. CT) at 70, 45 and 20 k altitudes.

The connection between solar activity and temperature of different
atmospheric layers can be seen from Fig.6, which represents linear
and quadratic regression relations for Heiss Is. Numbers near
points indicate years for which temperature mean values are obta-
ined. At the 70 Ian altitude the large deviation of the 1969 point
may be explained by a major inesospheric warming observed at this
period.

In our opinion, dependence of tue thermal regime on solar activity
is seen from the variability of a lot of factors, for example,
long planetary waves, turbulent heat conduction, vertical currents,
the polar electrojet, as well as radiative cooling connected with
atmospheric air content variation.

Solar activity influence on temperature of the stratosphere and
mesosphere was considered in papers [18-20] , and the conclusion
about the necessity of taking into account solar activity influ-
ence in development of models is in agreement with results obtained
by other authors [17]•

-: .6
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ABSTRACT

Model mechanisms to explain the D-region winter anomaly have so far not really
been successful, considering the many different aspects of this atmospheric/
ionospheric phenomenon. A new model is therefore proposed relating the winter
anomaly essentially to atmospheric temperature and wind variations. The new mecha-
nism is checked by a set of data obtained during the Western European Winter
Anomaly Campaign 1975/76, and additionally by a second set of data taken in earlier
years.

INTRODUCTION

The ionospheric D-region in winter exhibits erratic and strong enhancements of

radio wave absorption ("winter anomaly") (for a recent review see Offermann [1]).
It is widely accepted today that these enhancements are due to increases of elec-
tron density in the D-region. The question is what makes the electron density rise
so steeply, and afterwards decay again. Temperature variations affect the chemistry
of neutral atmosphere minor constituents as well as the ion chemistry. They have,
therefore, been discussed for some time in the literature as a possible cause. It
was shown by Offermann et al. [21, however, that they can give only one half of the
picture: a co-factor is needed to act together with the temperature changes to ex-
plain the full variability of the electron density. Enhanced nitric oxide density
in the D-region has long since been suspected as a reason of the winter anomaly
because of resulting increases in electron production. Thus horizontal or vertical
transport of NO might act as the co-factor needed. Enhanced NO-densities were found
indeed during all winter anomaly events when in-situ NO measurements were performed
(for the respective literature see Offermann [1]).

Horizontal transport of NO from the auroral zone to medium latitudes has repeatedly
been discussed in the literature as a source of such D-region NO enhancements. It
appears, however, that during the Western European Winter Anomaly Campaign 1975/76
in Spain, such advection was insufficient to explain the required NO variations
(Offermann [31). Downward transport of NO from the E-region by turbulence is ano-
ther mechanism discussed in the literature. It has the difficulty, however, that
it cannot fully explain the speed at which the winter anomaly varies. As was
pointed out by Offermann [3] vertical transport can principally explain the short
rise time of 1 day (or less) of the electron density by assuming a sudden increase
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of turbulence. It fails, however, to explain the winter anomaly decay time, which

is as fast as its rise time. Photodissociation of NO in the D-region is much too
slow (Nicolet and Cieslik [41). The problem remains unsolved so far how to remove
the NO from the region once it has been taken there by turbulence.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The advanced data evaluation of the Western European Winter Anomaly Campaign 75/7(,
shows that turbulence was strong in the D-region during that time. The Richardson
numbers measured indicate an association of increased turbulence and winter ano-
maly (Br{ckelmann [5]). Mass spectrometer composition measurement .- on a winter
anomalous day of that campaign also indicate increased turbulence (Offermann et al.
[61). During a winter anomaly campaign performed at Wallops Island simultaneousl
with the European one, decreased turbulence on a non winter anomalous day was ob-

served (Philbrick et al. [7]). Hence these data make it possible to assume that
turbulence is a build-up mechanism for winter anomaly.

The decay mechanism, however, has to be something different. When looking for a

measured parameter varying fast enough the horizontal wind speed was considered.
It is indeed found to be a suitable NO removal mechanism, as it could just blow
away a cloud of increased NO density. Combined action of vertical transport,
modulated horizontal wind speed, and horizontally inhomogeneous NO density in the
E-layer could, therefore, explain the fast winter anomaly variations, as far as
NO is concerned. This "model I" has, however, to assume a suitable horizontal
structure of NO density in the E-region. There appear to be no satellite data
available for the time of the campaign discussed here to check on this structure,
and hence model 1 contains an annoying free parameter.

This free parameter is not required in "model 2", which is sketched in Fig. 1: In

an upper atmospheric layer NO is produced, and its density is assumed to be hori-
zontally uniform. In this layer the horizontal wind speed is assumed to be zero,
whereas in the atmospheric layer below there are horizontal winds of varying

speed. (This lower layer may be roughly identified with the D-regionj This may
be a somewhat idealized picture. The model proposed is, however, always valid if
only the winds in the upper layer are different from those in the lower layer.
Furthermore the CIRA 1972 tables show a node in the prevailing winds above the
D-region in winter at medium latitudes. The essential part of the model is its
assumption of a boundary in the atmosphere in the effective vertical transport
velocity w: In Fig. I w is low in the left hand side of the picture, and high in
the right hand side. This vertical transport may be turbulent transport, i.e. the
model assumes a cell of enhanced convection in the right side of Fig. 1. The low
downward velocity w represents the normal state of the atmosphere. It must there-
fore be small enougA (a few cm/s) to allow photodissociation to produce the deep

valley in D-region NO density which is observed under quiet conditions, and which
is indicated by the inserts in Fig. 1 (see Baker et al. [8], Offermann [3]). If
switched on, the increased downward velocity w2 on the right side easily fills
that valley (by even moderate eddy coefficients, see Baker et al. [8]), as is in-
dicated by the inserts in Fig. 1. The action of the varying horizontal wind speed
is now to sweep the boundary between low and high NO density in the D-layer ac-
ross the atmospheric regime which is probed by radio wave absorption methods.
Hence the observing station "sees" increased NO density and therefore a winter

anomaly event in case of low horizontal wind speed vi, and no winter anomaly at
high wind speed vh. This "inverted chimney model" easily explains the NO density
variations of about a factor 4 (or more) observed during winter anomaly activity
in the D-region.

The model uses only two atmospheric parameters: increased turbulence to switch on
the winter anomaly, and increased horizontal wind speed to switch it off again.
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Fig. I A model to explain D-region n(NO) density variations by the

combined action of varying vertical transport velocity w and varying

horizontal wind speed v (upper part: low horizontal wind speedVl
lower part: high horizontal wind speed Vh; tgY( = w2/vlh)

Either process undoubtedly is fast enough to act with a time constant of about

1 day. The model suggests that the winter anomaly is associated with increased

turbulence, as is indicated by the data discussed above. It furthermre re-

quires that winter anomaly activity be anti-correlated with horizontal wind speed

in the altitude layer involved. This anticorrelation refers to the absolute values

of the wind speed.

During the Western European Winter Anomaly Campaign 1975/76 a num~ber of wind mea-

surements by means of chaff clouds were performed (Rees et al. [9]). Fig. 2 shows

the results of a correlation analysis of the wind speeds obtained and the A3 radio

wave absorption measurements around the tie of the rocket flights. The expected

anti-correlation is clearly seen in the D-region. As the number of rocket flights

was limited (13) the significance of the correlation coefficients r is limited.

The vertical bars in Fig. 2 indicate altitude regimes were the significance is

better than 95%. (The reversal of the correlation at lower altitudes may be due to

the strong oscillations present in the atmosphere during that campaign, see
Offermann et al. [21).

To improve the statistics a set of earlier measurements of wind speed and radio

wave absorption (at the same place in Spain) was analyzed. About 30 rockets mea-

surements were performed during winter anomaly periods ("patches) in the years

1968-1975. Preliminary results of the correlation analysis are also shown in

Fig. 2. They are very similar to those of the 1975/76 campaign. It is therefore
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felt that the "inverted chimney model" tcgether with mesospheric temperature va-
riations bears some significance for the explanation of the winter anomaly. It
should be noted that this model predicts a reversed correlation if the location
of the radio wave sounding volume is shifted from the upwind boundary of the re-
gion of enhanced NO density (Fig. 1) to its downwind boundary. Respective data
are presently analyzed.
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ABSTRACT

It is often observed that the stratospheric and mesospheric temperature structure
undergoes transient disturbances from its averaged steady-state behavior. The
causes may be t-raceable to gravity waves, planetary waves, solar proton and rela-
tivistic electron precipitation, etc. We examine the theoretical time behavior of
the atmospheric temperature following the cessation of such heating phenomena as it
relaxes toward its quiescent steady-state value. We also study the time-dependent
response during a model stratospheric-warming/mesospheric-cooling event. In par-
ticular, we investigate the roles of eddy heat conduction, non-LTE cooling in the
15Pm C02 band, and an ambient vertica; wind, and their relative importance as they
depend upon altitude and time, in modifying temperature changes in this region.

INTRODUCTION

In the height region 50-100 km, the mean temperature structure is controlled by UV
heating, wave heating, eddy cooling and long-wave cooling in the 15pm C02 band.,20 However, the standard mean temp-

erature is often strongly perturbed
c 3Nov. 19 by transient heating, which is

an.19 commonly attributed to increased
wave activity. Other sporadic

to ShCST W032hCST - heating mectanisms may be important
at high latitudes, such as deposi-

,\.-- tion of solar protons (Fig. 1) and
joule heating (Banks, [1]). The

SuS ,,0042hCST present interest is not so much in" heating processes, but U the

dissipative processes restoring the,oV disturbed temperature to its mean

state.

These dissipative processes are eddy
' , _conduction and long-wave radiative

200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 6o0transfer. Both these influences are
TEMPERATURE (K) important in the mesosphere. Radi-

Fig.l. A strongly perturbed atmosphere ative processes dominate below about
during a solar proton event [8]. 40 km, and eddy conduction dominates
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above about 60 km, at least according to the profile of the eddy conductivity K of
Park and London [2]. This value of K is quite uncertain, and may vary from seAson
to season. Indeed, there are good regsons for doubting the validity of the entire
concept of the mixing-length theory as applied to the mesosphere; however, as
discussed later, the present results may be useful in evaluating its usefulness.

In contrast, the radiative processes are fairly well understood, at least in the
region below %75 km, the height of vibrational relaxation of the 15Pm C02 band.
Above this altitude it is necessary to take into account non-LTE effects of the
thermal emission properties of the atmosphere. We have adopted the method of
Kupetov [3] for calculating the non-LTE heating rate in the region above 75 km.
This provides greater accuracy than the cooling-to-space, or Newtonian cooling
method, which is in wide use in numerical modelling.

FORMULATION

To study time-dependent changes in temperature T, it is necessary to consider the
thermodynamic equation. It may be shown that this takes the form (e.g., Gay and
Thomas, [4]) aF

(pcT) : pc (qr d) + wgp -

where wh = Pcp~hT and Fz 
= -pCpKH(aT/3z + g/cp) + pCpwT

t = time, p = density, c = specific heat at constant pressure, q and q are the
diurnal aver ges of the Bet radiative heating and dynamical heatihg rateq per unit
mass, w and Vh are the diurnal averages of the vertical and horizontal wind compo-
nents, and K is the eddy conductivity. t and pc wT are the advective enthalpy
fluxes in th horizontal and vertical directions, a~d -pc K (aT/az + g/c ) is the
eddy flux. A daily average is required in order to supprs changes sucR as 24-
hour changes in solar insolation, tidal and gravity wave heating. We assume that
the mean diurnally-averaged temperature is in a steady-state

q-(PC T) =p q r + + wgp - V*tot= 0 (2)

The bars (-) denote the values of the various quantities in the steady-state.
Introducing a perturbation heat source q , it is easily shown that the perturbed
temperature, given by T(z,t) = T(z) + e(,t), is described by

tp1 : pC (q' r + qp) + a KH C]e0
-pc) BzKH]~ pCpW0] (3)

where we have assumed that q and hence 0 depend upon height and time only, and are
not functions of the horizonial coordinate. We have suppressed any consequent
changes in the vertical wind field, due to the increased heating, since this may be
lumped into the heat source q . q' is the change in the net heating rate, due to
the different temperature. Wg will assume that the UV heating term is unaffected
and that q' r describes only the long-wave IR radiative heating/cooling.

SIMULATIONS

Two model situations are studied: 1) an initial-value problem of the relaxation
of an initial temperature 'spike' (actually a thin sheet), and 2) a model strato-
spheric warming event. We first consider the relaxation of an initial 10K tempera-
ture perturbation centered at 90 km. Equation (3) was integrated numerically,
assuming ap/at, q'6 and q are all zero and with the boundary conditions
ao/az(120 km) = 0( 0 km) 0 0. The results are shown in Figure 2 for a total
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period of 10 days, revealing the expected broadening of the initial spike and the
decrease of the maximum

12o temperature. After an

W=O initial period of rapid
cooling (,2 days) due to

110- eddy conduction, the
profile has broadened to
the point where eddy

-ocooling gives way to a
DAYs slower radiative cooling

12 with a time constant of

go -. - --- -5 days. Note also the
drift upwards of the

so position of the maximum
temperature. This is due
to the term

ro __ 3/az(pc KH)ae/az which
0.01 0.10 oo acts like an (upward)

NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE PERTURBATION advection term, where the
effective vertical velo-

Fig.2 Relaxation of a 'thin-sheet' temperature per- city is W
turbation. (pc )la/lIpc K.).

FigBre 3 showsPt~e influ-
ence of a typical mid-latitude solstice-condition vertical velocity (+I cm s-1

,Qo in summer, -l cm s - 1 in winter).

UPWARD WIND During the summer, eddy conduction
11 bolsters the overall advective

gvelocity to +1.9 cm s- , and
00- 70during the winter, diminishes the

2 velocity to -0.4 cm s "1. Similar
90- --- -- results were found for an initial

&peak centered at 70 km.
80

We now consider the dissipative
(a) ,effects of eddy conduction and

001 O(K)- 0.10 100 radiative transfer on a strato-
,2o . , spheric warming event propagating

DOWNWARD WIND upwards into the mesosphere.
110 Geisler [5] has presented calcu-

lations of the perturbed winds and
E 00-temperatures in the mesosphere

during such an event, but has
0-0 a 4 2 included only a constant Newtonian-

cooling coefficient. In lieu of
8o solving the full set of dynamical

(b)and thermodynamical equations, we
___ have used the results of Geisler

00? 8(K)--- oo oo for the heating rate q (z,t), due
to both adiabatic coolng and hori-

Fig.3 (a) Same as Fig.2 but for an upward zontaT-advection. However, we
wind W of +1 cm-s-1 . (b) for a down- include the damping mechanism of
ward wind W of -1 cm-s - '. eddy conduction and consider a more

accurate treatment of the radiative
transfer, including the non-LTE effects. Geisler's results show that the effect
of horizontal advective heati dominates q in the lower mesosphere and strato-
sphere, but that adiabatic cooliq, due to Ehe vertical wind, is dominant in the
upper mesosphere. This out-ofphase relationship is In agreement with observa-
tions (e.g., Labitzke, [6].
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The effects of the upward propagating planetary wave are shown in Figure 4. To
illustrate the dramatic damping effects of eddv conduction and radiative transfer,

we compare the model predictions
30 with those using only the simple

----- WIHOUTEDDYCONDUCTION Newtonian cooling. This shows how
20- - WITHEDYCONJUCTION - the temperature evolves with time

at fixed height levels. The 'wave'
0 1 070of cooling in the upper mesosphere

Z - is followed by a compensating
I-
< warming as the air subsides. How-

5 ever the presence of eddy dissipa-
s 20 - tion drastically reduces the temp-W T ( ) erature amplitude, by more than a

1 10 \/ factor of two in the mesopause (80-
/ 90 km) region. The spatial re-_ TI/ M ( /D distribution of the heat also causes

W 2 the phase of the disturbance to be
/ / advanced by as much as 4 days.

I ' / /

30 IIn major stratospheric warmings, of
70 km /the kind modelled here, temperature

740 k changes of +50K are not unusual
0\ -, near the stratopause (Labitzke,

9 km [6]); the corresponding lower
thermospheric cooling is not as well
observed. Hernandez [7] has ob-

Fig.4 Time evolution of the model strato- served several distinct cooling
spheric-warming/mesospheric cooling events of the order -10K at u97 km
at fixed heights. Dashed curves - by measuring the Doppler width of
results for Geisler's model including the 5577 A green line nightglow.
only Newtonian cooling. Solid lines -
present results, including eddy heat To summarize, we have shown by
conduction. simple model simulations that the

combined effects of long-wave
cooling and eddy conduction must be taken into account in calculating the tempera-
ture damping in any realistic numerical models of the upper mesosphere. With the
availability of satellite measurements, it should now be possible to submit the
often-abused concept of eddy heat conduction to a critical test. We suggest that
a good way to do this is to examine the transient behavior during disturbed
periods.

This work has been supported by the Atmospheric Sciences Section of the National

Science Foundation.
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ABSTRACT

The variability and systematic variations of the properties of the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere are probably the least well known aspects of
the terrestrial atmosphere. Satellite measurements of this region are very
limited and rocket and remote sounding techniques do not provide comprehensive
coverage. Progress is being made in theoretical studies of this region, primar-
ily with regard to tidal effects, and some progress is being made in analyzing
the relatively sparse experimental data that are available. Turbulence dynamics
of the region has been studied by analyzing structure measurements at Kwajalein,
wind data from Natal and systematic variations of the turbopause altitude deter-
mined from measurements of the diffusive separation of argon. One question that
is being raised at this time, and it is appropriate at a time near solar maximum,
is the extent of solar activity control of the properties of this region of the
atmosphere. The occurrence rates and magnitudes of the turbulent diffusivity in
the 70 to 90 km altitude region appear to correlate with solar activity with a
time lag, as do also the incidence of aurora and the atomic oxygen green line
intensity. Solar cycle dependence has been identified in mean zonal wind speeds
in the 65 to 110 km altitude region above Saskatoon and in lower thermosphere
temperatures measured at Heiss Island and at St. Santin. Millstone Hill data
show that the mean meridional wind changes during a solar cycle. Solar cycle
variations have also been detected in the stratosphere and troposphere.

TIDES IN THE MESOSPHERE AND THERMOSPHERE

Forbes and Marcos [11 have determined the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations
in the lower thermosphere (150-250 km) from analysis of total mass density data
from the miniature electrostatic accelerometer (MESA) on the Atmosphere Explorer-
E (AE-E) satellite. Comparisons have been made with other experimental data and
theoretical predictions. Because of the low orbital inclination of the satellite
the data are limited to latitudes less than 200. The amplitude of the diurnal
tide in mass density for solar minimum is shown in Figure 1. Plotted are curves
from the MSIS 1977 (2] and Jacchia 1971 [31 models, Forbes (4) theory, and MESA
and NACE experimental data. It can be seen that the diurnal amplitude of the
Jacchia 1971 is too large below 250 km altitude. Figure 2 is the corresponding
plot of the phase of the diurnal tide. Big differences between the data and the
MSIS model occur in the lower thermosphere. Theoretical amplitudes for the
diurnal and semidiurnal tidal components of mass density at solar minimum are
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Fig.l Diurnal amplitude of total mass density

versus height for the AE-E MESA data (solid circles),

San Marco 3 NACE (open circles), Forbes 1978 (solid

curve) ,MSIS (dashed curve), and Jacchia 1971 (dash-

dot curve) for equatorial latitudes at sunspot

minimum.
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Fig. 2 Same as Figure 1 except for phase of
diurnal component.
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shown in Figure 3 for the equator and 400 N. The predominant tide changes from
semidiurnal below approximately 180 km to diurnal above this transition altitude.
The semidiurnal tide has an important latitude dependence.

SUNSPOT

MINIMUM
DIURNAL/

/ 40ON

E EMI DIURNAL /DIRA
40*N / IURNAL
*O*N

/ I SEMOIURNAL

ISO"

01 .

AMPLITUDE

Fig. 3 Theoretical calculations for amplitude of
diurnal and semidiurnal components of total mass
density at 00N and 400N under equinox conditions at
sunspot minimum, using the Forbes 1978 model with
tidal winds and temperatures from Garrett and Forbes
1978 as input.

Forbes and Marcos [5] have extended the diurnal tide portion of the previous
study from considering only total density to include also 0 and N2 , from con-
sidering only solar minimum to also solar maximum, and to a large range of
latitudes. Theory indicates that oxygen variations are strongly influenced by
seasonal differences in the winds, whereas N2 responds primarily to temperature,
which has a different seasonal dependence than the winds. The tidal variation
of total density is primarily determined by the sum of that of 0 and N2 and thus
is rather complicated. Figure 4 shows the theoretical amplitudes and phases of
the 0, N2 , and total density diurnal tide during solar minimum compared with AE-E
composition [6] and density (1] data. The 0 data and theory agree well, but the
N2 and total density values are essentially interchanged. Refinements in the
theory may result in changes, but it is expected that the total density curves
will be some weighted average of those for 0 and N2 in this altitude region.
Forbes [7] has obtained an updated least-squares fit to the 1970-1975 Millstone
Hill exospheric temperatures in a 12 term expression similar to that in the MSIS
model. A number of the coefficients have values'significantly different from
those in the MSIS model. The differences between Forbes' results and the MSIS
values are largely due to the use by Forbes of the more accurate two-pulse data,
whereas the MSIS model is based on the less accurate and uncorrected one-pulse
data. In addition, the solar cycle coverages of the two studies are different.
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Forbes plans to extend his study to 1979 using Millstone Hill data and back to

1966 using Arecibo data.
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Fig. 4 Theoretical diurnal amplitudes and phases at SSMIN
for 0 (--), N2 (---) and total mass density (-) under
equinox conditions at the equator. Data for oxygen (trianges),
nitrogen (solid circles) and total mass density (open circles).

In further theoretical tidal calculations Forbes [7] has used improved repre-
sentations of ion drag, molecular viscosity and conductivity, EUV heating, and
background temperature. He now finds that the diurnal exospheric temperature
maximum is at 15.1 hours at the equator, which is in much better agreement with
satellite and incoherent scatter measurements. The amplitude of the semidiurnal
exospheric temperature variation associated with the (2,2) mode propagating into
the thermosphere is found to have a much smaller solar cycle dependence. The
amplitude of the thermospheric semidiurnal temperature variation generated by
in-situ UV and EUV absorption is determined to be twice as large as was found
in previous calculations. Further improvements in the theory will include the
addition of background winds, latitude variations of background temperature and
composition, and mutual diffusion between 0 and N2.

Hedin et al [6] analyzed neutral composition and temperature data from the
Neutral Atmosphere Composition Experiment (NACE) and Neutral Atmosphere Tempera-
ture Experiment (NATE) on the Atmosphere Explorer-E (AE-E) satellite for magneti-
cally quiet periods between December 1975 and September 1976. The diurnal tidal
amplitudes and phases for N2 , 0, He, Ar, and temperature were derived. They are
applicable to low latitudes (+ 200). Figure 5 shows the diurnal amplitudes and
phases for N2 and 0, plus the MSIS model and Mayr and Harris [81 model profiles.
The amplitudes of 0, He and Ar near 150 km are significantly larger than the
amplitude of N2. The circulation model predicts these effects, being the result
of wind-induced molecular diffusion that is mainly effective between 120 and 200
km, as can be seen by the sharp amplitude drop below 150 km. N2 is least
affected because it is most nearly in diffusive equilibrium. The temperature
tidal amplitudes deduced from the N2 , 0 and He density profiles are in good
agreement with those measured by NATE, except for the He amplitude below 200 km
where transport causes important departures from diffusive equilibrium.
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Fig. 5 Diurnal amplitude (logarithmic) and phase versus
altitude for N2 and 0. Shown are data from AE-E and San
Marco 3 as well as the MSIS empirical model and the Mayr
and Harris theoretical model.

In a further study Hedin et al [9] derived the amplitudes and phases of the
semidiurnal and terdiurnal tides in the equatorial thermosphere from NACE and
NATE measurements on the AE-E satellites for the same time period for which they
derived the properties of the diurnal tide. Figure 6 shows the semidiurnal
amplitude and phase for 0 from the NACE data, plus some San Marco 3 data and
curves for diffusive equilibrium, MSIS, Forbes and Mayr models. The agreement
between experiment and theory is reasonably good. For N2, diffusive equilibrium
and the MSIS model agree better with the experimental data than do the Forbes and
Mayr models. This again supports the conclusion that N2 is very nearly in dif-
fusive equilibrium. The amplitude of the semidiurnal tide near 150 km is roughly
the same for all atmospheric species and increases with decreasing alitude. This
suggests an origin in the lower thermosphere or below for the observed semi-
diurnal tide. Figure 7 shows the terdiurnal amplitude and phase for 0 from NACE,
plus curves for the MSIS and Mayr models. The Mayr model agrees well with the
data but the MSIS model considerably underestimates the amplitude. Mayr et al
[10] have suggested that the terdiurnal tide arises from a nonlinear interaction
between the semidiurnal and diurnal tides.

Tidal data have been obtained in the altitude range 90 to 100 km by determining
winds using LF drift measurements [111. The exact height of the measurement is
determined by the reflection height and this varies with time. Measurements are
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Fig. 6 The semidiurnal variation of atomic oxygen density
from AE-E NACE and San Marco 3 plus four theoretical curves.
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Fig. 7 The terdiurnal variation of atomic oxygen density
from AE-E NACE and San Marco 3 data plus two curves from
models.

normally restricted to the period between sunset and sunrise due to the high
daytime ionospheric absorption of LF waves. Both zonal and meridional wind
components have been measured at the Collm Geophysical Observatory, GDR since
1959. The semidiurnal tide dominates both wind components, but the prevailing
wind can also be determined. Particular attention has been given to seasonal
variations of the wind and changes during stratospheric warmings and geomagnetic
storms. For example, every autumn rapid phase movements occur between 10 and 30
October and they can be very different from one year to another. In addition,
a reversal has been observed in the zonal prevailing wind direction between 20
September and 20 October. In general, wind field disturbances accompanying
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stratospheric warmings extend to the 90 to 100 km altitude region, but there are
a few cases, mostly early winter events, where stratospheric warming has no effect
at all in this altitude region. The measured winds show short-period velocity

fluctuations, presumably caused by internal gravity waves.

TURBULENCE DYNAMICS

Zimmerman, Philbrick and colleagues have studied turbulence dynamics in the

mesosphere and lower thermosphere. In one study [12] they analyzed data from

several sets of measurements of atmospheric density, temperature and winds in the
mesosphere obtained at Kwajalein Atoll during 1976-1978. The measurements wore
made with passive inflatable spheres and accelerometer instrumented rigid spheres.
Richardson numbers were calculated from the wind and temperature data and were
used to indicate the regions where turbulence would be expected. Figure 8 shows
the density profiles plotted relative to the Cole and Kantor [131 tropical
atmosphere. In addition, the Richardson numbers calculated from the temperature
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---229 320 GMT

- -AC6 1343 GMT.- -"

60, _

08 09 10 11

DENSITY /MODEL

7i9 . 8 Density measurements and Richardson numbers for falling

sphere flights at Kwajalein Atoll on 18 May 1977. (a) the density
measurements are shown as a ratio to the Cole and Kantor tropical
atmosphere for four Robin Sphere flights and one accelerometer
instrumented sphere.

and wind data are plotted for the range of values (0 <Ri 41). Negative values are
plotted at Ri=0, and the values less than 0.25 are indicated by solid shading.
Values less than 0.25 are accepted as an indication of the presence of turbulence.
The regions that exhibit a large variability between successive density profiles
taken several hours apart correspond to the regions predicted by the stability
calculations to be turbulent. These data also indicate that the vertical thickness
and persistence of the turbulent layers in the mesosphere tend to increase with
increasing altitude.

The deviations from the mean of observed meridional wind amplitudes at Natal for
the altitude region 35 to 85 km [14] are shown in Figure 9. Here can be seen an
exponential increase of the amplitude with altitude, somewhat indicative of the
conservation of energy density 1/2 pv2 where p is the mass density. The large
shears generated at the upper altitudes by the increasing wind amplitude and a
relatively constant wavelength, cause the upper altitude regions to tend towards
instability, as indicated by decreasing values of the Richardson number. This was
seen in the Kwajalein data in Figure 8. Comparison of turbulence occurrence rate
data for Wallops Island (in Figure 10) with the equatorial data shows a more
marked instability occurrence in the midlatitude lower mesosphere than at the
equator.
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Fig. 10 Turbulence occurrence rate as a function of
altitude at Wallops Island, VA (380N) for the years
1961-1967.

The dynamics of the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere have been studied
using rocketborne chemical releases, radio meteor analysis and diffusive sepa-
ration of Ar and N2 from mass spectrometer measurements. In particular, the
turbopause altitude was derived from the Ar/N2 ratio by Danilov et al [15,16].
The diurnal variation of the turbopause altitude was determined for both winter
and summer. Figure 11 shows the mid (300N) and high (80N) latitude winter
average diurnal variation of the turbopause altitude [14]. Figures 12 and 13
show the relationships between the equatorial turbopause variability and ap and
T120 , respectively. The turbopause-temperature 120 km relation implies that
turbulent heat transfer is the dominant mechanism controlling the local energy
flux. Thus, as the turbopause altitude increases enhanced heat transfer occurs
just below the turbopause, with a reduction of the temperature which, because of
continuity of transfer across the turbopause, is felt at 120 km.

SOLAR CYCLE DEPENDENCE

There is probably some solar cycle dependence of the properties of all regions of
the atmosphere. To date the only region for which this dependence is accurately
quantified and well understood is the upper thermosphere. There are two reasons
for this. The first is that in some ways the physics and dynamics of this region
is simpler than that of the lower regions of the atmosphere and the second (and
the prime reason for the first) is that the ratio of the input solar radiation
energy to the thermal and dynamic energy stored in the atmosphere is larger and
thus the solar cycle dependence is larger. Nevertheless, solar cycle dependence
in other regions of the atmosphere must be looked for and identified. Some
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research in this area is reviewed in this section. It must be realized that some
of the results are preliminary and not necessarily conclusive and that, at this
time, we do not have a conclusive picture of the solar cycle dependence of these
portions of the atmosphere.
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Fig. 11 The turbopause altitude as a function of local time
at midlatitude (300 N) and at high-latitude (80ON).
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Fig. 12 Equatorial turbopause height (ht) as a function
of ap.
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Fig. 13 Equatorial turbopause height (ht) as a function of
the temperature at 120 km.

Zimmerman and Murphy [17] plotted yearly averaged occurrence rates of turbulence
and turbulent diffusivity summed over the altitude region 75 to 90 km for Wallops
Island (Figure 14) and compared them with sunspot numbers and the 10.7 cm solar
flux for the period 1961-67. These data suggest a correlation with a two year
time lag. Zimmerman (14] comments that it is fairly apparent that the turbulence
occurrence is wave induced and that one should look into the lower atmosphere for
the source mechanism of these waves to understand more properly the solar relation-
ship. Silverman [18] found that the incidence of aurora and the atomic oxygen
green line intensity correlate with the sunspot number with a time lag of about
one year (Figure 15). These phenomena occur at higher altitudes than those of
the Zimmerman study and probably also involve different processes.

Gregory and his colleagues [19] have measured winds at Saskatoon in the altitude
region 65 to 110 km since 1969 using the partial reflection radio wave technique.
The data for the period 1969-1975 have been analyzed for long period waves. Waves
with periods of 3-months, semi-annual and annual were found, in addition to a
quasi-biennial oscillation [20]. Recently, Gregory [21] has found in the monthly
mean zonal wind speeds a marked solar cycle dependence, with a 6 to 1 ratio of
wind speed values, for the half solar cycle (1969-1975). We will eagerly await
analysis of more recent data (to complete one solar cycle) and a determination of
the physical cause of the phenomenon. Gregory states that similar effects have
been observed at Christchurch, N.Z. and in Germany.

Results of neutral temperature measurements of the polar lower thermosphere using
artificial sodium clouds at Heiss Island (80N) during the period 1968 to 1976
show a large variation as a function of the solar cycle [22]. The measurements
were made at twilight during spring or autumn. Primarily data obtained under
relatively quiet conditions were analyzed for this study. Figure 16 shows the
observed lower thermosphere temperatures. The values at 90 km were obtained
with a ground-based LIDAR interacting with the natural atmospheric sodium layer.
Figure 17 shows a plot of the temperature at 165 km compared with the sunspot
numbers for the same time period. The data suggest an inversion between 120 and
170 km with the temperature becoming less when solar activity increases. This
may be a genuine effect at high latitudes. The data are not consistent with many
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Fig. 16 Neutral temperatures measured with artificial sodium
clouds, 1968-1970 (solid circles) , 1970-1972 (half-solid circles),
spring 1974 (open circles), autumn 1974 (encircled dots) and 1976
(crossed solid circles). The temperatures at 90 km were obtained
by Lidar sounding.
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Fig. 17 Temperatures measured at 165 km (circles with error
bars) plotted as a function of time between 1968 and 1976. The
sunspot numbers for this period are also plotted.
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atmospheric models. For example, the Jacchia 1971 model gives an exospheric
temperature of 840K for the conditions pertaining when the 1976 data were obtained.
This is zonsiderably less than the observed temperature of approximately 1100K
near 150 km. On the other hand, temperatures measured by chemical releases (tri-
methyl aluminum--TMA) at Churchill (590N) in 1968 [23] were much higher than those
from Heiss island at about the same time as can be seen in the Table

Location Date Temperature

Heiss Island Spring 1968 420K

Churchill Jan 1968 650K
Churchill Aug 1968 700-800K

Table. Measured temperatures at 165 km

Golomb et al comment with regard to the August data. The highest temperatures at
Churchill (800K) were observed 24 hours after a relatively "cold" dawn. There
was no evidence of strong auroral activity when the temperatures were high. How-
ever strong activity was observed during a subsequent measurement when the
temperatures were the lowest of the August series. The results can be seen in
Figure 18. These results suggest that particle heating (presumably enhanced durinq
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Fig. 18 Neutral atmospheric temperatures at Churchill
determined by measuring the rotational temperatures of A10
produced by the release of TMA in the upper atmosphere.

solar maximum) can result in reduced temperatures in the lower thermosphere but
also that the temperatures tend to return towards higher values at altitudes of
170 km and above. The reduced temperatures in the lower thermosphere during en-
hanced activity could be caused by an increased production of nitric oxide with a
resulting increased rate of radiation cooling by emission of the 5.3 i funda-
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mental band [24]. Kockarts finds that at 120 km altitude the temperature gradient
decreases from about 20K/km with no nitric oxide to 6K/km with the NO concentration
of Trinks et al [25]. These are consistent with the Chanin and Tulinov values of
7K/km for this gradient under high solar activity to 21K/km under minimum activity,
implying that the major cause of the change is due to a major change in the NO
concentration, the NO concentration being considerably enhanced during periods of
high solar activity. Measurements should be made to attempt to verify this
hypothesis.

Oliver [26] has made an extensive analysis of data collected by the bistatic in-
coherent scatter radar at St. Santin (45*N). We will consider in this review only
the solar cycle dependence of lower thermosphere properties. The data are only
for daylight hours and primarily near noon. Bates formula for the neutral tem-
perature profile above 120 km is

T(z) = T_(T-To)eXp[-s(Z-Zo)]

where T(z) is the temperature at altitude z, T~, is the exospheric temperature, T0
is the temperature at the reference altitude zo (often taken to be 120 km) and s
is the temperature profile shape factor indicating how rapidly the temperature
rises from the reference altitude. Figure 19 shows the solar-cycle and solar-
rotation variation of s. The solar-cycle variation clearly demonstrates the
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Fig. 19 Variation of s with solar-cycle and solar-

radiation.

inverse variation of s with scale height (or temperature) gradient since, at low-
and mid-latitudes, the upper thermosphere temperatures increase with solar
activity. The solar-rotation variation of s is also shown in Figure 19. This
variation is less by a factor of 3 or 4 than the solar-cycle variation, indicating
a more marked atmospheric response to variations in the total solar UV disk com-
ponent than in its active area component. The seasonal variation of s for high
and low solar activity is shown in Figure 20. The variation is very solar cycle
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Fig. 20 Variation of s with season for high and low
solar activity.

dependent and becomes quite small at high activity. The value of s might be ex-
pected to decrease in the summer due to higher temperatures, but preferential
transport of lighter constituents away from the summer hemisphere tends to increase
the mean mass and hence the value of s, and this increase dominates at low activ-
ity but the effects approximately cancel at high activity.

Babcock and Evans (27] analyzed thermospheric winds derived from incoherent
scatter measurements at Millstone Hill (420%). Data for geomagnetically quiet
days from 1970 (near solar maximum) to 1975 (near minimum) were analyzed in this
study. The meridional and zonal winds showed a marked seasonal variation. The
amplitude of this oscillation did not appear to change with solar activity. How-
ever, the annual mean meridional wind was found to decrease from 25 m/s equator-
ward to about 0 m/s over the 6-year period. It is believed that this is due to a
much larger reduction in the high-latitude (particle) heating between maximum and
minimum than in the magnitude of the solar UV heating over the same period. For
the same reason, the meridional winds near equinox shifted from being generally
equatorward at maximum to being poleward at minimum and the winds in winter became
more strongly poleward at minimum. No solar cycle dependence was found for the
diurnally averaged zonal winds, which are generally eastward in winter and west-
ward in summer.

Although this review is not concerned with the stratosphere and troposphere some
work on identifying possible solar cycle variations in these regions will be
briefly discussed because they could determine the variations in the mesosphere
and above.

Quiroz (28] has analyzed temperature data from arcasondes and datasondes for 35
and 50 km (near the stratopause) altitudes taken during solar cycle 20. The
yearly departures as well as 3-year moving averages (with 1-2-1 weighting) were
compared to the mean annual sunspot number, both for the individual stations and
for all seven stations. The smoothed temperature departures for the combined data
show a correlation of +0.89 with sunspot numbers at both altitudes, but with a
greater temperature range (4.5K) at 35 km. The data from the individual stations
also show high correlation except at Poker Flat and Ascension Island at 50 km.
With the exception of these two stations, the temperatures at 35 and 50 km show a
reduction of 3 to 6K between solar maximum (1968-69) and solar minimum (1976). The
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data at 35 km tend to follow the mean annual sunspot numbers closely, but the
data at 50 km do not follow as closely. The smoothed combined data give more
than a 4K temperature reduction at 35 km, but only a 3K reduction at 50 km.

Quiroz [29] has also found that the period and amplitude of the stratospheric
tropical quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in zonal wind are inversely related to
solar activity. The correlation for the period relationship is stronger than for
the amplitude. Data in the altitude region 25 to 35 km were analyzed for the time
period 1951-1978. The highest negative correlation coefficient in this altitude
region was obtained with a time lag of about 21 months, with an inferred in-phase
relation near 50 km altitude. Periods in the range 27-34 months were associated
with low solar activity and periods of 22-26 months with high solar activity. The
QBO may be caused by absorption of solar UV by ozone and the period due to the
interaction of the 11-year cycle and seasonal variations. The 11-year cycle of
solar flux is not a simple sine wave and contains components of higher harmonics.
A frequency five times that of the fundamental corresponds to a period between
26 and 27 months. Sakurai [30] has reported a quasibiennial variation of the
solar neutrino flux and solar activity.

Nastrom and Belmont [31] report that the amplitudes of the harmonics of the an-
nual cycle in stratospheric zonal wind speed vary with the solar activity. The
annual wave's amplitude increases from solar maximum to minimum by as much as 20%,
while the amplitude of the semiannual wave varies in the opposite direction, de-
creasing up to 50% from solar maximum to minimum. The apparent solar cycle modu-
lation is present, with varying magnitude, at all latitudes and is generally
largest near the stratopause. Minjushink [32] has extended the work of Quiroz
and has investigated the possible influence of the 11-year solar cycle on strato-
spheric circulation. He predicts that near and following a solar minimum sub-
tropical high pressure systems strengthen, high latitude low pressure cyclones
deepen and summer anticyclones weaken. Conversely, near and after a solar maxi-
mum the tropical high pressure system weakens, high latitude cyclones become less
intense and summer anticyclones are more developed. Nastrom and Belmont [33]
have extended their stratospheric studies down to the troposphere and have de-
termined the amplitudes and phases of the 11-year solar cycle component in wind
speed and temperature at radiosonde levels. The largest amplitudes are near the
tropopause in winter where, in several regions, over 40% of the interannual vari-
ance of the wind speeds is explained by the solar cycle dependence.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WIND
OBSERVATIONAL MODELS FOR
THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE OF THE
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ANALYSIS OF DIRECT AND
INDIRECT SOUNDING DATA

S.S. Gaigerov, D.A. Tarasenko, V.V. Fedorov,
V.G. Kidiyarova, Yu.P. Koshelkov, M.Ya. Kalikhman,
R.A. Britvina and L.V. Scherbakova

State Committee of the USSR for Hydrometeorology and
Control of Natural Environment, Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

' arlier latitudinal distribution models of zonal winds were develo-
ped mainly along the 80 W meridian [1, 2]. In this paper an attempt
is made to taKe into account longitudinal differences in zonal and
meridional wind distributions. These are considerable in winter pe-
riods.

INTRODUCTION

.ind models for the northern hemisphere stratosphere and mesosphere
are based on charts of mean values of zonal and meridional wind
components and their standard deviations for tne ;0-80 km altitud-
es witn neight intervals of 5 km. Rocket sounding station netwojL
data (1969-1977) and USSR scientific research ship rocket data
(1962-1977) were used for compilation of the charts.

As rocket sounding data do not provide necessary spatial re,7jlution,
satellite radiometer sounding data transmitted from the IT:A as sci-
entific exchange information were used for compilation of the charts.
iEarlier 5, 2 and 0.4 mbar contour charts were compiled for geostro-
phic wind calculations. For the 1972-1975 period the charts were
taken from [5]. Beginning from 1)75 similar charts have been com-
piled in the Central Aerological Observatory. Geostrophic wind va-
lues were calculgted in 48 points of tue hemisphere (with 20 la-
titudinal and 50 longitudinal intervals).

WI14 D ,viODELS

-onthly mean values of beostrophic wind components and rocket soun-
ding data were plotted on charts and analysed. An example of these
charts for tne 40 m level in January is given in kig.l.

On the basis of tne charts analysed vertical cross sections of
monthly mean values of zonal and meridional wind 8ompoUents aad
their standard deviations along four meridians (0 , 90 'z, 180",

151
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a)\

Fig.i. a) Chart of zonal wind mean montaly values and
taeir stanuard deviations. January, 40 Am level. Solid
lines represent western wind component, dashed lines -
- eastern wind component, dash-dotted lines - standard
deviations
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Fi6'.1. b) Ghart of meridional wind meain monthly values
and their stanuard. deviations. January, 40~ km level. oo-
lid lines represent southern wind component, dashed lin-
es - nortriern wind component, dash-dotted lines - stan-
dard deviations
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Fig.2. Vertical 8ross 8 ections of 0 zonal aind mean values
along meridians 0 - 180 (a) and 90 E 90 ,.Ub) and their
standard deviations along meridians C - 180 (c) and 90 -

s9 ,d(d). January

i r

--- 1 2 -3.¢m/li

Fig..5. Lean G.001 mbar constant pressure chart for Ja-
nuary: 1 - rocket data; 2 - radiometeor data; 3 - iono-
spheric data; solid lines - contours (dm); dashed linus-
- isotherms (uC)
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u.) frow iuU,4 to bO ii were obtained. ilhe choics of meridians was
determine, by tue foliowint reasons. The u - lbu cross section
6ives latitudinal Uwind d~stribution over the northern hemisphere
ocewis and the 9U " - 9U , cross section gives wind distribution
uver tue continents. .n example of similar cross sections is giv-
en in FiL.L.

2'lese latitudinal axid longitudinal winu distribution models chara-
cterize mean circulation conditions of' many years in tue strato-
sphere anu icsosphero of the northern hemisphere.

Ime cnarts fur ratner hi6h levels (.ig.3) will provide the mate-
rial for furtutr deveiopment of more valid, detailed models of the
upper wesospnuru and thermosphere.
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.. ynoptic Analyses, 5-, 2- and 0.4-miiiibar surfaces for Janua-
ry 1 72' tuirough June 1975, NAjA 6P-DU91, .'jashinton, D.C., 1975.
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EDDY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
AND ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

K.G.H. Schuchardt and P.W. Blum

Institut fur Astrophysik und Extraterrestrische Forschung,
Universitat Bonn, 5300 Bonn, FRG

ABSTRACT

.ince the importance of the coupling mechanisms between the mesosphere and the
thermsphere has increasingly been recognized, the structure and variation of
turbulence has become one of the subjects of extended investigations and discus-
sions. In spite of the. fundamental role of turbulence, theoretical difficulties
and lack of observational information restrict its applicability to atmospheric
modeling. In the following paper the basic ideas of the parameterization of
turbulence and the most important observational techniques and results are
reviewed. The comparison of observations with theoretical model calculations
shows the difficulties which underly current investigations and indicates the
trends of future research.
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Fig. I Overview on the subjects covered in this paper.
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This review is primarily intended to Five information on turbulence and its role
in upper atmospheric modeling to those who are not experts on this subject.
Therefore complicating details will be avoided, and emphasis will be placed on
the presentation of the basic concepts of the theory and observations of
turbulence, especially with regard to thermospheric modeling. A synopsis of the
subjects covered in this paper is given by Figure I. Below about 100 km the
atmosphere is mixed by turbulent processes, and all major species show a similar
height variation. At the turbopause level turbulence ceases, and at higher
altitudes the atmospheric constituents are diffusively separated. Light constitu-
ents. such as helium, have larger scale heights than heavy constituents such as
argon. Thus the turbopause region corresponds to the homopause region where the
homogeneous mixing ends. We shall mainly discuss the altitude region above the
mesopause and the effect of turbulence variations on the neutral composition of
the thermosphere.

BASIC THEORETICAL CONCEPTS OF TURBULENCE

Turbulence is the most complicated fluid motion we know. Even in the simplest
cases, no analytical solutions of the hydrodynamic equations are known. But
nature itself offers a way out of this dilemma: turbulence is a stochastic
process, and therefore it can be appropriately described by statistical methods.

L, (V)

........... RE >>> REC

RE >RE C

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of turbulent motion.

In the schematic illustration of Figure 2 turbulent motion is described as the
superposition of large-scale eddies of characteristic dimensions L and velocity
fluctuations V). The velocity fluctuation (V) is the statistical parameter
underlying most of the observational results. The dimensionless Reynolds number
Re is associated with the eddies according to
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e L (I) L V I I
V T1

where \ and , are the kinematic and dynamic % iscosities and c, is tihe density. Re
can also be considered as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces. For small
values of Re effects of viscosity exceed the effects of inertia: the flow is non
turbulent or laminar. For values of Re larger than a critical Reynolds number Re
the inertial forces dominate over the viscous forces and the fluid motion becomes
turbulent. As also can be seen from Figure 2, the large eddies must have very
high Reynolds numbers due to the high values of L and IV). Viscous dissipat ion is
then of minor importance. The large eddies therefore transfer their kinetic
energy to smaller eddies. The Reynolds number becomes smaller for smaller eddies,
and thus the importance of dissipative processes increases. Finally. the smallest
eddies have Reynolds numbers of the order of Re . or even smaller. Here the
energy is dissipated by viscous damping.

This simple illustration of' turbulent motion shows that the kinetic energies of
the eddies depend on their characteristic scales. The interdependence of both
these parameters - kinetic energy and characteristic scale L - is called an
energy spectrum. The typical functional form of a turbulent energy spectrum is
shown in Figure 3. Starting at very high values of L, the energy is first fed
into the largest eddies and turbulent motion is built up. Then the energy is
coupled to eddies of decreasing size: viscosity is not yet of importance. and
thus this region is called the 'Inviscid Range'. Finally - in the 'Viscous Range'
- effects of viscosity become dominant and the turbulent motion is destroyed by
viscous dissipation of energy. The range of energy input is called 'Non-Univer-
sal' because it depends on the type of force. In spite of this, the inviscid and
viscous ranges are called 'Universal': they are independent of the forces and are
described exclusively by the parameters L, (V) and v, which are characteristic
for the medium and the geometry under consideration.

NON-UNIVERSAL UNIVERSAL RANGE

RANGE

INVISCID RANGE VISCID RANGE

ENERGY FEED ENERGY COUPLING ENERGY DISSIPATION

BUILT-UP OF DECREASE OF VISCOUS DISSIPATION

TURBULENT EDDY SIZE OF ENERGY

MOTION

DEPENDS ON DEPENDS ON

E(L) L , (V) L , (V) , V

L l /_-
1/ L

Fig. .3 The turbulent energy spectrum.
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Obviously, a very important turbulence parameter is the energy dissipation rate,
which deskribes the energy transfer in the inviscid range. It can be expressed as
a function of L and (V), and tile theoretical expression may easily be derived
fromt a simple dimer~s i ia analysis. The energy dissipation rate C per unit mass
has the dimension m- s " . The only combination of L and (V which results in this
dimension is given by

+ -'C--(2)

Importance is also ascribed in atmospheric dynamics to the Richardson number Ri,
which is the ratio of the buoyancy forces to the'inertial forces. It is given by

)T

Ri 3-V (3)

T (-13:

Here P is the acceleration of gravity, aT az the vertical temperature gradientr
the adiabatic lapse rate and AV 3: the vertical gradient of the horizontal wind.

Thus we have obtained three important parameters characteristic for turbulent
processes: the Reynolds number, the energy dissipation rate and the Richardson
number. In atmospheric dynamics the Richardson number is of greater importance
than the Reynolds number because buoyancy forces are generally more significant
than viscous forces. Observational evidence has shown that fluid motion becomes
turbulent for

Ri 0.2i (4)

In upper atmospheric modeling an even simpler description of turbulence has
proven to be successful: it is the concept of the eddy diffusion coefficient K.
Analoeous to the molecular diffusion coefficient 1, which is given approximately
by the product of the mean thermal velocity Vth and the mean free path X of the
particles according to

th

K is defined as the product of the velocity fluctuation (VI and the characteris-
tit eddy scale L:

K (VI L (Of

But. whereas the molecular diffusion coefficient D can be derived from elementary
principles of gas dynamics, K must at the present be considered as a purely
phenomenological quantity, in spite of the fact that a theory for K must somehow
be hidden in the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations of fluid motion.

Although according to equation (6t) the eddy diffusion coefficient depends on the
eddy scale sizes, only an average value of K is used in atmospheric modeling. An
interpretation of 1) and K used in atmospheric modeling is shown in Figure 4. The
left of the upper diagram shows characteristic altitude profiles of the coeffi-
cients of molecular diffusion P and eddy diffusion K 1I,2J. The region of the
turbopause is indicated by the dashed stripe. On the right of the upper diagram
corresponding altitude profiles of the relative atmospheric densities of light
and heavy constituents are given. Diffusive separation starts at the homopause,
which is approximated by the point where K is equal to 1. 1D describes the
tendency of a gas mixture towards diffusive separation, whereas K describes its
mixing tendency. It is important to note that the effects of eddy diffusion on

• ,p
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hoi10-mosPheric compos it ion can alIso be represented by simpler profiles of* K , such
d s the one, indicated b ' the dot ted vert icalI line, without a serious loss of'
akccurjacy j.%.Thle lower d iagram of' Figure 4 shows thle of fec t of' changes of the
eddy d iff'us i on coeffti c j ent on atmospheric compos it ion. An increase of' eddy
d itins ion in thle way shown in this f'igure is equ iva lent to ant inc rease in the
homopaiuse heiaht. In the he gh -t rangeo abhove the homopause this leads to an
increase in thle densityv rat io of* heavy to light constituents.

I )[Y Dl EtUIUN COf F Ft IL NT K AND COMPOSI TUN

(AR) (HE)

13A S EPUS

10------------------- ----------- ------

100 P i
LOG, DIFFUSION COEFF LOG RELATIVE DENSI TY

Fig. 4 The eddy diffusion coefficient and its effect on neutral composition.

From Figure 4 two important conclusions can be drawn:

1. Most importaint with respect to thermospheric composition is the altitude
variation of' turbulence between about 90 and 110 km.

2. A mass-spectrometric determination of' the atmospheric composition around
100 km offers a method to determine the homopause height and thus yields an
estimate of" the eddy diffusion coefficient at this altitude ~-j
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OBISERVAT IONAL METH-ODS OF T[IRMILENCI; I'ARAMETERS

111 t Ilk' upper pa rt oft F iguire s ome resulIt s o f ou11r forego i lie d1 i scuss ionl a re
presented . with Special attent ion g i en to observational technlique1s. Observable
atmospheoric quant it ies and the turbulence pairameters which can be derived from
t heni a re shown.

t.colmpo s i t ionil measullremen ts eI ad t 0 an e0S t iIna te 01 fK at th ho0 mopa use alIt it ude0.

W.in d obsorvat ionls lead to the determination ot K andf

I n ad d it ion . teompe r'atu re p ro fi I ces a re req ui red fo r theo deot erm ina t ion o f t he
R ic ha rd sonl Numbe r R i.

..F i na I Iv ,a I though not yet merit i oned . corns ider-at ion o f the t u rbu I enrlt heat
conduct ion and ve rt i ca I temperature prof ilIes all Iows a det erim inat ion of the
he iEght dependence of' K to be made .

OBSERVED: Composition T(z)

DERIVED: ITR

METHOD PARAMETER HEIGHT REGION (KM) I

70 80 90 100 110 120

FALLING SPHERES Ri,C,K \\ K

IGRENADE EXPLOSIONS Ri,E,K

CLOUD RELEASES ,

RADIO METEOR DATA ,

PARTIAL REFLECTION ,

INCOHERENT SCATTER K

COMPOSITION K xMMM

Fig. i Important observational techniques of turbulence parameters.

In the lower part of Figure 5 the altitude ranges and the turbulence parameters
which can be determined by seven important observational techniques are presented:
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1. The observatiton of' tall inst spheres in tile mesosphere and lower thermosphere
Yields aill t hree important tuirbulence paramet ers

2.The me thiod of t'are nad e vexp Io s ions cons ists oft anl acoustic ray tracing of'
rocket -borne ox p1osions and al Iso Ioad s to the dot erm inat ion of' the three
turbulence parameters Ri . and N. It is l imited to anl upper altitude of 00 km

Rocket-borne11 clou0d releases 10-fl0 I andi

4.rad io-mot oor data are, aria Io)gOus methods. Opt icalI scat tori ne and scattering of-
rad io waves f'rom meteor tra ils are observed in the first and second cases,
respect ivyely. Bothl of' those techniques y'ieold (_and K and cover the alIt itude
regionl around 100 km 17-2 I

3~. The part ial ref'lect ion method wats originally developed for 1-region observa-
ions of' electron densities, It also yields 1and K, but it is limited to the

mesosphere and lower thlerImosphle re 122]

o. Radar-deduced i nformat ion onl turbule nce can be extended to higher alIt itudes by
inc-oherent scatter observat ions of' the lower thermospheric temperature pro-
tile, f'rom which N canl be derived7.

Finail l. composition measurements allow estimates of the homopause height and
thus of' N .2

I ,HLr E R7 SPRIGMSERE

ZIMMERMA 1977

ROP_ WNER 1966

'3CHLEG- 197 SUMMER 700ME

- SU----Z MMER 3807

10 100 2 1000 100 0

Fig. o~ Prof'iles of the eddy diffusion coefficient obtained by different methods:
altitudinal and seasonal dependence.
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F i eu re () shows thle t I t i t ude, dependence ot t'Ihe eddy d i tiftus i on coe fftic ient as
decri ved f'rom tent dit'fferettt met hods . AllI obsorv;it ions rotor to mean and high
latitudes. Roper 1 ~ deived his prt'i le from clound observat ions,. Zimmerman vet
at I. !0 from erenade exploesion,, at 70'~ and .)'0. respect ive I13', Sch leae I ot at I.

22from thle partial ref I ect ien method at 70' and, f'inal ly , Alcayde et al . [ 7]
est imated the ir pref-i I es, f'rom i titheicent scait t i, t em pera tutre prof' i Iles at 4S '.
Most of' thli pret'i I es do net cover' the1 t ube0patus0 reg i enl. MereVeVr . a cempari Soln
with the( melecultar- dit f'is en coeffic icrt I) show,, that -with the except ion ef thle
prof i Ies der'ived by, Reper' I P, a nd A -l cd el at. 7, - they do net at IIow
cenlc I us ietis tre be made enl thle Iemepans hek ft i alht . Thus, thle se ebseirva t i enls do net
perm i t an est i ma te ef, thle intflIuence Of' t ut rbtt I Once en nont ra I cempes i t i en . Heweve r
- even l ess sa t j sfta c t t - d i ff'eren t metlheds vyiel Id d i ffe'rent,. ift net cen tradic teo-
rV results. These d isciepancies do net ref'er te abseolute %,alites onil '. but even te
thle quaIi tativye sea sonalI behavioenr ef' turbulIenice . Tihus the iirenade dat a !(Ishow
hir-h winter and low summer turbulence at high tat itudes in the mesosphere, while
thle part ial refl cct ieon method 1221 indicates an increase ef' turbulence f'rom
springp to summer. Thle part ialI refle ct i on data exhi bit the same tendency as the
prof'iles derived f'rom i ncoherent scat ter, temperatures 1- 7. which at s show a high
s umme r anid at tow winitt er tuitrbulIentc e. They ebv i ons Ilv di saaice with thet igha

a at i t ud e meso s phe r i c oebse rva, t i enls oft Z imme rma n et at I . a ) wh i 1e t hey are in
better accordance with Zimmerman's mean lat itUde results.

1000

ROPER 1966
100 - 1I11l
C14 ALCAYDE 1979

DANILOV 1979

10 _ _
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL

Fig. 7 Seasonal variations of' the eddy diffusion coefficient at 100X km
obtained by different methods.

In order to obtain bet ter intformat ion oen the seasrna; va ri at ion of' turbulence
with respect to neutral composition changes, we will now restrict our censidera-

ions to observat ions in the homopanse region a round 100 kmn. Threce techni iques
yield suitable results: the incoherent scat ter dat a der iv~ed by Al cayde et al .
7], composition measurements and radio meteor data. The tatter two methods were

not included in Figure Ii.
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Figure 7 shows the seasonal changes of' turbulence deduced from these three
methods. The diagram presents the variation of the eddy diffusion coefficient
versus season for an altitude of about 100 km. The dashed curve represents the
data derived from incoherent scatter [7], the fully drawn curve indicates
composition measurements by Danilov et a]. [23 I and the dotted curve shows

radio-meteor data by Roper [21 1. Whereas [ 7] and [23 refer to the northern
hemisphere. 121] refers to the southern hemisphere. Obviously, there is a strong
seasonal variation of turbulence. But it is not possible to combine all results
in order to obtain at least an unambiguous trend. Therefore it is impossible at
the present to rely on conclusive observations of seasonal changes of turbulence
in modeling the upper atmosphere.

TIRBILENCE AND ATMOSPHERIC MODELING

Due to the lack of observational information on the details of turbulent

behaviour, no final determination of* the role of turbulence in upper atmospheric
models is presently possible. Thus we shall discuss in the third section of our

paper the following question: what phase and amplitude must the seasonal varia-

tion of turbulence possess in order to explain the observed thermospheric

variations of neutral composition?

Figure ' shows the seasonal variation of the relative densities of He and Ar at
2SO km at high northern latitudes. The observations are derived from the MSIS-

model [241 and are given by the fully drawn lines. The dashed lines result from
seasonal temperature variations alone. Thus a considerable part of the seasonal

changes - indicated by the hatched areas - is possibly due to seasonal variations

of turbulence. Recalling the effects of turbulence variations on neutral composi-

tion as sketched in Figure 4, we expect low winter turbulence due to the winter
He bulge [2;1 and high summer turbulence due to the summer Ar bulge.

obs

He '

+0.5

O~ Ml

0 - -_

Jan IJune I e

Fig. Observed seasonal variations of helium and argon in the upper

thermosphere at 2jo km and high northern latitudes derived from the

MSIS model. The dashed curve indicates density variations caused
solely by changes of the exospheric temperature.
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This assumpt ion is indeed confirmed by model ca Iculat ions a show in
Figure 0). The horizonta I axis gives the season, and the vert ica I axis gives the
t urbopause heiaht. The diag-ram refers to mean and higah latitudes. The dashed line
represents the results of the model ca Iculat ions by Blum et a I. ! 27 which are

compared to turbopause height determinations derived from mass spectrometer atnd

incoherent scatter data. Obv iouslv the model contradicts the observations of

Dani ov et a 1. [2 1 but it is qualitatively in agreement with the observations of

Alcayde et al. [7 1. It is important to note that the absolute values of the model

depend on the boundary conditions. Therefore the quantitative difference between

the incoherent scat ter- deri ved da ta and the model poses no serious problems.

COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH OBSERVATIONS

120 1 - - --- - -- 
-____

OBS:ALCAYDE 1979 -- ... ...l--I
/

-110 "
.-- --- // /\ 1-.1~

MODEL:BLUM 1978I--
/

"r /

"' 100s

S ,...- OBS :DAN ILOV 1979

90WINTER SPRING I SUMMER FALL

Fig. u Comparison of calculated seasonal variations of turbopause height
with variations derived from observations of turbulence parameters.

It should be pointed out that turbulence variations are not necessarily required
to explain the seasonal variation of composition. A different, but also success-
ful explanation is offered by the process of redistribution of thermospheric
constituents due to g'obal seasonal winds [2()-,321. But as this is not the subject
of this paper, we will not enter into the detail; here. In another paper in this
volume [30] these problems are discussed more extensively.

Unfortunately, no compelling theoretical arguments can be given for either one of

the seasonal variations of turbulence shown in Figure (). Thus, at least at the
present. the discrepancies between some observations and model calculations and -
even more confusing - between observations obtained from different techniques
cannot be resolved.
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Fna ly. Y aother pheO menon wi I I be considered, which has been suggested by
%, rios invest i Lators to be possibly caused by variations of turbulence: the
Ihnlge of upper atmospheric composition during geomagnetic disturbances 1,3,.341-
The left side of Figure 10 shows the latitudinal changes of composition during

the main phase of a geomagnotic storm. The vertical axis gives the ratio of the
disturbed to the undisturbed densities. The data are derived from ESRO 4 mass
pectrometer observat ions I ',j. These changes qualitatively resemble the seasonal

chaln-es from winter to summer conditions: the He-density is decreased. and the
\r-den it is increased. This behav iour suggests an explana t ion s imi lar to the
SXpI I a t ion of sea sona I densitv changes: a variation of the turbopause height
tith latitude. The right side of Figure 10 shows model calculat ions by Blum et

,t I. 1,4 which relate the observed density distribution to an increase of the
turbopause hei ght with lit itde. Combined with variations of the exospheric
temperature. this mechanism is indeed able to explain the observations.

HE I(,H kM)

3D 24 
C,  

280 340

S 4 M(JLf t

1.5 (BLUM,1975) AS

10

I r 2

0.5
HE HE

0.1

I I i II I I I _____________________

20 40 60 80 100 102 104 106

MA(,NE T [C LA I 'IOE TURBOPAUSE HEIGHT (KM)

Fig. 10 Compositional changes during geomagnetic disturbances:
observations and model calculations.

t'nfortunately, this explanation runs into theoretical difficulties, as the charac-
teristic time T for eddy diffusion processes is given by

H(7)

where H is the atmospheric scale height. It is easily seen that T is of the order
of hours to days at the turbopause level. Therefore the characteristic reaction
time of the atmosphere to turbulence changes is much longer than the characteris-
tic time of the geomagnetic disturbance. On the other hand, the very simplicity

of this explanation and the good fit of the observations seem to indicate that
turbulence variations are very useful as a parameter even in cases where the
physics behind the processes is not yet fully understood [.3b6. Those who strongly
object to this application of turbulence variations should be reminded that the

hydrodynamic equations give good results even under conditions where they should
riot theoretically be applicable.

Just its in the case of seasonal variations of composition, in the case of
geomagnetic variations the mechanisms of global thermospheric wind fields also
offer an alternative explanation of the observed compositional changes 1371.
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CONCLUSIONS

Before summarizing our conclusions, we would like to note that we have omitted a
discussion of" the mesospheric and lower thermospheric sources of turbulence, as
this is a broad and complicated field of theoretical studies and investigations
outside this review. In conclusion, the present results of the effects of
turbulence on the neutral upper atmosphere can be summarized as follows:

1. Observations below 0 km do not allow conclusions on neutral composition.

2. Observations covering the turbopause altitude do not show consistent results.

3. Model calculations based on upper thermospheric composition suggest low winter
and high summer turbulence.

4. During geomagnetic disturbances model calculations suggest an increase of
turbulence.

j. The effects of winds tend to alter the calculated turbulence variations

significantly.

o. No theoretical evidence is known for turbulence variations.

7. More observations of turbulence in the turbopause region are required.
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EDDY MIXING AND
COMPOSITION VARIATIONS OF
EARTH'S UPPER ATMOSPHERE
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Hydrometeorology, Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

Solar radiation intensity variations lead to eddy diffusion coeffi-
cient variations and are closely connected with variations of both
neutral atmosphere constituents in which only eddy mixing (helium)
lays a determining part and those in which photochemical processes
atomic oxygen) are also significant. A possible mechanism of the

semiannual density variation occurence in the Earth's upper atmo-
sphere is obtained.

K hddy Variations

The process of eddy diffusion determines to a great extent the
neutral composition of Earth's upper atmosphere and its variations.
However, the question of nature, intensity and variations of upper
atmosphere mixing has not been definitely solved at present. A
number of authors put forward atmospheric circulation as an alter-
native to eddy mixing.

Eddy mixing occurence at heights _< 100 km is connected with atmo-
sphere heating under molecular oxygen dissociation by solar radia-
tion. (High latitude regions would not be considered here because
of the existence of specific heating sources). Paper [11 suggests
a calculation scheme for the eddy diffusion coefficient K based on
thermosphere and mesosphere thermodynamic stability. Assuming full
heat redistribution over the globe, the mean eddy diffusion coeffi-
cient was obtained in [11 and estimates were made of maximum rates
of vertical movements and corresponding horizontal winds necessary
for elimination of asymmetry in the energy inpuL into the upper
atmosphere. In the other extreme case - when a global wind system
is not formed and heat redistribution over the globe does not
occur - we get estimates of maximum K value variations. In [2]
with conditions for different latitudes during solstice it is found
that the value of K - themaimym eady diffusion coefficient -
varies little, being -IOcm-s 1 in the smmer hemisphere, and de-
creasing abruptly to I05cm2s at Y b0 in the winter hemisphe-
re. Similar values are obtained in [3] for mid-latitudes.
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and -C

Lot us estimate the characteristic time of heat t~ansfer to the, o-
we6 atm~sp~ery by euy heat conduction E - H /K. For K -. 0
iu , 10 cm s -  and H = 6 km we get respecbly -ce' 4(10',03 ,

lO)s. Comparing the value with the characteristic 4e necessary
for gas transfer across half of the terrestrial hemisphere with
horizont wind rate for heights 100-110 km V - 5 m s- [1 ,
U, 2.10 s-25 days, we see that T-w ana G ad- !tre 2 c°pa r able
only for the wvinter hemisphere region where K e- d 0 cm s . This
means that this is the only region where one Fan expect horizontal
winu transfer (and hence corresponding vertical gas movements) to
have a considerable influence on upper atmosphere composit.on. In
all othev regions eddy diffusion prevails, vertical movements play-
ing only "corrective" or long term roles.

The eddy diffusion coefficient has its maximum and minimum coincid-
ing witn heat influx maximum and minimum, respectively. Similar
conclusions were obtained in [21 where K was estimated from atmo-
s6ioric composition variations in He andm'. However, in the inter-
mediate region K values are lower, and thus the "corrective" role
of the 4inQ system takes place. Note that it also follows from the
auovementioned estimates of "C that atmospheric midlatitude tur-
bulence reacts relatively fast (several hours) to incoming energy
variations in summer in comparison to winter (several days).

/N 2 variations

Calculations of annual midlatitude variations of O/N at a height
of 150 km were performed on the basis of K annual variations having
a maximum in summer [41. These values were obtained from known he-
lium concentration variations and corresponding solar dissociating
radiation variations. Dissociating radiation increase leads to an
increase in the 0 density. Corresponding eddy mixing intensifica-
tion increases the downward flow of atomic oxygen, that is decreas-
in6 the 0 density. The net effect of these actions results in 0/N
maximums in equinoctial periods, that agree well with experimental
data at i30 km (Fig.l). (See e.g. 141, [51).

CONCLUSION

Tnus, solar radiation intensity variations, caused by latitude or
seazon changes lead to eddy diffusion coefficient variations and
are closely connected with variations of both neutral atmosphere
constituents in which only eddy mixing (helium) plays a determin-
ing part and those in wnich photochemical processes (atomic oxy-
gen) a'e also significant. A possible mechanism of the semiannual
aensity variations occurrence in the Earth's upper atmosphere is
obtained that should be considered while modelling the neutral
composition.
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THERMOSPHERIC MODEL
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TURBULENCE DATA

K.G.H. Schuchardt and P.W. Blum

Institut fur Astrophysik und Extraterrestrische Forschung,
Universitdt Bonn, 5300 Bonn, FRG

ABSTRACT

Thermospheric model calculations are presented which explain the seasonal composi-
tional changes of helium and argon by the combined effect of seasonal-latitudinal
variations of turbulence and global seasonal winds. The observational base of the
model calculations is given by empirical data of upper thermospheric densities
and by estimates of the turbopause height derived from composition measurements
and incoherent scatter temperatures in the lower thermosphere. The results are
compared with observations of the seasonal variability of atomic oxygen in the
turbopause region.

INTRODUCTION

Empirical models based on the satellite observations of the last two decades have
led to significant progress in the phenomenological description of the upper
thermosphere 1 I] . Our understanding of the dynamical processes required for the
construction of theoretical atmospheric models is much less complete. The two
mechanisms 'wind' and 'turbulence' are both considered to be major causes of
seasonal variations in the thermosphere [2,,1]. Between the cold winter and the
hot summer hemisphere a pressure gradient develops, which induces a thermospheric
meridional wind blowing from summer to winter. This results in upward winds in
summer and downward winds in winter. Quantitative observations of the seasonal
winds are difficult, although they have been verified qualitatively. In addition,
seasonal variations of turbulence have been observed. The boundary layer between
mixing and diffusive separation undergoes a seasonal variation of the order of 10
to 20 km [ 4, ]. These observations are still controversial with respect to
quantitative values as well as to the qualitative seasonal behaviour of turbu-
lence. Both mechanisms - winds as well as turbulence variations - significantly
affect the neutral composition of the thermosphere. A winter decrease of the
turbopause height as well as a summer-to-winter wind would produce the winter He
bulge and the summer Ar bulge [ 0 ], in exact agreement with mass spectrometer
observations 17].

MODEL CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this paper model calculations are presented which interpret the seasonal
density variations of helium and argon as a combined effect of global winds and
seasonal-latitudinal variations of turbulence. The model is a three-component
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Inode I with i a bhckeround teas and the two imiinor constituents He and Ar and refers

to the , Iltitude rine between IO and 'OO ki. Our model is based on simplitied
hydrod n amical equations in order to gzive more transparency to the calculations

. As ,e are dealine with long-t ime variations, the continuity equations apply
to the stationary state. Only the momentum equations of the minor const ituents,
i.e. the diffusion equations. are considered. Finally, the energy equation is
replaced by observed temperatures and by tile parameterization of the meridional

%ind field and the eddy diffusion coefficient.

@0

Fig. I Observed relative variations of turbulence in the northern hemisphere.

First results of the model 6j01 have already shown that for any given turbulence
variation a well-determined wind field can be derived from the compositional
chanzes of the wind constituents. However, from theory alone it cannot yet be
decided which of the two mechanisms is more effective. Therefore observational
data of either turbulence or winds are required. Figure 1 shows two different
seasonal variations of the eddy diffusion coefficient in the northern hemisphere.
The solid line is derived from lower thermospheric composition measurements by
Paniilov et iLl. 1 4 I. The dots and the intuitively drawn connecting line are
inferred from incoherent scatter temperatures by Alcayde et al. [51 . While in
both cases the extremes occur at solstice, the amplitudes have different signs,
clear evidence for the unreliability of available observations.

Helium arid Araon

Thus two different annual variations of turbulence are derived from Figure I and
are used as the basic observational information in our model calculations. These
turbulence variations and the corresponding wind fields resulting from the model
are given in Ficure 2. In the upper diagram, the solid curve shows the turbulence
variation derived from the incoherent scatter data by Alcayde 5]. The dashed
curve is inferred from the homopause observations by Danilov [41. Both these
variations refer to the polar northern hemisphere. Therefore - due to their
symmetry with respect to season - the south polar turbulence is given by the
mirror images of these curves. The two lower diagrams represent the wind fields
at 120 km. which are required in addition to the turbulence variations to result
in observed seasonal changes of He and Ar in the upper thermosphere. In both
cases the curves show the typical structure of the seasonal meridional wind cell:
at winter solstice we obtain south-to-north horizontal winds and northern down-
ward winds. The maximum velocities are 10 m's in the horizontal and 0.2 m/s in
the vertical direction. Thus the vertical velocity is generally smaller than the
horizontal velocity by a factor of about 50. These large wind amplitudes are
based on high winter turbulence (dashed curves). A low winter turbulence (fully
drawn lines) results in meridional winds which are considerably smaller. It
should be mentioned that this latter case is similar to the results derived in
our turbulence models [.31 and discussed in our, preceding review paper 1i.
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Fig. 2 Seasonal ritat ions of turbulence and meridional winds. Tle turbulence
variat ions are derived from the data shown in F'igure 1, the winds re-sult from mod-

el calculations based on these turbulence variations.* " * .. *A

Fi t. Vppr part: Seasonal variation of the airlow emission rate. Middle part:
Seasonal i variat ion of' the gobal ly averaged tUrbopause height derived from helium
and argon. Lower part: Relative oxygen varition at 100 km deduced from turbopause

height and air-glow.
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So t'ar we have, Cenlsidereod in eur mede I cal culat ions compes it ionalI changes et He
anid Ar eli l v. But a ternic oxygien is a ilso at seonsit ivv inrdiceater- of' dynamic [recessest

i thle atmoesphere . Indeed. observatioens reveal at streng seasonal variat ion of the
atomric ox ,vaen cencent ratioen even at ver ' lew thermospheric altitude,,. The Lipper
d ia~rati ef" Figunre "shews the seasenalI variation of' the mid]at-i tnde max imum of'
thle ox :gean a ralew emi ssiori rate at 10 km derived by Cogger et at. I 10~ f rom
ste I I I to-homeo photoireteor ehser-vat i ons . The data atre combhinod f'rom heth1 hem I -

spheres. and thus the ,Y can he interpreted as to indicate the seasonal I ariat ion
of thle alohal miearn valtie of' the atomic exygen density in the 100 km region 0.
kioreove-r, as, thle observations refeor to thle hernopause region , they shoul d directly
re'l ect possibhIe variatioens, of' turhulerice.

It has heern shown ini thle foregoi ng discuss ion that it' the tUrhu1lCe Variations
derived f'rom thle incoherent scatter data I ) are used in our model the result inf!
wind f'ield was of' mirror importance . Thtus, inl this case, it can be neglected in a
'i rst approx ima~tion . anrd seasonal changes eit compos it ion are then mainlty ascrihed

to turbulence Narirt ions. Consequent lY. the quest ion arises whether the seasonal
Narriat ion of' thle t ur'hopause ha sed errl composi t ionalI changes of hotliurn and a rgon is
compat ibhe with the ohserved oxygen variation. The second d iagram in Figure .3
shows thle globhalt me;in of' the seaseonal var iatio eo f' thle t u rhopause calcunlIated f'ret
the seasonalI variat ions of' the diurnally and tat itudina lly averaged He and Ar
densities. Thre relative variation of' 0 resullt ing from these turbulence changes is
shown in ttie lower dliagram of' Figure ,by the solid curve. If, for Comparison,
thle oxygeen varI i att i err i s est imated trem the ohsorved emi ssion ra to 10! . one
ohta ins thle dashed curveo. Not only' the phase. hut also the amplitudes of' both thle
observed and thle calIculIat ed vari at ions are inr good agreement . This last me sulIt
prey ides add itiornalI ev idence of' the important roe of turbulence va r iat ions for
the exp lariation of' t hernospheri c behavijour, atlthough no doubt many additional
observat ions ar'e requirmed inl order to deter'mine f'inall1 the role of turbulence in
atmospheric dynamrcs.
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ABSTRACT

Numerical models of the thermal budget of the Earth's upper atmos-
phere in the height range of 90-500km are developed. The main
sources and sinks of energy including infra-red radiative cooling
by vibrational-rotational bands of NO, COo, OH and 0 as well as
heating and cooling arising from dissipatton of turblent energy
and eddy heat transport are taken into account. The calculated tem-
perature and density height profiles are in good agreement with the
respective profiles from CIRA 72 and Jacchia 1977 models. It is
shown for the models considered that IR-radiative cooling by CO
and NO in the 15p and 5.3p bands, not eddy turbulence providei
the major loss of heat from 90 to 180k.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable progress has been achieved in the
development of theoretical models of thermospheric dynamics and the
heat budget. Nevertheless, serious difficulties concerning the
correct treatment of cooling mechanisms are not yet resolved.They
are primarily connected with the relative importance of infra-red
radiation and eddy turbulence, the latter being responsible for not
just cooling but, also, heating of the gas due to viscous dissipa-
tion of the turbulent kinetic energy.

The difficulties of the correct description of turbulent heating
and the necessity to find an effective heat sink in the lower
thermosphere have apparently led to the fact that in some theore-
tical models [1,81 turbulent heating is utterly ignored. However,
temperature height distributions calculated with these models are
substantialy different from the empirical ones corresponding to
CIRA 72 [21 or Jacchia [9) thermospheric models. The disagreement
between theory and experiment (both for the lower and upper ther-
mospheres) is caused by a number of reasons. A considerable under-
estimation of IR-coolin; in the thermospheric heat budget is per-
haps one of them.

The theoretical analysis of IR-radiation at heights from 90 to 250
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km [6] and the experimental results 111,151 indicate that for de-
velopment of an adequate thermospheric model a correct treatment of
IR-radiation in the 1.2-20 p wavelength region, primarily in the
5.3p and the 15y bands of NO and C02 , is of critical importance.
The aim of this study is to simulate the main heating and cooling
mechanisms including eddy turbulence and r2-radiation and to evalu-
ate tieir relative contribution to the heat budget of the Earth's
thermosphere.

BASIC A;SIUPTIONS AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

For the analysis the number concentrations of the atmospheric con-
stituents at the lower boundary (or in some vicinity of it) are
assumed to be known. The concentrations of N2 and 0 are taken ac-
cording to the CIRA 72 model atmosphere [2]. The atgmic oxygen dis-
tribution from 90 to 120km is taken according to measurements L4]
and above 120km is assumed to be in diffusive equilibrium. Apart
from the major constituents N2 , 02 and 0, some minor ones such as
NO, CO 07 and OH which give the major contributions to the ther-
mospheric 3IR-radiation in the 2.8-17 j wavelength region are also
considered. The NO concentration height distribution is taken in
accordance with recent measurements and calculations carried out by
various authors. The distribution of CO below 1OOkm is determined
from the approximate solution of the stationary one-dimensional
continuity equation with allowance for eddy mixing and photodisso-
ciation and auove 1OOkm from the condition of diffusive equilibrium.
The ozone concentration at all heights is derived from the assump-
tion of photochemical equilibrium, with O production by the reac-
tion 0 + 02 + M' and loss due to photodi sociatio;. anid reactions
with 0 and H.

To determine the temperature and density distributions in the alti-
tude range of 90-500km the one-dimensional equations of continuity,
hydrostatic and heat balance are solved, together with the equa-
tions of vibrational kinetics for the radiating molecules. In the
heat balance equation the following heat sources and sinks are ta-
ken into account:
a) heating arising from photodissociation of 0 and 0
b) heating available from N , 0 and 0 photoiotizatioA and ioniza-

tion by precipitating elctrgns;
c) chemical heating in the reactions with atomic oxygen and ozone:

0 + u + L' -00 + M , 0 + 02 + M -0 + M
0 + 0 -0 2(Ag) + 0 H + 0 --e OH + 02

d) TR-cooling1iyl&he vibrational-rotational bands of C02, NO, 0,
OH, NO , N 4 and CO, in the 1.27p 02 band and in the 63j'
atomic oxygen line;

e) heating and cooling produced by diurnal contraction and expan-
sion of the thermosphere;

I molecular heat conduction;
- turbulent heating and conduction.

v,, wu;.e heating and cooling rates for the processes in question
r., '.:,cussed in detail in [7]. Here we only point out that the

... iuction heating rate is calculated from the equation

if3 c aIPCp Kh + (1)
p
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where K - eddy thermal conductivity (assumed to be equal to the
eddy diffusion coefficient); C - the specific heat at constant
pressure; ?- gas density and Pg - the acceleration due to gravity.
The rate of turbulent heating is calculated from the equation

q eh = Kh ZT  (T +  ) -- (2)
T z C Rf

p o
where Rf is the dynamic Richardson number for quasi-stationary
turbulen? motion. Eq.(2) implies that gas heating arises from both
the viscous dissipation of turbulent energy and the work of turbu-
lent pulsations against buoyancy forces. The height distribution of
the dynamic Richardson number needed for the computation of q and
q is derived from the measured wind shear height profiles ei1 2 ]
uing the height average value of the inverse turbulent Prandtl
number equal to 0.3 which has been deduced from experiments [10].
The square of the Brunt-Vaisqla frequency ( 6T/az + g/C ) g/T is
derived from the mean temperature height distribution ofpthe Jac-
chia 1977 model [9]. For the function Kt1(z) the analytic approxima-
tion suggested in [14] is gopted. The height z at which KF, at-
tains it aximum value K" has been varied within thq rai.gU 100-
'llkm. K in its turn his been varied from 10 to 10' cm'/s. Be-
sides, te functional relation between K, and Rf derived from ana-
lysis of experimental data and physical donsiderRtions of the semi-
empirical theory of turbulence is also used. This relation has the
form 21 - Rfo_ cm2

Kh x 10 5  1 o c()

To calculate the IR-radiative cooling in the 15ju band of CO the
escape-to-space approximation is adopted which takes into acbount
reabsorption and transfer of radiation. The equations which descri-
be thte state of the thermosphere are solved numerically for the
time of equinox at the equator. The flux of solar radiation is as-
sumed to correspond to the middle level of solar activity for which,
at zero solar zeniuh angle, the flux of ionizing UV-radiat on (<
1027A) at the top of the thermosphere is about 3.7 ergs/cm /s [3).
The brightness temperatures of the lower atmospheric radiation are
supposed to be equal to their typical values, namely 210K for the
14 p band of 0 and 240K for the 5.3) and 9.6t1 bands of NO and 05.
The colisionai eactivation Eate constants for the NO(v=1),

CO (01 0), 0(O 0) and 07(00 1) vibrational levels are taken to be
(i units of cm3/s)

k(NO-O) = 3.6 x 10 - 1 1

k(C0 2-02 ) = 3xk(C02 -N2 ) = 4.4x10-1 5 T exp(-41/T 1 / 3 ) (4)

k(o3(01 0 0)-o) = k(o3(o0 0 1)-o) = 3.1 x 10-12

The rate constant for the CO (0100) relaxation in collisions with
atomic oxygen has been deriv;d from a numerical experiment. The
rate constants for the other processes have been assumed to be the
same as in [6,7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First let us consider the static thermospheric models which corres-
pond to the steady state solutions of the hydrostatic and heat ba-
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lance equations with the rates of heatinfg by UV-radiation taken to
be equal to their dgily,average values -ud the coefficient6(Z)
such that K = 10 cm/s at 10kmi. The value of the CO (010) z

deactivatio rate constant in collisions with atomic oxygen has
been deterrined by means of adjusting the calculated temperature
distribution to the experimental one. The agreement between the two
has proved to be fairly satisfactory for

k(CO.)-0) : 3 x 10-  exp (-800/T) cm3/s (5)

The respective temperature height distributions are shown in Fig.1;j.
Throughout the whole height range considered there is a good agree-
ment between the calculated (curve 1) and the empirical distribu-
tions. ]Phe calculated atmospherjY, density is also close to the
experimental values at all heigL .

TABLE I Daily Avera.;e Vertical Energ-y Fluxes
for Radiative and Conductive Cooling
and Turbulent Heating at 90 and 120km
( = 6= 0, F . 7  150)

Emission, process Flux (ergs/cm 2S)

90km 120km
I. 1.27p 02 (chemical)* -0.08 0
2. 2.8 p OH (chemical) -0.06 0

. 9.6 4 0, (chemical) -0.01 0
4. 14.4p 0-' (chemical and thermal) -0.01 0

4.3-5.3P C02, CO, NO, NO , -0.12 -0.1

N14N15 (chemical)

6. 5.3p NO (thermal) -0.17 -0.16
7. 15 C02  (thermal) -1.81 -0.15
8. 63 0 (thermal) -0.12 -0.1
9. Molecular conduction 0 -0.39

10. Eddy conduction -0.95 0
11. Turbulent heating +1.25 0
12. Total flux -2.08 -0.9

*excitation mechanism

In order to compare the relative contributions of various cooling
mechanisms to the thermospheric heat budget we have computed the
daily average radiative vertical fluxes for the bands in question,
as well as the fluxes due to the molecular and eddy heat conduction
at 90 and 120km. The results are presented in Table 1. It has been
found that at the height of 12Okm the thermospheric radiation in
the 5.5 and "151 bands of NO and CO is the main mechanism of
energy loss, with the fluxes being greater by factors of 1.6 and
1.5, respectively, than that for the o53u atomic oxygen line. Radi-
ative cooling in these bands is determined by the thermal excita-
tion of INC and CO vibrations in collisions with oxygen atoms. In
the height range f 90-120km radiation in the 15 p band of CO ap-
pears to be the dominant mechanism of uner6y loss. The temper ture
height profiles shown in Fig.la by the curves 2 and 3 are vbtained
on the assumption that no vibrational excitation takes place in
collisions between NO and 0 (curve 2) and between CO2 and 0 (curve
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3). It can be easily seen from Fih,.la that collisions between 110
and CO) and atomic oxygen play an important role in the formation
of the-thernospheric temperature height distribution.

2. 20

Sl l  -0106 1010
6 3 2 5

E 300 -20

1 00 400 7T,Ki It

10 00

0 400 500 noM 1600 200 .50 300 550

TEMPERATURE (K) TEMVERATURE (K)

Fig.la(left) The altitude temperature distributions for the theo-
retical and empirical models. The calculations a~xcarriod o t for
the altitude profile of K (z) characterized by , = 10 cm 6s and
z 10 c= . I - vibrational excitation of 110(v=4) and CO (01 0) in
c~llisions 110-0 and C02-0 is taken into account; 2 - no eicitation
in collisions 110-0; 3 - no excitation in collisions C02-0; 4 - no
excitation in collisions of 0 with both NO and CO ; 5 - CIRA 72
model; 6 - Jacchia 1977 model. Fig.lb(right) Tie altitude tempe-
rgyre profiles in the lower thermosi.)here for varying values of
K at z = 105km. Also shown are: CIRA 72 model (dashed line),
J~cchia 1 77 model (dot-dashed line), measurements [13J (double-
dot-dashed line), measurements [5) (open and solid circles, tri-
angles and squares).

In order to study the relative importance of turbulence and IR-raii-
ation in the thermospheric heat budget we have carried out a number
of computations usingj various values of the eddy thermal conductivi-
sy. ihe calculated temperature height distributions shown in Fig.lb
are in satisfactory agreement with the corresponding profiles of tba
CIRA and Jacchia 1977 models and the experimenta data [5, 151
if 5 doea Ot exceed the value of about 2xlOU cm /s. For larger
valu s of' K the temperature profiles do not agree with the expe-
rimental daa. ContFWy to the results of I1] our calculations show
that the value of Kh does not have much effect on the exospheric
temperature jx and, therefore, there is no need to assume larger
values for K. in order to get closer agreement between calculated
and expurimegntal values of 'P o . It is not eddy turbulence but radi-
ative cooling, in the 5.5 p and 15fJ bands of NO and CO that affect
the value of Tw. In [1, 81 this radiative heat sink wis either
ignored (for NO) or essentially underestimated (for C02 ).

In order to .-et additrional information on the typical average value
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of 7, in the lower thermosphere we have compared the calculated
ratet of tu~blent energ-y,,dispipation 6 with the experimental
data. For K j = (l-3)xlO cria/s the agreement between calculated
anMd experimental values of F, has turned out to be rather satis-
factory. It should be n1 tkd that 6the 2adoption of the functional re-
lation (, ) (for which Kh - 1O cm /s) also results in T and e
distributions wnich are in close agreement with the experimental
data.

Thus the results bring us to t xconclusion that the maximum value

of eddy thermal conductivity K in the lower thermosphere for an6
average quasitationary thermo~pheric condition cannot exceed 2x10
cm2/s. The analysis has also shown that for altitudes z > z , where
eddy heat conductivity is decreasing with height, the net e~fect of
eddy turbulence is to cool the thermosphere. It results from the
fact that at these altitudes a sharp decrease of Kh(z) with height
causes a rapid cessation of turbulent heating (Ci. (2)) while eddy
conduction always cools the thermosphere at the heights where Kh(z)
is decreasing with z (Cf'.(1)). In the region z < i the effect of
turbulence on the thermospheric heat budget is det~rnined largely
by the shape of the 4eigbt profile of K . If K (z) increases from
a value gf 3-5)x1O' cm"/s at the mesoause lvel to a value of
('I-3)xlOl cm-/s at the height z M, turbulence provides not gas heat-
in- in this heiht region. For K increasing with height more ra-
pidlly than 1/ 1C ( 9T/az + g/C p] the value of q is positive,
that is eddy conduction provides not cooling but h~ating, in addi-
tion to the heating arising from turbulent energy dissipation. If
the value of K is constant from the mesopause level to the height
z or increase4 only slightly, eddy conduction always cools this
region of the thermosphere and the net result of eddy turbulence
can be either eating or cooling. However, in any case when
Kmax 4 10 cm /s it is IR-radiation that provides the major loss
of energy from the thermosphere.

In order to estimate the effect of the other possible energy sour-
ces in the lower thermosphere (tides, acoustic and internal gravity
waves, etc.) on the temperature height distribution we have intro-
duced into the energy equation an additional heat source with the
volume heating rate decreasing exponentially with a scale height
of 6vn. It has turned out that this energy source does not change
tnermospheric temperatures significantly if the additional influx
of heat at the mesopause level z = 9Okm is not greater than about
2 erg/cm2 /s. Almost all this ene~gy is radiated away in the 15
band of CO2.

Apart from the static thermospheric models the alternative dynamic
models describing the diurnal variations of the basic thermospheric
parameters have also been considered. Some results of the calcula-
tions are presented in Figs.2a and 2b. It can be seen that at local
noon infra-red radiation is the major mechanism of energy loss in
the height range of )O-'180kn. [.Iolecular conduction prevails as a
cooling process only at heights above 18Okm. Among IR-radiation
bands the 15 p band of CO dominates in cooling over the others in
the altitude range of 9O-420m. The 5.3 p band of NO prevails from
120 to 2501ci. Radiative cooling in the 65 ju line of atomic oxygen

becomes dominant only above 2501m. The results of the analysis show,
however, that the diurnal variations of gas temperature and density
at exospheric heights derived from the models are noticeably great-
er than those obtained from experiments. This departure may be
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attributed to the fact that a number of processes are not properly
taken into account in the dynamic models. First of all, perhaps,
the advective energy transport due to thermospheric winds. In the
static models, however, this process of horizontal heat advection
is effectively averaged over a day. That is why the calculated the-
mospheric parameters, at least for low and middle latitudes, have
proved to be in good accord with observational data.

300 Z \ \300

\ \ 65 Am Q

zoo 5" (_ -N

I- 200 - , . _ ; .. .

1000

io0 0- 10' iO6

HEATINt AND COOLING RATES ercrns ') COO.ING RKTES ker-tm'S 4)

Fig.2a(left) Thermospheric cooling (dashed curves) and heating
rates (solid curves) vs altitude at local noon ( V = a = 0; F =
150). 1 - heating arising from 02 photodissociation; 2 - heal hz
available from photoionization; 3 - cooling due to thermospheric
expansion; 4 - cooling and heating due to molecular conduction;
5 - radiative cooling in the 1.27-6311 wavelength region; 6 - tur-
bulent heating and cooling; 7 - chemical heating. Fig.2b(right)
Radiative cooling rates vs altitude at local noon.

SULWARY

The main results of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. The static and dynamic theoretical models of the Earth's thermo-
sphere which take into account eddy conduction and heating arising
from turbulent energy dissipation and also IR-radiation in the 1.27-
63p wavelength region, including vibrational-rotational bands of
the minor atmospheric constituents (NO, CO , OH, 0 ), are consider-
ed. Throughout the whole altitude range (96-5OOk)there is good
agreement between the empirical and theoretical thermospheric tem-
perature and density height distributions derived from the static
model in which thermal excitation of molecular vibrations in colli-
sions of CO2 and NO with atomic oxygen is taken into account.

2. A parametric study of the role of eddy turbulence in the thermo-
spheric heat budget in which the basic parameters are the eddy t=-
mal conductivity K and the dynamic Richardson number Rf carried
out. An estimate Uf the maximum time average value of h in the
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lower heriosphere based on energy consideratiopand equal to (1-

-2)xlO cm'/s is obtained. For such values of K there is fairly
good agreement between the calculated and expermental height dis-
tributions of T and £d in the lower thermosphere.

3. At heights above the height z of the maximum eddy heat conduc-
tivity, the presence of turbulence results in gas cooling. Below
this altitude, turbulence can either cool or heat the thermosphere
depending on the shape of the height profile of K,,(z). For the ap-
proximation usually adopted for K,(z) (an exponential growth of Kh
with height for z 4 z m ) eddy turbTflence heats the thermosphere in
this region.

4. The major loss of energy in the altitude range of 90-180km is
provided by IR-radiation, primarily, in the 15t band of CO (90-
120ir) and in the 5.3,P band of NO (120-180km). The contribution of
IR-radiation in the 6314 line of 0 and of molecular and eddy conduc-
tion to the thermospheric heat budget at these heights has proved
to be less important than it was supposed to be in the earlier
theoretical studies of thermospheric energetics.
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ABiTPACT

The comparison of the self-consistent theoretical model with empi-
rical models and experimental data is presented. The cause of the
discrepancies of these models is discussed.

INTRODUCTI ON

The availability of large data bases resulting from measurements of
various thermospheric parameters has led to the development of em-
pirical models of the upper atmosphere. At present the best models
for general use are Jacchia-71 (i), MSID (2) and DTI (3). Jacchia's
1971 model is based on satellite drag data and results of rocket
measurements of the upper atmospheric composition below 200 km (4).
In order to account for the variations of the individual constitu-
ents a number of additional corrections to a diffusive equilibrium
model hEve been made in Jacchia's 77 model (5), in which a separate
"pseudotemperature" profile has been introduced for each constitu-
ent. However, the great complexity of this model makes its use
awkward. The main feature of the MSIS model is that it is based on
measurements of atmospheric composition from mass spectrometers on
five satellites (AE-B, OGO-6, San Marco 3, Aeros A and AE-C) and
neutral temperature inferred from incoherent scatter measurements
at four ground stations. The DTM model is based on a combination of
satellite drag data and optical measurements of the width of the
630 nm line of atomic oxygen providing a global temperature model
independent of any assumption related to the distribution of atmo-
spheric constituents. Prom comparisons of these models it would be
unfair to conclude (6,7) that any of the models is completely in-
adequate to represent the structure of the terrestrial thermosphere
although there are marked discrepancies between these models.

On the other hand, the development of the ionospheric plasma theory
makes it possible to solve the task of the self-consistent descrip-
tion of the charged and neutral constituent behaviour. The basis of
this description is a system of hydrodynamic equations. The self-
consistent theoretical model has been described in (8). The space-
time variations of the neutral, charged and excited species may be

187
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obtained from this model. The main purpose of this paper is the
comparison of the temporal and spatial variations of the ionosphe-
ric plasma parameters calculated from the self-consistent model
with the same parameters according to the empirical models J 71,
WI, DTM and the determination of the reasons of the discrepancies.

RESULTS AND DISCU SION

6 ....,'fSI

4' DTM, , . rhi v C M' ...:.>

K2

6
'44

80

r,0.

707 1494 /60/2 F
Fig. 1 Variations of the daily averaged neutral
gas temperature, 0 and N2 concentrations with
solar activity at 400 km.
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Fig.1 shows the variations of the daily averaged neutral gas tempe-
rature, the atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen concentrations
with solar activity at 400 km. The comparison between J 71, MSIS,
DTM and self-consistent model (3CM) is presented for equinox condi-
tions and K = 2. The comparison indicates that the neutral tempe-

rature is a linear function of the solar decimetric flux F 1 0 7.
However, the rate of increase of the neutral temperature according
to O"CM is higher than these values a-cording to J 71, MSIS and DTt,.
The best agreement between the models is obtained for mean solar
dec metr c fluxes ranging from approximately 100 to 130 x 10-22

.'m- Hz- . The largest discrepancies occur for high fluxes.

The molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen concentrations deduced
from the theoretical model are smaller than the concentrations de-
termined from the empirical models. First of all, these differences
are connected with the lower boundary conditions. The results of
the 0, 0' and N2 rocket measurements (9) were used for the determi-
nation o the lower boundary conditions in the self-consistent
model. The 0, 02 and N2 concentrations at the lower boundary in the
DTM and rA 3IS models significantly differ from the concentrations
measured by rockets (9). For example, the 0 concentration at 120 Ian
in MSIO is higher by a factor of 2 than the results of the rocket
measurements (9, 10) and the N2 concentration at 120 km is higher
by a factor of 1.3 than this value according to (9, 10).

Fig.2 compares the annual variation of the diurnally averaged
neutral temperature, atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen concen-
trations and total density at 400 km for 45 latitude, geomagnetic
index K = 2 and solar decimetric flux F 1 0.7 = 150. A good agree-
ment of the neutral temperature calculated from SCM with the MSIS,
DTM and J 71 neutral temperature is evident from Fig.2. However,
the CMi model neutral temperature is about 10% above that of the
J 71, MSIS and DTA models.

The theoretical total density is smaller than the empirical model
total densities. The seasonal variation of the theoretical N2 con-
centrati-n agrees with this variation from the MSIS and DTM empiri-
cal models.

The theoretical neutral temperature diurnal variation is presented
in Fig.3. This variation is compared with the MSIS model, the OGO-6
measurements (11) and incoherent scatter data (12, 13). The best
agreement occurs for the comparison with the incoherent scatter
measurements at St. .antin in (13). The theoretical neutral tempe-
rature in summer is higher than the empirical temperatures at 16 -
24 hr due to a shift in the time of the temperature maximum. This
shift may be caused by the one-dimensional description of the iono-
spheric plasma in the SCY1 model.

The theoretical Tn in November is smaller than the empirical Tn.
In winter the shift of the diurnal variation maximum is smaller in
comparison with this shift in summer. In total, the comparison
between the models indicates that the theoretical self-consistent
model describes the main features of the upper atmosphere as well
as the empirical models.
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Fig. 3 Diurnal variation of the neutral temperature.

The main feature of the self-consistent model is the description of
the charge constituents behaviour simultaneously with the behaviour
of the neutral constituents. This makes it possible to estimate the
reliability of this model by comparison of the theoretical iono-
spheric parameters with the experimental data.

Fig. 4 shows height profiles of the ion and electron temperatures
for low solar activity (FIO.7 = 70) according to (8) and values of
these parameters measured by the incoherent scatter method (13).
Tt is evident that good agreement occurs for summer and winter.
Thus the electron and ion temperatures calculated from the SCM
model are reliable for different but not all ionospheric conditions.

Comparisons between the plasma frequency variation deduced from the
SCIA model (8) and vertical incidence sounder data of ionospheric
stations are presented in Fig.5. The comparison of the theoretical
model with experimental data indicates that the self-consistent
model reflects the main features of the ionospheric behaviour.

A system of hydrodynamic equations makes it possible to construct
a theoretical model of the ionospheric plasma without including
empirical parameters. In this model the simultaneous behaviour of
the neutral and charged constituents is described. The comparison
of the theoretical model with empirical models and experimental
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data shows good atreement. However, there are differences between
the theoretical and empirical models and it is necessary to develop
a three-dimensional theoretical model. This is very important from
the point of view of the reliable description of the neutral
temperature distribution.
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THERMOSPHERIC MODELS
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ABSTRACT

Since the publication of the last COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere
(CIRA 1972) valuable progress has been achieved in improving our understanding of
the terrestrial thermosphere. As a result, several empirical models are now
available for numerous applications. The reliability of these models is
discussed within the framework of known physical phenomena. The most recent
published advances deal with longitudinal and universal time effects. Some
general shortcomings are pointed out in order to stimulate farther progress.

INTRODUCTION

Over a period of three years (1977-1979) five semi-empirical models of the
terrestrial upper atmosphere were published in such a way that any potential
user could easily compute total densities and temperatures without making use of
the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere [ Il. Such a quantitative progress,
which also involves a better representation of physical phenomena, implies the

necessity for a revision of CIRA 1972. These new semi-empirical models, however,
do not necessarily agree with each other for all existing geophysical conditions.
This fact will not facilitate the construction and the adoption of a new CIRA,
since all available models claim to reproduce observed quantities. The five
recent semi-empirical models are designated by the following acronyms : MSIS
[2,3j, ESRO4 141, J77 151, DTM 161 and AEROS 171. Except for J77, all models
are based on spherical harmonic expansions introduced by Hedin et al. (81 in

thermospheric modelling.
A systematic comparison between the most recent semi-empirical models will not be
undertaken, since such an analysis has been presented by Barlier et al. [91 for
MSIS, ESRO4, J77 and DTM and by Jacchia [ 101. The thermospheric part of CIRA 1972,
which was developed by Jacchia [ II] has been compared to DTM and MSIS by Barlier
et al. 16). Nevertheless, some specific discrepancies between the recent models,
not shown previously, are pointed out here and a comparison is made for a per-
manently minor constituent, i.e. atomic nitrogen which is given by Engebretson
et al. 1 121 and by K6hnlein et al. 171. Finally, the most recent developments
dealing with longitudinal effects introduced in MSIS by Hedin et al. 1131 and in
ESRO4 by Laux and von Zahn ( 141 are briefly compared.

197
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN MODELS

A perfect model should be able to represent all physical conditions in the past,
in the present and in the future. All semi-empirical models are, however, based
on a limited set of data. Fig. I shows the monthly mean of the 10.7 cm solar
flux used as an index under different forms in the models. The period shown covers
two solar cycles and its appears immediately that the solar maximum in 1958 was
much more intense than the last maximum in 1969. Horizontal lines in Fig. I
indicate the periods during which different satellites gathered data used in
various models. Only drag data leading to total densities are available since the
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Fig. I Monthly mean of the solar decimetric flux as a function of time between
1957 and 1978. Horizontal lines indicate the periods covered by in situ satellite
measurements (lower scale) as well as the period during which drag data and in-
coherent scatter data (upper and lower scale) were used for modeling purposes.
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beginning of space age. This type of data is essentially used in two models, i.e.
J77 and DTM. All other models are based on much more limited observational periods.
This implies that when a spherical harmonic analysis is made, such models lead
to extrapolated results when they are applied for geophysical conditions never
encountered during the observational periods. It is,therefore,not surprising
that a comparison between various models may lead to extreme differences of a
factor of two, even in the total densities 19). Furthermore, even the models J77
and DTM, with the largest data base, covering almost two solar cycles, have
difficulties in representing appropriately short term phenomena. All models show
different amplitudes in the diurnal variations of the individual components and
the phases agree only above 200 km altitude. Incoherent scatter data provided
considerable help in improving this situation 1151 , particularly with respect
to the diurnal temperature maximum.

Since the AEROS model 171 was not available at the time when a systematic com-
parison between various models was made by Barlier et al. 191 , Fig. 2 shows
the annual variation of atomic oxygen concentrations at the geographic poles
and at the equator obtained for AEROS, J77 and DTM. Results are given at 300 km
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Fig. 2 Annual variation of atomic oxygen at 300 km computed at 4 hours LT
with DTM, J77 and AEROS. Three latitudes are represented, i.e. north and south
poles and equator. The daily solar decimetric flux F and the mean flux F
correspond to the average conditions covered by AEROS. Geomagnetic indices are
A -4 or K 1.
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altitude for a daily and mean solar decimetric flux F = T 80 x 10
- 2 2 Wm- 2 Hz

- I

which corresponds to average solar flux conditions during the mass spectrometric
measurements used in the construction of AEROS. Quiet geomagnetic conditions
(K = I or A = 4) are adopted and the computations are made for 4 hours local
soar time snce AEROS data were essentially obtained at 4 hours and 16 hours LT.
For this reason, only a cosine term is used in the AEROS model [71 to repre-
sent the diurnal variation and this model is probably not appropriate to correctly
model the diurnal variation. K6hnlein et al. 171 conclude that the AEROS model
is in satisfactory agreement with MSIS and ESR04. Although such a conclusion is
also valid for J77 and DTM, it appears, however, in Fig. 2 that significant
differences are present in the annual variation of atomic oxygen at the equator.
Since atomic oxygen is a major constituent at 300 km altitude, Fig. 2 indicates
that for equinox conditions AEROS leads to an equatorial total density which is
almost a factor of two higher than in J77 or in DTM. Such a discrepancy cannot
be attributed to a systematic difference between drag data and mass spectrometric
measurements.

Since the amplitude of the winter helium bulge is not yet well known [9, 16]
Fig. 3 shows the annual variation of helium concentrations at 300 km altitude for
the same geophysical conditions as in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the bulge is si-
milar in AEROS and in J77, but it is smaller in DTM where only drag data were used.
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Fig. 3 Annual variation of helium at 300 km for the same geophysical conditions
as in Fig. 2.
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This remains an open question, although Anderson et al.[ 17] have shown in an
analysis of He 58.4 nm dayglow emissions that both DTM and MSIS in general predict
higher helium concentrations than the airglow-determined values. At the equator,
the equinoctial maxima for helium are again larger in AEROS than in DTM or in J77,
i.e. a situation similar to the atomic oxygen variation shown in Fig. 2. Examples
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that significant differences still exist between
the most recent semi-empirical models. When loose expressions like "satisfactory,
reasonable or global agreement" are used in model comparisons, great care must be
taken in specific applications of semi-empirical models. Even when a model agrees
perfectly with a particular observation, it does not imply that the whole model
is perfect for other conditions. This is a consequence of the fact that the
mathematical formalisms presently used are not necessarily appropriate to repre-

sent all physical phenomena in the terrestrial thermosphere. It is even surprising
that the use of two indices (solar decimentric flux and geomagnetic index) is
sufficient to represent the atmospheric structure with a "reasonable" accuracy.
Standard deviations given for a specific model usually represent an internal

test for the consistency between the mathematical representation and the limited
set of data used for the construction of the model. However, such deviations give
no indication of the ability to represent external data not involved in the

construction of the model.

EXTERNAL TESTS

Any comparisons between model results and observations not involved in the con-
struction of the model is always a valuable test for the reliability of the model.
When such an exercise is made for the diurnal variation of atomic oxygen as
deduced by Alcayd6 and Bauer 1 18] from incoherent scatter data, it appears [ 9]
that the amplitude of the diurnal variation is often larger in incoherent
scatter data than in any model. This is particularly true for spring conditions
at 450 N when the diurnal amplitude in the incoherent scatter data is of the
order of a factor of three at 400 km altitude, whereas the largest amplitude in
three dimensional empirical models is given by DTM and reaches only a factor of
two. Nevertheless, all semi-empirical models are able to reproduce diurnal
maxima occuring at different local times for different species. Amplitudes and
phases of these maxima should probably be modified if new observational data
become available, particularly below 200 km altitude.

Except for J77, all semi-empirical models are characterized by variable lower
boundary conditions at 120 km altitude. The J77 model (51 starts at 90 km with
constant boundary conditions, but empirical corrections are introduced between 9)Wl
and 120 km to simulate departures from diffusive equilibrium. As a conse-
quence, the concentrations in J77 are also variable at 120 km altitude. Spherical
harmonics given at this height in the other semi-empirical models are, however,
obtained from data gathered at greater altitudes and model values at 120 km may
not necessarily represent real physical conditions, particularly for atomic oxygen
which is influenced by photochemical reactions and by transport processes. Re-

cently, Dickinson et al. 1 19] made a detailed analysis of several rocket flights
during which atomic oxygen was measured between 60 km and 140 km using an optical
resonance technique at 130 nm. Table I gives the measured atomic oxygen concen-
trations at 120 km for six rocket flights at South Uist (57.4 0 N, 7.40W). Data
are arranged in seasonal sequence.
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TABLE I : Atomic Oxygen in (10 I cm - 3 ) at 120 km Altitude.

Date 7 Feb II Feb I Apr 8 Sep 29 Nov 28 Nov

77 77 74 75 74 75

rime (UIT) 2309 1359 2237 2355 1153 1256
Dickinson et al. r1 9 ' 2.0 2.12 1.67 1.04 0.88 1.26
DTM 0.52 0.66 0.45 0.58 0.81 0.83
J77 0.64 0.72 0.53 0.78 0.84 1.06
MSIS 0.83 0.77 0.73 0.77 0.92 0.87
EISRO4 0.58 0.77 0.41 0.59 0.90 0.93
AEROS 0.68 0.79 0.53 0.72 1.12 1.15

Values obtained from the five semi-empirical models are also indicated and large
discrepancies appear between all model values and the measurements. If such a

comparison had been made only for the daytime flight on 29 November 1974, we could
have stated that a "satisfactory agreement" exists between all models and the
measurements. This is actually not the case and our semi-empirical representation
of the lower thermosphere is far from being complete.

Since the measurements of Dickinson et al. 1 19 ] extend up to 140 km in some cases,
Fig. 4 shows relative atomic oxygen concentrations obtained from measurements and
from models. For the daytime flight on II Feb 1977 all models decrease faster than
the observed values, whereas for the nighttime flight on 7 Feb 1977, only J77 is
a little outside of the error bar. Dickinson et al. [ 19 ]made a similar analysis
using CIRA 1972 1 I land concluded that in all cases the discrepancy between model
values and the measurements is a consequence of transport phenomena. Above 120 km
attitude MSIS is the only model which involves a correction to the usual
assumption of diffusive equilibrium. Such a correction never exceeds 13% in Fig.
4 and it is insufficient to bring the daytime MSIS values (almost identical to
DTM values) in agreement with the measurements. Model temperatures at 120 km and
150 km are also given in Fig. 4. At 150 km altitudes all models give almost
identical temperatures but at 120 km altitude the J77 temperature is always 40 K
to 50 K lower than in DTM or MSIS. Furthermore, the discrepancy between
measurements and models is always larger for J77. It is therefore possible that
the discrepancies shown in Fig. 4 are not due to transport but are an indication
that the model temperatures are too low at 120 km altitude. Incoherent scatter
temperatures at 120 km above Saint-Santin are actually of the order of 408 K 1 20 1
with an amplitude of 15 K for the annual variation and a small negative
dependence on solar decimetric flux.

MINOR CONSTITUENTS

thermospheric minor constituents can be divided in two categories : those which
are permanently minor at all heights and those which can become major consti-
tuents over certain height ranges as a consequence of diffusive separation in the
gravitational field. The first category including argon, carbon dioxide, atomic
nitrogen, nitric oxide never influence satellite drag data and they cannot be
deduced from such data. The second category deals mainly with atomic oxygen,
helium and atomic hydrogen which become successively the major thermospheric com-
ponent as height increases. Permanently minor constituents are only accessible
through selective measuring techniques, such as optical detection or mass spectro-
metric sampling. A good knowledge of any minor constituent is, however, of para-
mount importance since fundamental information can be gathered from trace con-
stituents. As an example, mass spectrometric measurements of argon and/or helium
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Fig. 4 Vertical distribution of relative atomic oxygen concentrations. Com-
parison between measured values by Dickinson et al. [19 land model values from
DTM r6 ', MSIS (2,3 land J77 (51

provide an excellent tool to investigate the transition from turbulent mixing
to diffusive separation in the 100 km altitude region 1 211 , although other techni-
ques such as sodium clouds ejections 1 22 land rocket grenade data l 231 also contri-
bute significantly to the knowledge of this transition region. Unfortunately, no
global coverage is yet available since direct in situ measurements can only be
performed by rockets in this height range. Remote sensing from a satellite is pro-
bably the only way to solve this question if an appropriate optical technique is
developed.

Among the permanently minor constituents, atomic nitrogen is the sole component
given by two global models ( 7, 12 1 . The first model by Engebretson et al. I 12 1
is based on a spherical harmonic expansion at 375 km altitude using mass spectro-
meter data from Atmosphere Explorer C during 1974 and part of 1975. Since atomic
nitrogen is involved in numerous chemical reactions [ 24 ] , its vertical distri-
butions is not necessarily in diffusive equilibrium. It has been shown experimen-
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tally 125) , however, that atomic nitrogen is in diffusive equilibrium at least
above 200 km altitude. Using the Atmosphere Explorer C model at 375 km, it is,
therefore, possible to compute atomic nitrogen concentrations at any height above
200 km altitude by adopting a vertical temperature profile. The second atomic
nitrogen model is included in AEROS, where the sphe'ical harmonic expansion refers
to 120 km altitude for reasons of uniformity with the other constituents. This
does not mean that the model can be used at altitudes below 120 kml 7] . Figs. 5
and 6 show the annual latitudinal variations of atomic nitrogen at 375 km as
given by AEROS I 7 l and Atmosphere Explorer Cj 12 ) for 4 hours and 16 hours local
solar times, respectively. These local times have been chosen since they corres-
pond to the local times for which AEROS is the most reliable. Figs. 5 and 6 in-
dicate that the general pattern of the annual variation is similar in both models.
However, at 16 hours LT (Fig. 6) the concentrations given by the Atmosphere
Explorer C model are approximately a factor of two higher than the values given
by AEROS. Even with such differences atomic nitrogen models should be used as
upper boundary conditions in a three-dimensional computation of odd nitrogen dis-
tributions below 200 km altitude. This could be of some importance for the energy
budget of the thermosphere, since it has been shown i 26 ] that nitric oxide is a
major cooling agent below 200 km. There is actually a need for the introduction of
permanently minor constituents in semi-empirical models in order to improve our
knowledge all the physical mechanisms which influence the thermospheric
structure.

LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS

The spherical harmonic expansion used in semi-empirical models depends on two
angular variables, i.e. geographic latitude and local solar time. The last
variable is a consequence of the assumed equivalence between longitude and local
time. This implies that the diurnal variation should be exactly identical at any
point of a latitudinal circle. However, the geomagnetic effect in J77 is expressed
in terms of magnetic latitude and, as a consequence, a longitudinal effect is
introduced, since the temperature increase associated with the K index is not
symetric with respect to the geographic north-south axis. It is,Ptherefore,
necessary to specify, in J77, the geographic longitude when comparisons are made
with other models. In Figs. 2 and 3 the longitude is 00 for J77, whereas Fig. 4
is constructed for the longitude of South Uist (7.40 W). Thuillier et al. 127 1
have also introduced the geomagnetic latitude in their temperature model in
order to obtain a better representation of the geomagnetic effect at high

latitudes.

Hedin et al. [ 13 lhave reanalyzed the data used in the construction of MSIS.
Spherical harmonic terms dependent on geographic latitude, longitude and univer-
sal time (UT) have been added to the previous expansion 1 2,3] which has not been
modified. In such a way, a combined longitudinal/UT effect is introduced for the
neutral temperature and composition. Longitudinal terms indicate a temperature
enhancement of the order of 30 K near the magnetic poles. The universal time
variation leads to an enhancement of the order of 30 K near 2130 UT in the
northern hemisphere and nearly 70K around 0930 UT in the southern hemisphere.
The combined longitude/UT effects lead to a rather complex pattern. As an example,
Figs. 7 and 8 show the geographic distribution of ratios of the total density at
500 km between the modified model [13 land the initial model 2,3 f2 3, Y, 15Y
and 21h UT respectively. Computations are made for F = F = 150 x 10 Wm- Hz-
and A = 4 under equinox conditions. The position of the sun is indicated on the
equatgr by a small circle. It is clear that the universal time evolution of the
longitudinal effect is a complex phenomenon which certainly needs further
studies.
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A simpler approach has been undertaken by Laux and von Zahn 141 who introduced an

empirical function for each atmospheric constituent of the ESRO 4 model [4 1.
These correction functions only depend on the geographic latitude and longitude.
Possible universal time effects are, therefore, ignored and the temperature is not
modified. Fig. 9 gives the longitudinal effect at 500 km on the total density in
ESRO4 for the same solar and geomagnetic activities as in Figs 7 and 8. It should

LONGITUDINAL EFFECT

ESRO 4
N

,, ".I -, 4---t--.k \

........ ..........

S

Fig. 9 Geographic distribution of longitudinal effects on the total density at
500 km in ESRO 4. F = F 150 Wm- 2 Hz- I , A = 4. Compare with Figs. 7 and 8.P

be noted that the coefficient, C for N should be read 2.118 x 102 instead of
2.118 in Table I given by Laux and von iahn 1 141. Furthermore, the so-called
"covariant latitude" is actually the colatitude which varies from 0* at the
North pole to 1800 at the South pole. The longitudinal effect for ESRO4 (Fig. 9)

is completely different from the results given by MSIS (Figs 7 and 8). This is
clearly shown in Fig. 10 where the total density ratio at 500 km is given as a
function of longitude at + 650 latitude for ESRO4 and for several universal times
in MSIS. The maximum amplitude is of the order of + 10% in boch models but the
phases never agree. ESRO4 can predict a density increase when MSIS leads to a
Fig. 10 Total density density decrease. It is difficult to reconcile these two

pictures unless the differences are entirely attributed to universal time
effects not included in ESRO4. Although longitudinal variations are correlated
to the configuration of the geomagnetic field, it appears that a consistent
global representation is not yet entirely available. One should, however,
realize that longitudinal/UT variations imply modifications of the order of a
few percent, whereas it has been shown that differences of the order of a factor
of two can still exist between total densities deduced from various models.

The various topics discussed in the present paper should not give the impression
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of a poor knowledge of the thermospheric structure. In 1975, Jacchia 28 wrote
"the variations in the uppermost parts of the terrestrial atmosphere can be

much better accounted for than can the weather in the atmospheric region in which
we live !". Such a statement essentially refers to the total density and the re-
cent semi-empirical models significantly contribute to the way this total
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Fig. 10 Total density ratio at 500 km between models with and without longitu-
dinal/UT effects at + 650 geographic latitude. MSIS ratios are given for the
same universal times as in Figs. 7 and 8.

density is built up. Important discrepancies still exist and it would be unwise
to declare that experimental and theoretical research in the terrestrial upper
atmosphere has reached a stage of development in which no fundamental discovery
can be made.
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ABSTRACT

A study was made of the variations in exospheric temperature in the disturbed
thermosphere as a function of geomagnetic latitude and local time and of the level
of disturbance. Temperatures were derived from the N2 densities measured by the
gas analyzer aboard the polar-orbiting satellite ESRO 4. Results indicated two
maxima in the temperature response in high geomagnetic latitudes that are probably
associated with particle precipitation. These maxima occur near the poleward
limit of the auroral belts, at about 9 and 0 hours of local magnetic time. There
is also evidence of the effect of Joule heating due to thie auroral electrojets in
the morning and evening auroral belts. Enhancement of the temperature response
in middle latitudes is observed throughout the night side and in a region centered
in the late afternoon.

INTRODUCTION

Two earlier papers (Jacchia et al [1,2]) introduced a working model of the changes
in temperature, density, and composition that occur in the disturbed thermosphere.
It was based on densities of Ar, N2 , 0, and He measured at a height of 280 km by
the gag analyzer on the ESRO 4 satellite. It assumed the increase in the local
exospheric temperature, AGT, to be a longitudinally symmetric function of the
magnetic latitude with a maximum at the magnetic poles and to be accompanied by a
virtual increase in the height of the homopause. An "equatorial wave", in which
the composition remains undisturbed, was introduced to fit the density variations
observed at low latitudes. Subsequently, a perturbation was added to the tempera-
ture profiles in the lower thermosphere (Jacchia [3]) in order to match densities
observed at 160 km by Philbrick et al [4].

That relatively simple model has since been compared with constituent densities
from a number of other gas analyzer experiments and has stood up remarkably well.
However, the assumption that the thermospheric disturbance is longitudinally
symmetric in magnetic coordinates is an obvious limitation to both the predictive
capability of the model and to the insight it might provide regarding the physical
processes involved. The principal energy sources in the disturbed thermosphere
are thought to be particle precipitation an, Joule heating by ionospheric current
systems. Both are expected to act at a distance from the magnetic poles and to
show a strong dependence on magnetic local time. Thus, we have set out to investi-
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gate the iocal time dependence of the thermospheric response with the eventual
objective of improving the existing model. Some of the preliminary results of
this investigation are given here.

DATA ANALYSIS

We have again utilized the 280 km data from ESRO 4. These data cover the interval
from December 1972 to April 1974 with only very minor interruptions and, since
ESRO 4 was in a nearly polar orbit, provide ample coverage in high latitudes.
They also have a distinct advantage over other data available to us in that a
"quiet time" model has been specifically fitted to them (von Zahn et al [5]). It
thus becomes a relatively simple matter to separate the qomagnetic variation
from the various other thermospheric variations.

As we did in our earlier studies, the observed N, densities were used to derive
values of the exospheric temperature. This was done in this case by inverse inter-
polation in the 1977 Jacchia model (Jacchia [3]) after first subtracting out the
contribution of the "equatorial wave" to the N2 density. The increase AGT in
exospheric temperature due to a geomagnetic disturbance was then obtained by sub.
tracting the interpolated temperature corresponding to the N2 density for K u 0
as given by the quiet time model of von Zahn et al [5]. p

In our existing model of the geomagnetic variation, AGT is given by

AGT = A sin",

where > is the geomagnetic latitude and the amplitude A is given by

A = 57.5 Kp' [P + 0.027 exp (0.4 K p ) ]

Here K p is the value of the Kp geomagnetic index for a time t' = t - T, where the
time lag T is given by

= 0.1 + 0.2 cos2 (days)

As in our earlier studies, we have used the invariant geomagnetic latitude through-
out as it was included with the ESRO 4 data and seems to give the best results.

To study the form of the global increase in exospheric temperature, the values of
I GT determined from the observed N2 densities were normalized by dividing By the
corresponding value of A computed from the equation above. The normalized values
were then sorted into bins according to invariant latitude, local magnetic time
(LMT), and the "lagged" geomagnetic index Kp'. The dimensions of the bins that
were used were 10' in invariant latitude, 3h in LMT, and 1 unit in Kp'. Means
were formed in each bin and values that departed from their respective mean by
more than 3 times the RMS deviation were rejected and the means were then re-
computed. The data points that were rejected amounted to only about 1% of the
total. As could be expected, the RMS deviations were fairly large - typically
about 0.2. The total number of data points corresponding to a given range of K
did, of course, decrease markedly with increasing Kp 0. There were a total of

almost 3000 data points in the range 3-4, but only about 500 data points in the
range 5-6. Data for which K p exceeded 6 were too few in number to be of use in
this study. All of the data were grouped together, regardless of hemisphere or
season.
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RESULTS

Examination of the weans reveals the form of the global temperature increase to be
rotationally asymmetric with respect to local time, but not to the extent that
might have been expected. It is true that the I1dximum increase does not occur at

the magnetic poles. Instead, there are, at least on the average, two maxima

located near the poleward limit of the auroral oval. The largest of these is
centered at about gh LMT and the other is centered at about 0 LMT. They would
seem to be related to heating resulting from particle precipitation. Their place-

ment at such high latitudes and at nearly opposite local times produces latitu-
dinal profiles that depart far less from our existing model than might have been
expected.

These two high-latitude maxima can be seen in Figure 1. Here we have plotted the

mean values of the normalized temperature increase as a function of LMT for the

bins with invariant latitude centered at 75'. The values for two separate ranges

of K p , 3-4 and 4-5, are plotted, primarily to show the consistency of the data
with respect to these features.

2 K'p 3-4
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I I - I-------- --- I I I
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06-

I I I 1 I I I I

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 3
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Fig. I AGT/A for the 10 degree latitude bins centered at 750 invariant

latitude plotted as a function of LMT for two ranges of the Kp' index.

The two maxima are quite clearly seen when the means are plotted as a function of

latitude for different values of the local time. This we have done in Figure 2,

where latitudinal profiles are plotted for each of two perpendicular meridional

planes for KP' in the range 3-4. The two planes were chosen so as to pass close

to the two high-latitude maxima on the one hand and to the two minima on the other.

No variation in the local times of the two maxima with Kp' could be discerned

from the available data. There is, however, an indication that both maxima move

toward somewhat lower latitudes within the auroral oval as Kp' increases. As a

result, the temperature profiles seem to be significantly broadened in form in

high latitudes as K increases. For Kp ' in the range 3-4, as can be seen in

p p
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Fig. 2 Latitudinal profiles of LGT/7 in the 10.5/22.5 and
meridional planes for Kp in the range 3-4.

Figureh 2 the maximum near 9h LMT occurs at a latitude of about 800, while that
near 0 LMT occurs at a latitude of about 75'. These latitudes correspond almost
exactly to the poleward limits of the auroral oval (Bond and Akasofu [6]) at their
respective local times. In Figure 3, we have replotted the profiles in the
l0b5/22.h5 meridional plane from Figure 2 and have added those in the same plane

16 I I

Kp " 3-4 Kp/. 4-5 K p15-6

12 /

04 /

00 , I I i I i
sO 90 60 60 90 60 60 90 60

INVARIANT LATITUDE (dog)

Fig. 3 Latitudinal profiles of AGT-/ in the 10.5/22.5 meridional
plane for three different ranges of K .
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derived for K ' in the range 4-5 and in the range 5-6. As can be seen, both high-
latitude maxiga appear to shift towards lower latitudes by 5 degrees or more in
going from the lowest to the highest range of Kp

Some other important features of the global temperature increase have been
revealed by this study. Returning to Figure 2, attention is called to the very
remarkable decrease in the slope of the latitudinal profile for 4h.5 LMT equator-
ward of 750 latitude. An appreciable temperature enhancement apparently occurs
in the region of the auroral oval. Similar enhancements, though not so large,
occur in the profiles for l]5 and 76I5 LMT. This can be seen in Figure 4, where

I 4 - ' 1 -T -- I T ' I I I

q2

hh1

oI
0", 

19h 5

0 6 
7 h5

02

O 30 60 90 60 30 0

INVARIANT LATITUDE (deg)

Fig. 4 Latitudinal profiles of AGT/A at 1.5, 4h5, 7.5, and 19.5 LMT
for K in the range 3-4.

we have plotted these three profiles for K ' in the range 3-4, together with the
only other profile that shows such an enhacement, that for 1905 LMT. These
enhancements most likely occur as a result of Joule heating, primarily by the
westward auroral electrojet. The westward electrojet is the more intense of the
two auroral electrojets and has two peaks, one in the evening sector and the other
in the night (early morning) sector (see, for example; Kamide and Matsushita [7]).

The mid-latitude "wings" seen on many of the derived profiles are consistent
features in the N2 data. At first, we thought that these might simply be the
result of imperfections in one or more terms of the diurnal variation as given by
the ESRO 4. "quite time" model. The fact that these features appear with about
the same relative intensity regardless of the level of disturbance argues strongly
against this interpretation, however. What seems to be indicated is a persistent
enhancement of the N2 density throughout the night side and in a region centered
in the late afternoon.

Figure 5 shows relative isotherms drawn to fit the means of AGT/A derived from the
142 densities for K p in the range 3-4. The plot uses magnetic latitude and local
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Fig. 5 Isotherms of the mean normalized temperature increase derived
from N2 densities for K in the range 3-4.

p.

time as co-ordinates and covers the region poleward of about 30 latitude. It
illustrates all of the features that have been mentioned. As can be seen, the

response at high latitudes is generally much greater in the night and late-
morning sectors than it is elsewhere. This agrees with earlier results (Taeusch
[8], Pr6lss and von Zahn [9]) though both the intensity and latitudinal extent of
the disturbance in the late-morning sector are somewhat surprising. The strong
maximum in this sector is probably the same day side heating zone detected by
earlier analyses of the ESR04 data (Fricke et al [10], Raitt et al [11]) and
shown to move towards lower latitudes as the level of disturbance increases. It
would appear to be associated with the magnetospheric cleft region. In middle
latitudes. there is little enhancement in the late-morning sector. As mentioned
above, however, there is considerable enhancement throughout tho night side and
in a ,eyo, LeiLered at about 450 in the late afternoon. Specific instances of
mid-latitude enhancement of N2 on the night side have been previously reported by
Raitt et al [111 and shown to be closely correlated with zones of high-energy
electron flux. To our knowledge, the mid-latitude feature in the late afternoon
has not been identified previously.

Studies of the global variations of the other constituents measured by the ESRO 4
gas analyzer, similar to that presented here for N2 , are in progress. These will
be of considerable help in developing a clearer picture of the disturbed thermo-
sphere, especially in those aspects that may be related to dynamics.
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ABSTRACT

Total density data were obtained from the accelerometer CACTUS on board of
CASTOR-D5B 1975-39A. Numerous and precise data were obtained between 250km and
600km altitude in the equatorial region (±30o latitude) for a period extending
from May 1975 (minimum of solar activity) to February 1979 (already important
solar activity). Since CACTUS data have not yet been used for the construction
of empirical thermospheric models, a significant part of the data file is compared
with several thermospheric models in order to provide an external test of the
reliability of such models. Standard deviations of the order of 20% are apparent.
The most significant differences extend over a few weeks and cannot be represented
by the geophysical indices as they are presently used in the empirical models.
Such an experimental fact suggests that the mathematical and physical aspects of
the empirical models should be refined in order to achieve a better representation
of physical reality.

INTRODUCTION

Several three dimensional thermospheric models have been recently developed by
using satellite drag data, mass spectrometer measurements, optical data and inco-
herent scatter results [1-6]. Although these empirical models represent significant
progress in the representation of the terrestrial thermosphere, a systematic compa-
rison [7] has shown that important differences are present, particularly for
extreme geophysical conditions.

The total density data obtained with the CACTUS accelerometer on board the CASTOR-
D5B satellite provide zn excel!ent means to test the validity of specific models
and to stress the most important deviations. Data are obtained between 250 and
600km altitude with an accuracy of a few percent. The time resolution is 2.8s
and the presently available data cover a period of 2.5 years. The present analysis
deals with systematic variations covering periods of the order of a few weeks.
Very short fluctuations of the order of a few seconds have already been analyzed
[8] as well as problems related to geomagnetic activity [9].

DATA ANALYSIS AND GLOBAL COMPARISON

For each observed density p(CACTUS) and each model density p(MODEL) it is possible
to compute a correction factor f = ()(CACTUS)/()(MODEL). Using 130,000 points unifor-
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mly distributed over the period 06/30/75 to 12/30/77 one obtains an histogram of
tile decimal logarithm of f as shown in Fig.I for three models, i.e.DTM [5]
(adjusted model in order to take into account the under-estimation of high geoma-
gnetic activity effects [71), MSIS[2-3] and J71 [10], the last model being chosen
since it has been widely used and since it takes much less computer time than the
most recent one J77 [I]. Although CACTUS data have not been used in the construc-
tion of the empirical models, Fig.1 indicates a global agreement between the ob-
served total densities and the model values with a standard deviation of the order
of 20%. Such an external test is satisfactory but it gives no insight into any
particular phenomenon which is not represented by any available model. Therefore,
we have taken advantage of the fact that the CACTUS accelerometer data provide
total densities between perigee at 250km and 600km altitude along each ascending
and descending part of every orbit. Between 600km altitude and apogee height
(1200km) radiation pressure effects become more and more predominant. Moreover,
density determinations at 450km correspond to a local time difference of 7 to 8
hours and to a latitudinal change of 100 to 200 between the ascending and the
descending parts of a specific orbit.

Number of points
per 0.02 log10 f

DTM

10000- MSIS

........ J 71

5000-

01 w I: !

-0.4 0 +0.4 logo f

Fig. I - Histogram of f = p(CACTJS)/p(MODEL)for three models. DTM(solid line),
MSIS (dashed line), J71 (dotted line)

As a consequence, common phenomena observed at different heights during one orbit
cannot be attributed to local time variations or to latitudinal variations. The
present analysis is made for three standard altitudes, i.e. 270km, 350km and
450km. Observed densities along each orbit are reduced to a standard altitude by
using a vertical model successively near perigee and in the height ranges 300km
to 400km and 400km to 500km. Fig.2 shows observed total densities and model densi-
ties DTM [5] (fcr the perigee height) as well as the correction factor
f = p(CACTUS)/p(DTM) as a function of time from MJD 42820 to 42970 (February to
July 1976), i.e. a perioq of 150 days. The geomagnetic index Kp and the solar
decimetric flux F in 10- 2Wm- Hz I are also indicated as well as the latitude and
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the local time at perigee. For the altitudces 350km and 450km only the correction
factor f is shown. However a distinction is made between ascending (upleg) and
descending (downleg) parts of each orbit in order to analyse their common features.
Since the orbital period of CACTUS-DSB is of the order of 100 min a specific alti-
tude can be sampled 14 times per day for upleg and downleg crossing. It :ippears
that the correcti-on factor is almost constant during a whole day. This implies
That any departure of f from unity in Fig.2 is neither a universal time nor a
longitudinal effect.

DETAILED COMPARISON

Although the histogram of the correction factors f, Fig.l, resembles a gaussian
curve, these factors do not vary randomly on a time scale of a few weeks. They are
characterized by apparent oscillations with a recurrence of the order of 20 to 30
days corresponding to the times of low solar activity, Fig.2. The minima appear
in phase with the minima of the solar flux F and the differences of the factors
f are greatest for the solar flux minima. This general aspect is found when other
empirical models are used, such as J71 and MSIS. The amplitude of the oscillations
increases with height and this fact could be interpreted as a temperature effect.
Minima values of the correction factors correspond to an observed total density
decrease of the order of 50% with respect to the model value at 450km altitude
and could be interpreted in terms of a thermospheric temperature decrease of about
50K. In the model, the thermospheric temperature variation AT(K) related to the
solar activity by the indicator F(mean of F over three months) and (F-F), is given
by : '.T = aF + b(F-F) with 2.7<a13.6; 1.2<b<1.4. During low solar activity F is
nearly constant and (F-F) is less than 10 units, the necessary temperature varia-
tion (50K) could not be represented by this formula. Very different values of the
coefficients a and b should be used for solar minimum activity. However, the va-
lues above are satisfactory for medium solar activity (for example, F = 140).
Other solar indicators could be also used with advantage.

Another period of 150 days following the period of Fig.2 is presented in Fig.3
and corresponds to very small variation of solar flux. The oscillations of the
factors f are smaller and in several cases nonexistant. This is also the way that
the observed oscillations in Fig.2 are related to the variations of solar flux.

However, all features cannot be explained by this effect; certainly other proces-
ses are needed to interpret the behaviour among the different curves in Fig.2 and
Fig.3, such as diurnal and annual variation, geomagnetic activity or other pheno-

mena. Our purpose was only to draw attention to a particular point related to the
minimum of the solar activity for which empirical representation must be revised.
Another purpose is also to emphasize that we need to look carefully at all these
different features before -evising the thermospheric model.
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VARIATIONS OF DENSITY SCALE
HEIGHT BETWEEN 300 AND
400 KM

Mirton J. III

Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
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ABSTRACT

Density data from the French CACTUS accelerometer are used to de-
termine values of density scale height. An analysis shows a diur-
nal effect in 'he variations of scale height. There exists a cor-
relation between geomagnetic activity and variations of scale
height. Variations of the gradient of scale height are shown and
analysed.

INTRODUCTION

The density scale height H is widely used in cases where satel-
lite drag data are analyseg to obtain atmospheric densities. There-
fore it seems to be useful to study the behaviour of this scale
height. Using the method described in [1] we determined more than
4500 density scale height profiles in the 300-400km height range.
These profiles cover a 1.5 year interval during 1975-76. These data
allow an analysis of variations of scale height as a function of
time.

RESULTS

Our analysis proves that there are no significant differences be-
tween the curves referring to different altitudes of our interval,
so it is sufficient to show the variations at one altitude. There-
fore we present a general survey, using smoothed curves correspond-
ing to 320km. In Figure 1 we show in 3 parts the observed varia-
tions of Hd compared with those given by CIRA 72 for the same con-
ditions. The agreement between the values given by the model and
the observed data is surprisingly good. It must be mentionned that
in these curves we omitted the points referring to geomagnetically
disturbed days, i.e. all cases where Kp>2.5. As a result one can
say that the differences with respect to the model are within 15-
20%.

Inspecting the curves the most striking feature is a long-periodic
variation which easily can be recognized as a diurnal effect.
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The curves show 3 large maxima: in November 1975, in April 1976 and
in August 1976. The maximum valus of Hd are 50km in the first two
cases and 46km in the last one. The strong undulation of the "ob-
served" curve makes it difficult to determine the exact value of
the maximum to minimum ratio. Accepting the extreme values of the

H ! -r I .

7KM 4r5 [LSTJ 911 49h2h 4Q4h 3h 25

7975 .1.5 .76

46-), h iT} 8, 7h / 5h 153h ( 7h ,Oh 3,Gh3 0 ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.27 4.4. 74.

H I I

CtKI O*hfLST 8Sh 14,4h ggh 222h 34 h

4.7 76 4.9." 44.76
CIl3- 72 O8SEQV h:

Fig.1 Variations of density scale height at 320km

curves we obtain ratios between 1.28 and 1.52. These values are a-
bout 15% higher than the corresponding values of the model. The
times of the maxima are at about 15-17h LT, the minima appear a-
round 3-4h LT.

On the whole we can establish that strong undulation is a charac-
teristic feature of the observed curves. It is important to remark
that this undulation appears simultaneously at all altitudes, with
amplitudes increasing slightly with height. Just because of this
simultaneity is it very conspicuous that from time to time we have
some variations of Hd appearing at higher altitudes with a time-
lag. However, a precise analysis revealed that this is an apparent
phenomenon depending on the orbital conditions of the measuring
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satellite. Considering a descending transit, ice. the case when the
satellite approaches perigee, it is clear that with decreasing al-
titude the corresponding local time increases. As a consequence,
the satellite crosses a point at 380km with a given local time a-
bout 3 days later than the same local time at 300km. Thus we can
establish that the apparently shifted variations of the scale height
occur at the same local time at all altitudes and they represent an
interesting feature of the diurnal effect. Since this phenomenon
appears on each curve between 18-20h LT, it can be considered a
sunset effect.

Examining the behaviour of the scale height it is interesting to
remark that at times of geomagnetic storms the variations of scale
height are in correlation with those of the geomagnetic index KP.
This correlation between Kp and Hd is usually provable when during
geomagnetic storms Kp becomes larger than 3.

It is clear that the density scale height is highly variable and
therefore it is useful to study the behaviour of its gradient, i.e.

P =dHd/dz. Unfortunatelly. we have no analytical expression for
the temperature distribution with height in the thermosphere. There-
fore the gradient P must be computed from finite differences be-
tween scale heights. For a given date we calculated the gradient
beginning at altitude 300km with dz=2Okm up to 380km. We accepted
the mean of the calculated values as the gradient referring to
340km. In Figure 2 we show the results obtained in this way.

M20 24 3 42 7 24 3 8 42 6 20 3 40 4G LT0 16 --- -- _ -- --T- - - - - - - - -- - -

I I I

Fig.2 Variations of the gradient of density scale height
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Theoretical calculations concerning the value of the gradient pre-
dict for our conditions a mean value of 0.05-0.09 with variations
such that the daytime values are higher than those for night. From
Figure 2 one can establish that the situation is more complicated
than this. The predicted mean value [2] is in good agreement with
the observed ones, but the diurnal variation cannot be represented
as a simple sine wave. As we can see, between 17-21h LT we have al-
ways a maximum. The absolute minima of the curve appear between
l0-14h LT. This variation is opposite that expected. It is an in-
teresting fact that there appear secondary maxima at about 3-4h LT.

CONCLUSION

Our analysis reveals that the density scale height undergoes impor-
tant variations. The most striking variation we recognized as a di-
urnal effect, but a strong modulation is also characteristic on all
curves. The so-called sunset effect can be explained if we accept
that the number densities of the different constituents do not de-
crease simultaneously. Accepting a time-lag of 2-3 hours between
the decrease of the concentration of two major constituents we ob-
tained curves which are very similar to the observed ones.

It is important to distinguish between the pressure scale height H
and the density scale height Hd. Neverthelecs, in the examined time
interval and height range Hd was almost identical with Hp. their
ratio was always between 1.05 and 1.11. As a consequence, on the
basis of simple theoretical assumptions Hd can easily be transfor-
med into Hp with an error less than 2-3%. This is important, be-
cause the variations of Hp reflect those of the T/M-ratio. But un-
der the given conditions the temperature variations are always sig-
nificantly larger than those of the mean molecular mass. As an ex-
amplewe take data from CIRA 72. At an altitude of 350km we have
the following parameters: at a temperature of T= 700K we have a
mean molecular mass M= 15.53 and a scale height Hd= 40.27. At
T= 800K the corresponding parameters are M= 15.96 and Hd= 45.03.
As we can see, the variation of the molecular mass is very small,
only 0.43, meanwhile the temperature varies lOOK. At the same time
the T/M-ratio varies from 45.07 to 50.13, their difference 5.06 be-
ing almost the same value as the variation of the scale height 4.76.
Therefore, we can accept that the variations of the density scale
height can be used to analyse the relative temperature variations
in the thermosphere, if we transform them into pressure scale
heights. Of course, if we wish absolute temperature variations in-
stead of relative ones, it is necessary to take into account the
variations of the mean molecular mass, on the basis of a model.
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FROM THE CACTUS
ACCELEROMETER DATA

C. Berger and F. Barlier

C.E.R.G.A., 06130 Grasse, France

ABSTRACT

During the last solar activity minimum, a great deal of very precise total density
data was obtained in the equatorial regions from the CACTUS accelerometer experi-
ment. Due to the eccentricity of the orbit, it is also possible to determine a
density scale height by considering tht the density profiles between the perigee

(270 km) and 400 km are quasi-vertical. Densities and density scale heights are
analysed during magnetic storms and their variations are compared with their beha-
viour during quiet periods. For densities as well as for scale heights, an asymme-
trical structure in latitude and longitude is exhibited with respect to the magnetic
equator. Their values are relatively higher in the northern hemisphere than in the
southern one. The hypothesis (previously suggested) of a greater energy input in
the southern hemisphere inducing asymmetrical winds, explains the results well.

INTRODUCTION

Total density data from the CACTUS accelerometer experiment Il have been gathered
in the equatorial regions during the last minimum of solar activity. The time reso-
lution is one measurement each 2.68 seconds, the relative accuracy of the data (a
few per cent) was estimated by Villain [21 . Such characteristics permit a precise
study of the reaction of the thermosphere to geomagnetic activity. In this study,
the data cover 2.5 years (June 1975-December 1977) and the altitude range 270 km -

600 km.

TOTAL DENSITY VARIATIONS

In Figure 1, an example is given where fine structures are evidenced, in particular,
the sharp increase and relaxation time. This complex physical behaviour is not taken
into account by the classical formulae of models.

231
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Fig. 1 Correlation between total density variations and geomagnetic

activity from CACTUS data and the Jacchia 1971 model (altitude of 300 km)

However, such pure events are not numerous (about fifteen). So that, in order to

use a maximum amount of data, all densities were associated with the geomagnetic

planetary index K shifted in time by 6 hours and then statistically analysed. Our

purpose is to observe if the magnetic storm structure of the thermosphere presents

some asymmetries between the two hemispheres. Therefore, we have choosen as the

reference model the J71 model (31 which gives a symmetrical reaction. Asymmetrical

features have already been mentioned during quiet geomagnetic corditions for the

December solstice 14, 51 and also during disturbed periods t6, 71

Three geomagnetic situations have been considered :

- high activity Kp ) 5 subdivided into two groups, 5 ( Kp < 6 and Kp ; 6.

- medium activity 4 < Kp < 5.

- small activity Kp < 3.

Three latitudinal zones have been defined : zone 20'N (30°N to ICON), zone 00

(ICON to 100S), zone 20S (100S to 3005). We compute the ratio f = Pc4rtu /P,1
and then take the mean values of the factors f for each geomagnetic sfiua ioi1 &nd

for each zone by using data in the altitude range 270 km -400 km (Table la) and

400 km - 600 km (Table Ib). N is the number of data considered.

For Kp 4 3 the f values are close to 1, but for K ) 4 the f values are lower.
They are the lowest in Table Ib, corresponding to higher altitudes. This fact

means that the predicted temperature is overestimated when Kp is increasing. We

ignore this fact here where we consider only the relative variations of the factor
f in term of different parameters.
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An asymmetrical behaviour between the two hemispheres appears progressively while
the geomagnetic activity is increasing. It is of the same order of magnitude for
both altitude zones considered.

TABLES la , lb Mean Values of the f = P cactus/PJ71 Ratio as a Function

of Latitude and Geomagnetic Activity for Two Zones of Altitude

Kp 3 4 Kp < 5 5 < Kp < 6 Kp > 6

mean 200S 0O 20ON 200S 00 20ON 200S 00 20ON 200S 00 20ONl ati tude

N 48399 29342 52437 44497 23629 44087 11256 7118 9343 2686 2526 8872

f 0.93 0.95 0.92 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.76 0,87 0.90

N 24380 14403 24922 23314 15030 18698 6888 3232 5644 1808 1112 3668

f 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.72 0.71 0.74 0.64 0.65 0.76 0.66 0.68 0.76

A finer analysis can be attempted by drawing geographical maps using all the data
(Figure 2). Asymmetries are not seen for K < 3, but develop while the geomagnetic
activity is increasing. They are characterized by density gradients between the
northern and southern hemisphere and by longitudinal maxima. If we consider only
data covering the solstice period (+ 45 days around the solstice day) such asymme-
tries are emphasized for the December solstice (Figure 3). They exist even for
K < 3 but they are less important than for K P > 5. During the June solstice no
s gnificant structure appears for K < 3, unfortunately there are not enough data
for Kp > 5.

DENSITY SCALE HEIGHT VARIATIONS

Table 2 Mean Values of the f = Hcactus/HJ71 Ratio as a Function of

Latitude and Geomagnetic Activity for the Altitude of 320 km

Kp < 3 4 4 Kp< 5 5 < Kp < 6 Kp > 6

mean 20S 0- ZOON 20oS 00 20ON 20oS 00 20ON 200S 00 20ONl ati tude

N 3084 1777 3177 341 172 319 100 27 78 24 15 70

f 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.90 0.97 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.94

Thanks to the high eccentricity of the trajectory (mean value in 1976 : 0.063)
quasi-vertical profiles of total density can be obtained. By using the exponential
decrease law and data at 310 km and 330 km altitude density scale heights (Hcactus)
assigned to the altitude of 320 km can be determined. These determinations are
processed in the same way as the density data. The results are given in Table 2.
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The increase of asymmetry with geomagnetic activity appears here also, but the
relative variations are smaller than that observed for total densities.

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION

Asymmetries between the hemispheres are developing with geomagnetic activity for
two altitude zones (270 km to 400 km and 400 km to 600 kin) : the relative increase
of total density is higher in the northern part and does not depend on altitude.

For the present solar conditions, atomic oxygen 101 represents almost completely
the total mass density. As the relative differences between the two hemispheres
are not increasing with altitude these asymmetries cannot be explained, in a first
approximation, in terms of asymmetries in the thermopause temperature but more
likely in terms of density variations in the lower thermosphere. Asymmetries in
circulation processes can induce such variations because in the lower thermosphere
101 is very sensitive to circulation ; the lighter components are accumulated in
the regions of minimum pressure (cold regions) 181 . As asymmetries are increasing
with Kp an asymmetrical heating linked with geomagnetic activity in the auroral
regions appears as a possible hypothesis ; it could generate an asymmetrical tran-
sequatorial wind. Such an hypothesis was already proposed by Mayr and Trinks 161
to interpret, for some longitudes, ESRO-4 data. In addition, it is possible to
explain with this hypothesis the asymmetries observed in December even for quiet
geomagnetic conditions. Indeed, at this time there is a normal circulation fron
the southern hemisphere (warm hemisphere) to the northern hemisphere (cold hemis-
phere) and the permanent heati.og in the auroral regions, stronger in the southern
part, reinforces the normal circulation process.

It also possible to explain by circulation processes the asymmetry in the density
scale height determinations (H), (Table 2). Two factors can play a role for modi-
fying the H parameter : temperature and mean molecular mass. Because the variations
of temperature linked with Kp are small in the equatorial regions 19, 101 the
effect of mean molecular mass variations is predominant . If there is a relative
enhancement of atomic oxygen in the northern hemisphere a relative increase of
scale height must be detected in this hemisphere, as observed.

In conclusion, asymmetrical circulation processes due to asymmetrical heating
mechanisms are a plausible hypothesis in order to explain the observed total den-
sity and scale height variations with geomagnetic activity.
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CORRIGENDA

Advances in Space Research Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2 (1981)

Certain information given in Volume I, Numbers I and 2 of Advances in Space Research has been
printed erroneously, and attention is drawn to the following corrections. The Publishers regret any
inconvenience caused to the relevant indiv tuals and organizations: in all other issues of Volume 1,
the information is given correctly.

In the inside front cover, in the address of Professor J. F. Denisse, Chairman of the Editorial Board,
the name of ,he street is misspelt, and should read 61 rue Dutot, not Dudot. Of the Editorial Board
Members, Professor S. A. Browhill should read Professor S. A. Bowhill; Professor W. R. Holm-
quist should read Dr. W. R. Holmquist; and Professor C. de Jaeger should read Professor C. de
Jager.

On the second preliminary page, under "Sponsors", the order of the organizations is given incor-
rectly. The Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) is the principal sponsor in each case; the other
sponsors are given correctly, with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences being collaborator for the
whole COSPAR Twenty-third Plenary Meeting.

Also on the second preliminary page, it should be noted that K. Knott of ESA, The Netherlands, for
Volume I, Number I, and C. T. Russell of COSPAR, USA, for Volume 1, Number 2, are the
Chairmen of the respective Symposium Program Committees.
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